
 
 

Praise for Science on the Verge 

“It is time that a book pulls no punches on the inade-
quate state of science on the verge of collapse. This at-
tack does not aim to knockout with one blow bad 
practice of contemporary science; it rather circles the 
issue and delivers body blows until the job is done. […] 
It starts with the epidemic of retractions and failure 
across science. It debunks evidence-based science. It 
goes on to analyze the history of how science got into 
this mess. Gratuitous mathematization is exposed and 
stands naked. And finally attitudes to doubt and certain-
ty are laid bare, as contemporary science loses every 
round, left on the verge of collapse.” 

Professor Emeritus Timothy Allen  
University of Wisconsin–Madison 

“A major contribution, this book approaches the current 
crisis of scientific practices with deep insights on the 
entanglement of science, policy and ethics.” 

Professor Bernadette Bensaude-Vincent 
Université Paris 1, Panthéon Sorbonne 

“This book is about complex issues in science and gov-
ernance relationships that need clarification. It is a fun-
damental contribution that should interest scientists, 
policy makers, practitioners and theoreticians involved 
in evidence-based decision making. In particular, it deals 
with the interface between research and policymaking, 
investigating some important areas where more research 
and discussions are needed. The book poses key ques-
tions and provides some answers. As such, the book is 
relevant to researchers and policy makers alike.” 

Professor Ron S. Kennet 
University of Turin (Italy) 

Founder & CEO, the KPA Group (Israel) 



 

“The ‘crisis’ in science is not emergent: it has been brew-
ing at least since WWII, if not since the scientific revolu-
tion. And these authors have been pointing to it for 
nearly half a century, noting that the low quality of so 
much scientific output results from a ‘structural contra-
diction’ in how science is conducted, funded and gov-
erned, socially, economically and morally. […] Read it 
and weep. And commit to doing better.” 

Professor Philip B. Stark, Associate Dean  
Division of Mathematical and Physical Science  

University of California Berkeley 

“It is too easy when we talk about science to get nostal-
gic, to imagine a republic of independent, moral agents 
working for what Francis Bacon called ‘the relief of 
man’s estate’. We need books like this to remind us 
that 21st century technoscience is big business. […] The 
litany of controversies, corporate distortions, ethical 
missteps, retractions, impact factors, league tables and 
other vices is lengthening. As economies become 
‘knowledge economies’ and governments discover new 
forms of technocracy, we mustn’t pretend that ‘pure’ 
science is not politicised and marketised. This book of-
fers an uncomfortable but vital diagnosis of the trouble 
with science.” 

Professor Jack Stilgoe, Senior Lecturer  
University College London 

“With environmental and social imperatives growing 
apace and globally structured interests increasingly ob-
scuring the picture, the authors provide an authoritative, 
inspiring and highly readable vision. In many rigorous 
but practical ways, they show how science and democ-
racy can be mutually reinforcing—and work more effec-
tively together towards vital solutions.” 

Professor Andy Stirling 
SPRU and STEPS Centre, University of Sussex 
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PREFACE  

This book is the result of a long-standing collabora-
tion between the creators of the theory of post-normal 
science, Silvio Funtowicz and Jerome Ravetz, and a 
group of close collaborators in Italy, Norway and the 
USA. What we have in common is our interest in theo-
retical, critical research and interdisciplinary, practice-
oriented experience in which we “get our hands dirty” 
to improve actual practice in science and governance. 
This is at least partly the outcome of long experience in 
working closely with and within governance institutions 
at the national and international level, in particular the 
institutions of the European Union, whose staff we have 
served by providing training in how to use evidence for 
policy and by drafting guidelines and handbooks on the 
subject. 

We would like to mention the four research envi-
ronments that have been instrumental in the creation 
and development of this growing research community: 
(1) the Joint Research Centre of the European Commis-
sion in Ispra, Italy, where Ângela Guimarães Pereira is 
currently based, Andrea Saltelli and Silvio Funtowicz 
worked for many years, and Jerome Ravetz and Alice 
Benessia have been frequent guests; (2) the Centre for 
the Study of the Sciences and the Humanities at the Uni-
versity of Bergen, Norway, which has become a strong-
hold of post-normal science in Europe and the home 
institution of Silvio Funtowicz, Matthias Kaiser, Jeroen 
van der Sluijs and Roger Strand; (3) the Institute of Envi-
ronmental Science and Technology at the Autonomous 
University of Barcelona and notably Mario Giampietro's 
research group on Multi-Scale Integrated Analysis of 
Societal and Ecosystem Metabolism; and last but not 
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least, (4) the Consortium for Science, Policy & Outcomes 
coordinated from Arizona State University and co-
directed by Dan Sarewitz. In 2015, we established the 
European Centre for Governance in Complexity, co-
directed by Andrea Saltelli, Roger Strand and Mario 
Giampietro. While still in its infancy, this centre should, 
with time, become one of the locomotive forces in the 
theoretical and practical developments which this book 
exemplifies and advocates. 

As is clear in the present work, we try to call atten-
tion to the existence of some worrying fault-lines in the 
present use of science for governance, which link dra-
matically to the crisis in the governance of science it-
self—a connection ignored by most authors and 
commentators. Ethical, epistemological, methodological 
and even metaphysical dimensions of the crises are iden-
tified for the consideration of our readers. Some modest 
elements of possible solutions are also put forward, es-
pecially in relation to what needs to be unlearned in or-
der to begin the process of reconstruction, and which 
craft skills need to be relearned, sustained or enhanced. 

Acknowledgment  

The authors are indebted to Sarah Moore for check-
ing several versions of the present volume, providing 
critical insight and constructive suggestions, and keep-
ing a keen eye on the coherence among the different 
parts of the text. Any remaining flaws are the responsi-
bility of the authors. 

A note on the text 

This volume of The Rightful Place of Science follows 
the University of Cambridge spelling and punctuation 
style. 
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FOREWORD 

Daniel Sarewitz 

Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown was a fun-
ny title for Pedro Almodóvar’s funny movie about how 
men drive women nuts. Science on the Verge is a funny 
title, too, but this book, which examines the unfolding 
crisis in science today, is serious. And indeed, the worri-
some, in some ways even terrifying state of affairs in 
science revealed here, demands the sober, rigorous and 
intellectually compelling treatment that you are about to 
read.  

And yet… science’s problems seem also to verge nat-
urally toward an encounter with satire. If science is the 
great social enterprise that separates the modern, ration-
al human from our primitive, superstition-laden fore-
bears, how could it have so lost its grip on reality? 

The satirical potential that such a question raises has 
not gone entirely unnoticed, although I can think of only 
one seriously good satire about the scientific endeavour 
itself: Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels—now nearly 300 
years old. Best known for tales in which its itinerant he-
ro is little among big people, big among little people, 
and a brutish human among apparently civilized horses, 
Gulliver’s Travels also recounts the visit of its ingenuous 
and reliable narrator to the floating (in air) island of La-
puta, a kingdom ruled by mathematicians, that most 
logical and disciplined species of intellect. In Laputa, the 
nation’s indolent leaders are not fanned by servants with 
palm fronds (as would befit your standard Pharaoh or 
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Sultan). Rather, servants must continually flap the ears 
and mouths of their masters with “a blown Bladder fast-
ned like a Flail to the End of a short Stick” in order to get 
their attention. Otherwise their minds “are so taken up 
with intense Speculations, that they neither can speak, or 
attend to the Discourses of others”.  

Gulliver visits the Academy of Lagado, the king-
dom’s scientific institute, and describes many projects 
being pursued by the kingdom’s visionary researchers. 
Here, in an 18th-century nuclear fusion lab, one scientist 
has spent eight years trying to extract sunbeams from 
cucumbers. He is confident that, with an additional eight 
years of work, his project will achieve its goal of storing 
the extracted energy in “Vials hermetically sealed”, so 
that they can, when needed, be “let out to warm the Air 
in raw inclement Summers.” Meanwhile, the Academy’s 
behavioural economists debate the best way to raise tax-
es “without grieving the subject. The first affirmed, the 
justest Method would be to lay a certain Tax upon Vices 
and Folly […] The second was of an Opinion directly 
contrary; to tax those Qualities of Body and Mind for 
which Men chiefly value themselves”. Even ‘big data’ is 
very much on the agenda, as one especially ambitious 
professor strives to increase the productivity of scientific 
research with a huge machine that randomly combines 
“all the Words of Their Language in their several 
Moods, Tenses and Declensions”, and through this de-
vice “give the World a compleat Body of all Arts and 
Sciences”, an effort that would be greatly expedited if 
only “the Publick would raise a Fund for making and 
employing five Hundred” such machines.  

And what of the world portrayed in Science on the 
Verge? In this book you will read about a scientific en-
terprise that is growing in productivity and influence 
even though the majority of publications in many scien-
tific fields may be wrong. You’ll see how scientists re-
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duce complex, unpredictable problems to much simpler, 
manageable models by leaving out important factors, 
which allows the scientists to come up with neat solu-
tions—often to the wrong problems. You’ll learn how 
doing this sort of science often makes our knowledge of 
the world more uncertain and unpredictable, not less, 
and how instead of leading to ‘evidence-based policy’ 
we end up with ‘policy-based evidence.’ You’ll find out 
why precise quantitative estimates of some of the im-
pacts of climate change are so uncertain as to be mean-
ingless. (How, for example, can we quantify to a tenth of 
a percent the proportion of species that will go extinct 
from climate change if we don’t even know the number 
of species that exist now?) And you’ll find out how eco-
nomic analyses based on flawed computer coding 
served the interests of both economists and policy mak-
ers—and as a result caused long-term damage to nation-
al economies. You’ll discover how, in a human world 
that is growing ever more complex, our approaches to 
governing science and technology are turning decisions 
and action over to computer algorithms and technologi-
cal systems. We transfer our agency to machines in the 
name of efficiency and predictability, but the entirely 
paradoxical consequence is that the human capacity to 
adapt to uncertainty and unpredictability may actually 
be diminishing.   

It’s a world that might well have been imagined by a 
modern-day Swift—only it’s our world, today. At its 
heart is a failure to recognize that the use of science in 
guiding human affairs is always a political act. It’s not 
that we shouldn’t do our very best to understand our 
world as a basis for acting wisely in it. It’s that such un-
derstanding has its limits as matters of both science and 
subjective sensibility. All complex systems must be sim-
plified by scientists to render them analytically tractable. 
All choices about how a society should best address its 
many challenges must be guided by the norms and val-
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ues of stakeholders, by trade-offs among those with con-
flicting goals, and by hedges against inevitable uncer-
tainties. If the second condition—the necessity of 
subjective choice—is made subservient to the first—the 
limits of science—then science runs the risk of being cor-
rupted. This happens because its practitioners, advo-
cates and institutions do not resist the temptation of 
overstating science’s claims to both certainty and legiti-
macy. The risk for society, in turn, comes from pushing 
the political into the black box of the technical, thus 
making it invisible to democratic actors. As explained by 
the political theorist Yaron Ezrahi in his 1990 book The 
Descent of Icarus, “The uses of science and technology to 
‘depoliticise’ action have been among the most potent 
political strategies in the modern state. The authority of 
this strategy has been sustained by the illusion that so-
cial and political problems like scientific problems are 
inherently solvable” (51).  

If science is failing, then, surely a good part of the 
explanation is that, in turning many complex social chal-
lenges over to scientists to find ‘solutions’, politicians 
and citizens alike are demanding more from science 
than it can deliver. Swift himself feared the consequenc-
es of substituting scientific rationality for human judg-
ment. Three years after writing Gulliver, he explored the 
problem of scientific rationality and social choice in his 
famous essay “A Modest Proposal”. Here, in a brutal 
satire of evidence-based policy, he demonstrated in dis-
passionate, rational, quantified scientific terms that eat-
ing poor children would be economically and socially 
beneficial—a logically elegant solution to poverty aris-
ing from England’s oppressive policies toward Ireland.  

If we have come less far than we might wish from 
Swift’s view of science and politics, the authors of Sci-
ence on the Verge lay out the regimen necessary for avoid-
ing nervous breakdown. Above all is the importance of 
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recognizing that (as you’ll read in Chapter 1) “the prob-
lems in science will not be fixed by better training in sta-
tistics, better alignment of incentives with objectives, 
better regulation of copyright” and so on. The scientific 
community continues to understand itself as a self-
correcting, autonomous enterprise, but the knowledge it 
creates is no longer containable within laboratories, 
technical publications and patents. It has now become 
central to many political debates, and can be wielded by 
everyday citizens during activities as mundane as visit-
ing a doctor, buying food or arguing with one’s neigh-
bour. Scientists can no longer maintain authority by 
insisting that they should be left alone to fix their prob-
lems. Recall what happened when the Catholic Church 
tried this approach after Gutenberg had loosened its 
hold on truth.  

Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown made the 
case for the essential and redemptive strength of women 
in a male-dominated culture. Science on the Verge is no 
less sympathetic to its subject. Many modern institutions 
and practices have been designed in the expectation that 
science was a truth-telling machine that could help over-
come fundamental conditions of uncertainty and disa-
greement. The painful lesson of recent decades, 
however, is that real science will never construct a sin-
gle, coherent, shared picture of the complex challenges 
of our world—and that the quest to do so instead pro-
motes corruption of the scientific enterprise, and uncer-
tainty and suspicion among decision makers and 
engaged citizens (exemplified in debates over GMOs or 
nuclear energy). At its best, however, science can pro-
vide a multiplicity of insights that may help democratic 
societies explore options for navigating the challenges 
that they face. Put somewhat differently, Science on the 
Verge explains to us why science’s gifts must be under-
stood as actually emerging from science’s limits—much 
as grace is born from human fallibility. 
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WHO WILL SOLVE THE CRISIS IN 
SCIENCE? 

Andrea Saltelli, Jerome Ravetz and  
Silvio Funtowicz 

Endangered science 

The integrity of science has been the subject of in-
creasing concern, among scientists and the media, over 
the past decade. Although science is still among the 
most trusted of public institutions, the crisis of quality 
within science is now threatening to erode that trust. 

Attempting to explain “Why most published research 
findings are false”, Ioannidis (2005) expresses “increas-
ing concern that in modern research, false findings may 
be the majority or even the vast majority of published 
research claims”. The same author has created a Meta-
Research Innovation Centre (METRICS) at Stanford to 
combat “bad science” (Economist, 2014). In a later paper 
Ioannidis (2014) estimated that as much as 85% of re-
search funding is wasted as a result of shoddy science—
a serious claim for an enterprise that absorbs sizeable 
portions of public expenditure. According to The Lancet 
(2015)—which in 2014 ran a series on “Research: increas-
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ing value, reducing waste”—an estimated $200 billion 
was wasted on science in the U.S. in 2010 alone. 

 “Unreliability in scientific literature” and “systemat-
ic bias in research” have been denounced by Boyd 
(2013); in the field of organic chemistry Sanderson notes 
that “Laboratory experiments cannot be trusted without 
verification” (2013); Begley (2013: 433-434) decries “Sus-
pected work […in] the majority of preclinical cancer pa-
pers in top tier journals”. In an earlier paper Begley and 
Ellis (2012) note that a team of researchers working to 
reproduce ‘landmark studies’ in haematology and on-
cology were able to reproduce only 11% of the original 
findings.  

Natural and medical sciences are not the only do-
mains concerned. Nobel laureate Daniel Kahneman was 
among the first to sound the alarm in the field of behav-
ioural sciences, warning that he saw “a train wreck 
looming” (quoted in Yong, 2012). Another Nobel laure-
ate, Joseph Stiglitz, described the mathematical work 
associated with the financial instruments at the origin of 
the present recession as having been corrupted by “per-
verse incentives and flawed models—accelerated by a 
race to the bottom” (2010: 92).  

Fraud and misconduct may be only part of the great-
er problem of integrity in science, but they are the most 
visible signs of a crisis. The retraction by the journal Sci-
ence of findings according to which political activists 
could convince conservative voters to change their 
minds on same-sex marriage in brief face-to-face conver-
sations prompted the New York Times (2015) to headline 
with “Scientists who cheat”, and Nature (2015), with 
“Misplaced faith”. Citing the finding that nine in ten 
British people would trust scientists to follow the rules 
(according to an Ipsos MORI poll), the Nature editorial 
asked pointedly, “How many scientists would say the 
same?” 
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Various initiatives have been launched to record mis-
conduct and track retractions (for example, “Retraction 
Watch”1), while problems of reproducibility have been 
addressed by, for example, the “Reproducibility Initia-
tive”2 (Nature Biotechnology, 2012). However, the process 
of checking which results are reproducible and which 
are not is arduous, as reluctance to share data hampers 
the reproducibility effort (Van Noorden, 2015). 

Four World Conferences on Research Integrity have 
been held between 2007 and 2015 (see The Lancet, 2015, 
for a discussion); the issues are debated in think tanks 
(Horton, 2015); and as recently as October 2013 the 
weekly news magazine The Economist dedicated its cover 
page to the subject, with an editorial exploring “How 
science goes wrong”:  

Science still commands enormous—if sometimes be-
mused—respect. But its privileged status is founded on the 
capacity to be right most of the time and to correct its mis-
takes when it gets things wrong. […] The false trails laid 
down by shoddy research are an unforgivable barrier to 
understanding. (Economist, 2013: 11) 

The crisis in reproducibility must imply a dysfunc-
tion in science’s own quality control mechanisms. In 
2015 the publisher Springer and the Université Joseph 
Fourier released ‘SciDetect’, software designed to detect 
fake scientific papers (Springer, 2015): “The open source 
software [SciDetect] discovers text that has been gener-
ated with the SCIgen computer program and other fake-
paper generators like Mathgen and Physgen”. In China, 
“A Science investigation has uncovered a smorgasbord of 
questionable practices including paying for author’s 
slots on papers written by other scientists and buying 
papers from online brokers” (Hvistendahl, 2013).  

                                                           
1 See http://retractionwatch.wordpress.com 
2 See http://www.reproducibilityinitiative.org 
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A superficial reading of the evidence could yield the 
impression that the main cause of the reproducibility 
crisis is the deficient statistical competence of scientists 
themselves. This is the line taken by The Economist (2013) 
in the issue quoted above and which is mostly based on 
a reading of Ioannidis (2005). According to this reading, 
the theory and practice of P-values, false positives and 
false negatives should be taught more rigorously to 
practicing scientists. However, for some commentators, 
“P-values are just the tip of the iceberg” (Leek and Peng, 
2015), and more fundamental problems pervade the 
whole data-based evidential chain. In addition to statis-
tical skills, issues surrounding incentives are also prom-
inent in the literature quoted above (Ioannidis, 2005; 
Stiglitz, 2010).  

While at the beginning of the integrity movement 
(marked by the first World Conference in 2007) the main 
concerns were misconduct and fraud, the proliferating 
number of individual cases was soon recognized to be 
symptomatic of a more general malaise. The focus then 
shifted to “strengthening research integrity and respon-
sible conduct of research worldwide” (Lancet, 2015). 

Solutions to the crisis from within the scientific com-
munity  

In this section we look at ‘remedies from within’—
that is, recipes that have been put forward from the af-
fected community itself (e.g. scientific editors, scientists 
and research institutions) to tackle the crisis. There has 
been no lack of effort to find remedies for the perceived 
problems in science. Worthy and ingenious suggestions 
for repair and reform of the quality assurance system are 
regularly produced and widely discussed. A notable 
example is the San Francisco Declaration on Research 
Assessment, a manifesto drafted by a group of editors 
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and publishers of scholarly journals who convened dur-
ing the Annual Meeting of the American Society for Cell 
Biology (ASCB) in San Francisco in December 20123. As 
of June 2015 the declaration has been signed by 12,377 
individuals and 572 organizations. For The Lancet (2015) 
the most relevant recommendation in the Declaration is, 
verbatim, “Do not use journal-based metrics, such as 
Journal Impact Factor, as a surrogate measure of the 
quality of individual research articles to assess an indi-
vidual scientist’s contributions, or in hiring, promotion, 
or funding decisions.” The link between the use of better 
and more diverse (including more qualitative) metrics to 
appraise researchers’ work on one hand, and transpar-
ency in the rules for grant allocation, hiring and promo-
tion on the other, is central to the recommendations 
contained in the Declaration. The recommendations are 
arranged into five groups: general, for institutions, for 
publishers, for organizations that supply metrics and for 
researchers. Several recommendations are common to 
two or more groups.  

While some of the recommendations in the San Fran-
cisco Declaration would be straightforward to imple-
ment (for example, enlarging the list of the metrics 
commonly used to appraise journals, to include ‘5-year 
impact factor, EigenFactor […], SCImago […], h-index, 
editorial and publication times’), others would be more 
difficult and potentially contentious, as they concern the 
measurement of the impact of research on practice and 
policy:  

For the purposes of research assessment, consider the value 
and impact of all research outputs (including datasets and 
software) in addition to research publications, and consider 
a broad range of impact measures including qualitative in-

                                                           
3 See http://am.ascb.org/dora/  
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dicators of research impact, such as influence on policy and 
practice. 

Examples of recommendations for publishers are: 

Whether a journal is open-access or subscription-based, 
remove all re-use limitations on reference lists in research 
articles and make them available under the Creative Com-
mons Public Domain Dedication. […] Remove or reduce 
the constraints on the number of references in research ar-
ticles, and, where appropriate, mandate the citation of pri-
mary literature in favor of reviews in order to give credit 
to the group(s) who first reported a finding. 

As mentioned, there are parallels between the rec-
ommendations addressed to the various groups, so 
those specific to researchers include suggestions on how 
to behave when involved in committees making deci-
sions about funding, hiring, tenure or promotion. Also 
recommended are: the citing of primary literature; the 
use of a broad range of criteria to evaluate the research 
of peers; and the questioning of research assessment 
practices that rely inappropriately on ‘Journal Impact 
Factors’.  

A checklist of good practice from the perspective of a 
researcher is offered by Ioannidis (2014) in his paper, 
“How to Make More Published Research True”. His rec-
ommendations start with scientific practices:  

To make more published research true, practices [should] 
include the adoption of large-scale collaborative research; 
replication culture; registration; sharing; reproducibility 
practices; better statistical methods; standardization of def-
initions and analyses; more appropriate (usually more 
stringent) statistical thresholds; and improvement in 
study design standards, peer review, reporting and dissem-
ination of research, and training of the scientific workforce. 
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Another of his suggestions is to apply a scientific 
method (specifically counterfactual verification) to what 
works in science itself:  

Selection of interventions to improve research practices re-
quires rigorous examination and experimental testing 
whenever feasible. 

Two further recommendations from Ioannidis target 
the system of incentives:  

Optimal interventions need to understand and harness the 
motives of various stakeholders who operate in scientific 
research […]. 

Modifications need to be made in the reward system for 
science, affecting the exchange rates for currencies (e.g., 
publications and grants) and purchased academic goods 
(e.g., promotion and other academic or administrative 
power) and introducing currencies that are better aligned 
with translatable and reproducible research. 

Most of the recommendations listed above by way of 
example are unproblematic: who would argue against 
more transparency, less reliance on metrics that can be 
manipulated, or a less stringent licensing system to pro-
tect authorship? It also seems logical that the system of 
‘currencies’ regulating research careers should be in 
alignment with the type of science one wishes to foster. 
At the same time, we suggest that a tendency to focus on 
the issues surrounding incentives as if these were core of 
the problem may lead us to overlook deeper and more 
fundamental factors; if the prevalence of low-quality 
research were in fact a manifestation of a state of corrup-
tion in science, the cure would not be only a matter of 
improved arrangements for collaboration, inspection or 
regulation (Ravetz, 1971: 407).  

This use of the word ‘corruption’ above does not im-
ply that most, or even many, scientists consciously pur-
vey false or faulty results for some undeserved 
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reward. Rather, it refers to a situation in which, because 
of changing social arrangements and ethical frame-
works, and the consequent discrepancy between the im-
age and the reality of scientific life, it becomes 
increasingly difficult for scientists to do the good work 
to which they would normally aspire. In every socially 
organized activity there are pressures on individuals to 
pursue short-term personal gains (or to seek protection) 
at the expense of higher goals. The quality assurance 
system in science has the function of protecting its prac-
titioners from those corrupting pressures, by implement-
ing testing routines which are supported by incentives 
and sanctions, backed up by informal peer pressure and 
validated by the leadership of exemplary individuals 
(Ravetz, 1971: 22-23). This is clearly a complex social sys-
tem whose effective functioning cannot be guaranteed 
by administrative means alone. An apparent confirma-
tion of the systematic character of the corruption prob-
lem has been provided by the leaked dossier on fraud in 
British science reported by the Times Higher Education 
(Matthews, 2015). 

The fact that it appears to be extremely difficult to 
find effective solutions (Horton, 2015) suggests that the 
problem of quality in science may have its roots in a 
“structural contradiction” in the very system of produc-
tion of scientific knowledge (Ravetz, 2011). 

Rethinking the problem  

In this section we suggest that the crisis in science has 
not yet been accurately described or diagnosed and that 
real insight into the situation will require a deeper anal-
ysis of its causes. 

The root of the crisis could well lie in the very success 
of science. In his 1963 work Little Science, Big Science, de 
Solla Price anticipated that science would reach satura-
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tion (and in the worst case senility) as a result of its own 
rapid exponential growth, in terms of numbers of re-
searchers, publications, volume of outlays, etc. (1963: 1-
32). De Solla Price was a perceptive witness of the trans-
formation of science. Though the distinction between 
little and big science was inspired by an earlier work of 
Weinberg (1961), De Solla Price had a clear understand-
ing of how the social organization of science and quality 
control systems would have to change under the new 
conditions of post-war industrialized science.  

De Solla Price is considered today the father of scien-
tometrics, although his forewarnings of the impossibility 
of the endless growth of science and the implicit dangers 
in the change in the status of researchers received rela-
tively little attention at the time. Without a doubt, a ma-
jor cause of the present difficulties is the sheer scale of 
big science. As personal contact among researchers in 
the same field has become impossible, scientific commu-
nities are less cohesive than before. Big science also en-
genders the need for ‘objective’ mass metrics of quality, 
which are inevitably imperfect and often perverse and 
corruptible. These effects are compounded by new eco-
nomic and commercial pressures, in a social and cultural 
context in which the idealism that motivated ‘little sci-
ence’ is no longer compelling.  

Disruptive qualitative changes in the conduct of re-
search have been identified by historian and philosopher 
of economic thought Philip Mirowski as the effects of 
the ‘commoditization’ of science. Mirowski offers his 
detailed aetiology of the predicaments of science in his 
2011 book Science-Mart: Privatizing American Science. He 
makes reference in the title to the aggressive giant su-
permarket chain Walmart, which epitomizes a culture 
and ideology that, in Mirowski’s diagnosis, represent a 
large part of the problem. According to Mirowski, since 
the 1980s neoliberal ideologies have succeeded in estab-
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lishing the principle that the market is the best answer to 
the question of how best to allocate resources—
including in the scientific domain. State funding of re-
search has accordingly decreased and major corpora-
tions have closed down their in-house laboratories and 
begun to commission research, first to universities and 
then to contract research organizations (CROs), which 
operate under significant budget and time pressures.  

Mirowski’s argument is that the quality of science 
suffers under conditions of commoditization and that 
this is now undermining the capacity of science to pro-
duce innovation. The effects are most obvious in the in-
trusion of property rights into the materials and outputs 
of research, to the extent that scientists are often mired 
in application processes to obtain the requisite permis-
sions, while administrators are preoccupied with pro-
cessing such applications. In the terms of Mirowski’s 
analysis, the perverse or distorted system of incentives 
described above is a collateral effect of the prevailing 
neoliberal ideology. Such a regime is favourable to the 
‘entrepreneurial scientist’, whose career is defined by 
successful grants enabled by adequate projects, rather 
than the other way around as in the days of ‘little sci-
ence’ (Ravetz, 1971: 46). The use of the term ‘currency’ 
by Ioannidis, cited above, suggests that the commoditi-
zation of science is so thoroughgoing that even suggest-
ed correctives are expressed in the discourse of a 
neoliberal paradigm. As Mirowski notes, even the quan-
titative indicators of quality are controlled by the private 
sector, meaning that we cannot really know how well, or 
how ill, science is doing. This problem is reaffirmed in a 
recent discussion in Nature (Wilsdon, 2015). 

It is evident that the system of incentives applying to 
medical researchers in a CRO will differ from the system 
governing researchers working in a national laboratory. 
Nevertheless, it could be argued that neoliberalism has 
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simply accelerated a process which was already under-
way and which had long been foreseen by scholars of 
science and technology. Indeed, Mirowski’s historical 
account could be interpreted as the institution of Ameri-
can science struggling to maintain its high rate of 
growth, first by cashing in on the prestige it earned from 
World War II, and then by finding industrial sponsor-
ship. But as De Solla Price had anticipated, the limits of 
federal largesse were eventually hit, at some moment in 
the 1990s. Since then the constriction in funding has in-
tensified the crisis in the conditions of work for re-
searchers, and (more worryingly) has contributed to an 
ageing of the population of working scientists. As Colin 
Macilwain says (2015: 137), “it is increasingly older peo-
ple, who know how to work the system, who get fund-
ing: people under 40 are finding it harder and harder to 
get their foot on the ladder”. A life in science has 
evolved from being a vocation, to being a career, and 
finally, in the 21st century, to being an insecure job.  

In his book Scientific Knowledge and its Social Problems 
(1971), Ravetz foresaw that serious trouble for science’s 
quality assurance mechanisms and for morale in the sci-
entific community would follow from the debased ethos 
of industrialized science:  

[…] with the industrialization of science, certain changes 
have occurred which weaken the operation of the tradition-
al mechanism of quality control and direction at the high-
est level. […]The problem of quality control in science is 
thus at the centre of the social problems of the industrial-
ized science of the present period. If it fails to resolve this 
problem […] then the immediate consequences for morale 
and recruitment will be serious; and those for the survival 
of science itself, grave. (1971: 22) 

Two separate factors are necessary for the achievement of 
worthwhile scientific results: a community of scholars with 
a shared knowledge of the standards of quality appropriate 
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for their work and a shared commitment to enforce those 
standards by the informal sanctions the community pos-
sesses; and individuals whose personal integrity sets 
standards at least as high as those required by their com-
munity. If either of these conditions is lacking—if there is 
a field which is either too disorganized or too demoralized 
to enforce the appropriate standards, or a group of scien-
tists nominally within the field who are content to publish 
substandard work in substandard journals—then bad 
work will be produced. This is but one of the ways in 
which ‘morale’ is an important component of scientific ac-
tivity; and any view of science which fails to recognize the 
special conditions necessary for the maintenance of morale 
in science is bound to make disastrous blunders in the 
planning of science. (1971: 22-23) 

The same section of the book discusses the techno-
cratic view of science to argue that the assimilation of 
the production of scientific results to the production of 
material goods can be dangerous, and indeed destruc-
tive of science itself. One of the main thrusts of this early 
work is in fact the illustration of the paradox that the 
successful production of objective scientific knowledge 
depends critically on the individual moral commitment 
of scientists themselves. The question, “Quis custodiet 
ipsos custodes?” (Who guards the guardians?), haunts the 
quality assurance system in science, the vulnerability of 
which is exacerbated by its reliance on iterative, informal 
and ultimately judgemental procedures.  

It should be stressed that the “shared commitment” 
quoted in Ravetz (above) is a far cry from the “better 
incentives” advocated by would-be reformers within the 
scientific establishment (e.g. in the San Francisco Decla-
ration). While material rewards certainly have their 
place in the maintenance of morale in a professional or 
fiduciary activity, it would require social engineering of 
a high order to make them the sole wellspring of ethical 
commitment. 
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At the heart of Ravetz’s reflections is the recognition 
of the need for good morale in science: 

The need for good morale is never mentioned in general 
discussions of science directed to a lay audience; and this is 
evidence that hitherto its presence could be taken for 
granted. For doing good scientific work is strenuous and 
demanding, and the quality of the work done in any field of 
science is dependent, to a great extent, on the integrity and 
commitment of the community of scientists involved. 
(1971: 58) 

Ravetz goes on to outline the hypothetical situation that 
the peer review mechanism is intended to avert:  

If there were not a test of each paper before its acceptance 
by a journal, then every intending user would be forced to 
examine it at length before investing any of his resources 
in work which relied on it. Under such circumstances, the 
co-operative work of science as we know it could not take 
place. (1971: 176) 

In effect, this highly undesirable situation has to some 
extent materialized: some chemists have felt themselves 
obliged to replicate organic syntheses since they cannot 
trust published results (Sanderson, 2013).  

Can science’s predicaments be resolved, and how? 
Ravetz’s understanding of the matter is as follows: 

No formal system of imposed penalties and rewards will 
guarantee the maintenance of quality, for the tasks of sci-
entific inquiry are generally too subtle to be so crudely as-
sessed; nor will the advantages to an individual of a good 
reputation of his group be sufficient to induce a self-
interested individual to make sacrifices to maintain it. On-
ly the identification with his colleagues, and the pride in 
his work, both requiring good morale, will ensure good 
work. (1971: 407) 
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The conditions of industrialized science present [leading 
scientists] with problems and temptations for which their 
inherited ‘scientific ethic’ is totally inadequate. (1971: 408)  

Our conclusion thus far is that the problems in science 
will not be fixed by better training in statistics, better 
alignment of incentives with objectives, better regulation 
of copyright or the elimination of impact factors, alt-
hough these and other measures discussed in Section 2 
all have their uses. We are not dealing with isolated cri-
ses in reproducibility, peer review mechanisms or hiring 
practices; rather, we are facing what we could call a gen-
eralized crisis in the epistemic governance of science.  

A rather severe judgement—taking the epistemic 
governance crisis to an extreme conclusion—is offered 
by Millgram (2015: 21-53). To Millgram, the success of 
the Enlightenment is the root cause of its ultimate fail-
ure—that is, the failure of man’s free will and independ-
ent judgement to triumph over irrational principles of 
authority, religion and superstition. What the Enlight-
enment has in fact generated is a society of “serial hy-
perspecializers” (26), a world in which all knowledge 
and products are the result of some form of extremely 
specialized expertise, and in which expertise is itself 
highly circumscribed, since experts depend in turn on 
other experts whose knowledge claims and styles of ar-
gumentation cannot be exported from one discipline to 
the next. Experts thus become “logical aliens” (32) to one 
another and humans become incapable of forming 
judgements. The author describes this as “the great 
endarkenment”, characterized by “commitments (both 
decisions and views as to how the facts stand) whose 
merits no one is in a position to assess—where […] each 
decision, […] is made on the basis of further decisions, 
whose merits no one can assess either. Trusting in the 
outputs of this process is on a par with settling what you 
are going to do by reading entrails or casting hexa-
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grams” (36-37). To make decisions in this environment, 
one needs constantly to wrestle quality “from the jaws of 
entropy”. Millgram contends that we simply have no 
idea of how bad the situation is, likening it to the era of 
premodern medicine, under which patients endured 
pain and suffering because “they weren’t equipped to 
assess the theories, inferential practice, and effectiveness 
of the procedures performed by members of a special-
ized professional guild” (37). The world he depicts could 
well be a portrayal of De Solla Price’s vision of the senili-
ty of science. Ravetz (2011) provides an analogous his-
torical perspective, in terms of the maturing of the 
structural contradictions of modern science. 

What can be done 

The main impediment to a possible cure of the pre-
sent disease is the belief that the system will straighten 
itself out: that the scientific community can use its own 
craft to mend itself. This is implausible because the as-
sumptions, structures and practices out of which the 
crisis arose are not likely to produce its solution unaid-
ed. Some help from without is in order.  

For The Lancet (2015), “The coming together of the 
three themes—research integrity; research reward sys-
tems; and increasing value and reducing waste in re-
search—is helpful and has greater potential in effecting 
change than each on its own.” 

There is no denying the importance of those themes, 
but some crucial issues remain unaddressed: primarily 
that of ‘who’ will launch and pursue this process and, 
even more importantly, ‘how’. The institutional re-
sponse has not yet been adequate. As Colin Macilwain 
notes in Nature (2015), the peer-reviewed paper, “the 
main yardstick for success or failure in almost all aca-
demic research careers”, and the peer-reviewed, single-
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investigator grant, another pillar in the mechanics of the 
scientific system, have been left untouched (pace the San 
Francisco declaration). In Macilwain’s view, both the 
European Commission and the American National Insti-
tutes of Health (NIH) prefer to muddle through with 
obsolete structures and mechanisms. When top-level 
medical scientists gather to ponder these problems and 
their possible systemic solutions, it seems that they are 
content to be advised by a physicist who recommends 
standards of statistical significance (1 in 3.5 million) that 
may be appropriate for high-energy experiments but are 
hardly applicable elsewhere (Horton, 2015).  

If purely technical or instrumental solutions are un-
likely to be adequate to solve the crisis, then the intui-
tions and endeavours of concerned scientists are likely 
to benefit from the contributions of other voices, includ-
ing reflective scholars, journalists and members of civil 
society.  

Scientists will certainly play a crucial role in the con-
struction of the future of science. Timothy Gowers’s 
campaign against Elsevier with the slogan “Academic 
Spring” shows how effective a scientist can be when a 
new consciousness is achieved (Whitfield, 2012). The 
“Science in Transition” discussion in the Netherlands4 is 
an example of committed scientists taking the initiative. 
Courageous librarians such as Jeffrey Beall at the Uni-
versity of Colorado, Denver, help in the fight against 
“predatory publishers” who charge authors for publish-
ing but do not provide any control or peer review. Beall 
also keeps an eye on other degenerations5:  

The Misleading metrics list includes companies that “cal-
culate” and publish counterfeit impact factors […] The Hi-

                                                           
4 See http://www.scienceintransition.nl/english  
5 See http://scholarlyoa.com/2015/01/02/bealls-list-of-
predatory-publishers-2015/  
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jacked journals list includes journals for which someone 
has created a counterfeit website, stealing the journal’s 
identity and soliciting articles submissions using the au-
thor-pays model (gold open-access).  

Beyond these initiatives, we urgently need a philoso-
phy of science in which science’s imperfections and vul-
nerabilities are acknowledged and explored. An early 
attempt at this was made by Thomas Kuhn (1962), who 
broke with a venerable philosophical tradition which 
held that science produced truth or its best approxima-
tion. His insights into the contingency of scientific truths 
were built on by Ravetz (1971), with a focus on quality 
and on the personal, moral element in the achievement 
of objective scientific knowledge. A further philosophi-
cal development, taking into account complexity, igno-
rance, abuse of mathematics and corruption in its broad 
(not personal) sense, is now overdue. 

One necessary step on this path will be to review the 
traditional assumption of the separation between science 
and society. This has been described elsewhere as the 
“demarcation model” (Funtowicz, 2006) and as the “Car-
tesian dream” of infinite perfectibility driven by auton-
omous science (Guimarães Pereira and Funtowicz, 2015):  

For several centuries, the understanding of science has 
been conditioned by a belief in the separateness of 
knowledge and society. […] That simple faith is no longer 
adequate for its function of maintaining the integrity and 
vitality of science. (Ravetz, 1971: 405) 

There is a rich body of scholarship warning against 
the delusion of such a separation, from Toulmin’s Return 
to Reason (2001) and Cosmopolis (1990) to Feyerabend’s 
Against Method (1975), Lyotard’s The Postmodern Condi-
tion (1979) and Latour’s We Have Never Been Modern 
(1993). Although ‘science wars’ were fought between the 
natural and human sciences in the 1980s and 1990s, be-
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lief in the integrity of science vis-à-vis social and political 
influence still prevails, not least in the institutions and 
apparatuses in charge of governing and funding science.  

The ideal of a disinterested scientific practice which 
manages to isolate itself from the messiness of everyday 
life and politics is, of course, an abstraction. We deal not 
in pure facts of nature, but in ‘hybrid’, socially con-
structed objects (Latour, 1993), and one of the features of 
the present epistemic governance crisis is that “the more 
knowledge is produced in hybrid arrangements, the 
more the protagonists will insist on the integrity, even 
veracity of their findings” (Grundmann, 2009). Nowhere 
is such a crisis more evident than in the inappropriate 
use of mathematical modelling and quantification of the 
world (Saltelli and Funtowicz, 2014), which undermines 
the use of such evidence for policy (see Chapter 2, this 
volume)6. While it is clear that the demarcation model 
aims to protect science from political interference by 
preventing the potential abuse of science and scientific 
information for political agendas, the model relies on the 
ideal of separation between the institutions and individ-
uals that ‘do’ science and those that ‘use’ it. Whether or 
not this ideal is even desirable in abstract terms, it is a 
chimera. The integrity of science will be better protected 
by heightened awareness of its vulnerabilities, not by 
fantasies of isolation.  

One of the most hopeful signs in the present crisis is 
the tacit abandonment of the traditional image of science 
as a truth-producing machine. For centuries, philoso-
phers and historians preached the inexorable progress of 
Truth. Students never saw incorrect statements in sci-
ence other than those resulting from their own stupidity. 
Instances in which great scientists had been partly or 

                                                           
6 See also https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/event/conference/use-
quantitative-information  
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wholly wrong were glossed over. It became nearly in-
conceivable that research based on numerical data and 
mathematical methods could be wrong or futile. That 
has all changed quite recently, as we saw in Section 1 
above. There is now a burgeoning literature that shows 
by example that science is fallible. This is easily demon-
strated in the case of statistics, in which the practitioner 
may legitimately obtain any desired answer by choosing 
the parameters judiciously (Aschwanden, 2015).  

We can therefore already point to some of what 
needs to be ‘unlearned’ in the prevailing model of sci-
ence. Kuhn observed that education in science is “nar-
row and rigid” and comparable to orthodox theology 
(1962: 165). There is an ‘implicit scientific catechism’ that 
students learn by example but that working scientists 
must leave behind: chiefly, that every scientific problem 
has one and only one correct solution, precise to several 
significant digits; that quantitative data and mathemati-
cal techniques produce certainty; and that error in sci-
ence is the result of stupidity or malevolence. Small 
wonder that when this Cartesian philosophy, with its 
reliance on the illusory precision of models and indica-
tors, guides any attempt to understand and manipulate 
complex systems, it can go so spectacularly wrong. 

Education will therefore clearly be an important facet 
of the necessary reform of science. There are signs that 
science education may already be changing, under the 
influence of the new social media. The growth of ‘do-it-
yourself (DIY) science’, showing only a minimum of 
deference to established science, will eventually influ-
ence science education to good effect. When students 
conceive of a scientific exercise as a ‘hack’ rather than a 
‘proof’, a new consciousness is being created. Kuhn’s 
gloomy picture of science education may at last be on 
the way out. 
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In his quest for social solutions to the anticipated 
predicaments of science, Ravetz (1971) envisaged a new 
“critical science” which had considerations of participa-
tion and respect for the environment at its heart. These 
ideals were further developed in subsequent works 
(Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993) and led 
to the concept of “post-normal science” (PNS), which is 
today relatively well known as an approach to deal with 
problems at the interface between science and policy. 
While PNS was designed to apply where facts are uncer-
tain, values in dispute, stakes high and decisions urgent 
(Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1991, 1992, 1993), with the eco-
logical movement as one of its driving forces, PNS is 
understood today as a system of epistemic governance 
of practical applicability to all domains in which science 
and society interact, i.e. by definition, to all settings 
where science operates, including reflexively to the op-
eration of science itself. In PNS the focus is on participa-
tion, legitimacy, transparency and accountability. In the 
“extended participation model” (Funtowicz, 2006), de-
liberation (on what to do) is extended across disci-
plines—in the acknowledgment that each discipline has 
its own lens—and across communities of experts and 
stakeholders. In adopting this model, one moves from 
‘speaking truth to power’ towards “working delibera-
tively within imperfections” (Funtowicz, 2006f).  

McQuillan (2014) has recently remarked that the 
movement known as ‘Citizen Science’ could seize the 
opportunity created by the crisis in science. PNS is sin-
gled out by McQuillan as a promising framework for the 
work to be done. The remainder of this section will focus 
on the possibility that the principles of PNS, foremost 
that of the participation of extended peer communities, 
may furnish some elements of a solution to the crisis.  

New forms of activity in science are appearing rapid-
ly, due to the interaction of new information technolo-
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gies and new political currents (Ravetz and Funtowicz, 
2015). The introduction of the photocopying machine 
and then of the internet has dramatically changed the 
conditions for quality control in science. The gateways 
and the strictures of the printed page have been elimi-
nated. Anyone can distribute information at an unprec-
edented speed. The present times could be seen as 
analogous to the period that followed the invention of 
the printing press and the publication of Gutenberg’s 
Bible around 1450. Now, as then, the monopoly over the 
channels of knowledge dissemination is collapsing and 
new, expanded audiences are being created. Higher lev-
els of literacy, increased use of information and commu-
nication technologies and increased awareness of 
complexity have been identified by the authors of the 
Stiglitz Commission for the Measurement of Progress 
(CMEPSP, 2009: 7) as a cause of increased use and pro-
duction of statistical indicators by an ever wider public. 
Greater media interest is being given to all forms of sci-
entific consumption, as discussed at the beginning of the 
chapter in relation to science-centred controversies. We 
would highlight one other powerful driver of change: 
increased levels of advocacy, by which we mean the crit-
ical activity whereby citizens of varying degrees of sci-
entific literacy take it upon themselves to examine and 
pronounce on the ‘goods’ and the ‘bads’ of science and 
technology. “Is the internet to science what the Guten-
berg press was to the church?” ask Funtowicz and Ra-
vetz (2015).  

Daniel Sarewitz (2015) also considers the participa-
tion of citizens essential if the application of science to 
policy is to work. In his paper “Science can’t solve it”, he 
argues that questions over crucial issues such as genet-
ically modified (GM) organisms, nuclear power and the 
efficacy of cancer screening cannot and should not be 
decided by experts alone, lest the legitimacy of science’s 
role in society be eroded.  
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Leadership that inspires by precept and example will 
also be needed. A parallel may be drawn with the intro-
duction of principles of ‘total quality assurance’ into in-
dustrial quality control by W. Edwards Deming in the 
late 1940s. His concepts were successfully taken up by 
Japanese car manufacturers before being imported back 
to the USA several decades later. At the core of Dem-
ing’s work was the establishment of quality circles, in 
which the assembly line was transformed into a partici-
patory process. In this way the community of expert 
quality controllers and evaluators was extended to the 
entire work force, allowing the latter to rely on and con-
vey its practical and possibly tacit knowledge, experi-
ence and commitment. The quality circles also 
encouraged the practice of ‘whistle-blowing’, whereby 
any member of the community, including the assembly 
line workers, could stop the process if they believed that 
quality had been compromised (Deming, 1986). 

An additional justification for the cultivation of ex-
tended peer communities in the quality assurance of 
science is the importance of trust in the system. Science 
is at present deeply involved in technology and related 
policy problems that affect public health and welfare, to 
the extent that the traditional relations of trust can no 
longer be taken for granted. If there should be another 
scandal in high-stakes policy-related science—for exam-
ple, along the lines of the unjustified assurances of the 
‘safety of British beef’ given by official experts during 
the BSE (‘mad-cow’) epidemic—then public trust in sci-
entific probity and science-based advice could be seri-
ously affected. Maintaining the justified trust of the 
public in science is critically important; however, to do 
that, it will first be necessary to restore the trust of scien-
tists themselves in their own community and practice. 

Attempts to circumvent the need for trust by increas-
ing the level of bureaucratic surveillance or quantified 
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quality control criteria are likely to be counterproductive 
and ineffective. In effect, extended peer communities are 
already being created, in increasing numbers. They are 
called citizen juries, focus groups, consensus confer-
ences, or a variety of other names. They come to life ei-
ther when authorities cannot see a way forward, or 
when they know that without a broad base of consensus, 
no policy can succeed. In their early phases these have 
been largely top-down initiatives, subject to various 
pressures; but that scene is also changing. 

These communities assess the quality of policy pro-
posals, including their scientific justification, on the basis 
of the science that they master, combined with their 
commitment and their knowledge—often local and di-
rect—of the subject matter. They ask the sorts of ques-
tions that do not occur to the experts, who necessarily 
conceive of problems and solutions from within their 
professional paradigms. The form of the questions can 
be “what if?”, “what about?”, and “why this and not 
that?” The moral force of these extended peer communi-
ties, which have the ability to create their own ‘extended 
facts’ by questioning the framings of the issue proposed 
by the incumbent powers, can translate into political 
influence. The extended facts may include craft wisdom 
and community knowledge of places and their histories, 
including their history of interaction with the authorities 
(Lane et al., 2011), as well as anecdotal evidence, neigh-
bourhood surveys, investigative journalism, and leaked 
documents (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 2015). Local people 
can imagine solutions and reformulate problems in ways 
that the accredited experts do not find ‘normal’. Their 
input is thus not merely that of quality assurance of a 
scientific evidential base, but of problem-solving in gen-
eral (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 2015). Sheila Jasanoff (2003, 
2007) speaks in this respect of “technologies of humili-
ty”. 
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Similarly, the DIY science movement puts scientific 
matters literally into the hands of interested citizens—
the embodiment of Giovan Battista Vico’s philosophical 
programme, conceived in opposition to René Descartes. 
For Vico, “verum et factum convertuntur”—literally ‘the 
true and the made are convertible’, thus ‘I know it if I 
can make it’. These movements seem to be driven from 
within and to operate without need of incentives. Two 
wings can be identified within the citizen science 
movement: ‘amateur-citizen’ and ‘activist-citizen’, de-
pending on how they interact with established science. 
The former assist professional scientists in folding pro-
teins or classifying galaxies on online interfaces, while 
the latter take matters into their own hands when they 
feel that the existing institutions have failed them (the 
classic example being Lois Gibbs in the case of the Love 
Canal toxic waste dump).  

The rapidly developing citizen science movement 
may also provide the elements of a solution to the crisis 
in quality within science. In principle, a less well orga-
nized (and occasionally anarchic) movement should 
have even greater problems of quality assurance than 
traditional science, with its established structures of con-
trol. But there is evidence of two redeeming features of 
citizen science. One is high morale and commitment 
among the citizen-scientists (Newman, 2015); the other is 
the establishment of appropriate systems of quality as-
surance (Citizen Science Association, 2012). It is, of 
course, far too early to say how effective these will be; 
but at least there are encouraging signs. 

This mainly external movement may also eventually 
lead to the emergence of a ‘scientist-citizen’ movement 
within established science itself. Scientist-citizens could 
engage both with the internal problems of science, such 
as trust and quality assurance, and with the external 
challenges relating to the use of science to solve practical 
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(i.e. policy) problems. An eloquent argument for the 
recognition of such scientist-citizens has been made by 
Jack Stilgoe (2009). The means for this development are 
already being put into place, with the rapid develop-
ment of new social media techniques in the communica-
tion system of science. With the breaking of the effective 
monopoly of peer-reviewed journals, participation, 
transparency and openness are flourishing within the 
communities of science. This new social reality of free 
internal criticism is antithetical to the so-called ‘deficit 
model’, which assumes that public acceptance of a per-
fect official science is obstructed only by lay people’s 
deficient scientific literacy (Wynne, 1993). A scientist-
citizen approach would commit scientists qua citizens to 
criticism, reflection and action. 

Conclusion  

This chapter started with the identification of a crisis 
in the governance of science. We are not referring only 
to the frequency of retractions, which could be an arte-
fact of a more rigorous editorial policy and increased 
scrutiny by media, bloggers and practitioners. We also 
observe the increased frequency of warnings, many 
mentioned in this chapter, by scientists who are con-
cerned about a future blighted by predatory publishers, 
fraudulent peer reviewing, and the manipulated, and 
thus often ineffective, use of scientific evidence for poli-
cy. We have offered elements of a possible solution, 
among which we have privileged avenues external to 
science’s own institutions.  

Could citizen science and scientist-citizens together 
perform the rescue of quality and trust in science? It is 
much too early to say, and the evidence proposed here 
in support of the thesis is largely based on anecdote, 
metaphor and analogy and on the predictions of a book 
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that is now more than forty years old (Ravetz, 1971; see 
also Chapter 3, this volume, for a circumspect view of 
citizen science). It is clear that action is being taken on 
many fronts, both in established science and in its new 
forms of practice. The restoration of quality in science, 
and the preservation of trust, will not be accomplished 
by ‘scientific’ means alone. We are therefore facing one 
of the greatest challenges for science of our times.  
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2 

THE FALLACY OF EVIDENCE-BASED 
POLICY 

Andrea Saltelli and Mario Giampietro 

1. Science for policy: predicaments and doubts 

The incoming Commission must find better ways of separat-
ing evidence-gathering processes from the “political impera-
tive”. 

In a critique of the usage of science for policy making, 
Anne Glover, in her capacity as Chief Science Adviser to 
the President of the European Commission, lamented that 
evidence-based policy too often turned into its opposite: 
policy-based evidence. Her counsel, quoted above, was 
for the European Commission to maintain a more rigor-
ous separation of science from policy (Wilsdon, 2014). 

Was this diagnosis correct, and the proposed remedy 
appropriate? We claim in this chapter that they were not, 
and furthermore that the problems afflicting the relation-
ship between science and policy run much deeper, with 
concurrent crises in science, public trust in institutions 
and sustainability giving rise to a need for new and seri-
ous measures.  
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We will use insights from two main fields of scholar-
ship: science and technology studies (STS) and bioeco-
nomics. From the former field we will make frequent 
reference to the style of politically engaged science de-
scribed by Funtowicz and Ravetz as “post-normal sci-
ence” (PNS) which is pertinent when “facts are uncertain, 
values in dispute, stakes high and decisions urgent” (Fun-
towicz and Ravetz, 1991, 1992, 1993). We will discuss 
questions of epistemic governance, defined as “how 
knowledge for policymaking should be understood and 
governed” (Pearce and Raman, 2014).  

From the second field of inquiry we shall draw on the 
seminal work of Georgescu-Roegen and Rosen (Rosen, 
1991; Giampietro, 2003), in which the epistemological im-
plications of complexity are addressed at the outset of 
quantitative analysis.  

1.1. Times ripe with controversy 

In recent years the use of science to inform public poli-
cy on various issues has been marked by controversy. 
Subjects which have provoked great contention and dis-
pute over scientific evidence, as well as intense media 
coverage, include the impact of pesticides on bees, the 
necessity of culling badgers, the greenhouse potential of 
the refrigerant liquid used by Mercedes Benz, the effects 
of endocrine disruptors, the benefits of shale gas fracking, 
the fate of children raised by gay parents, the long-term 
cost of citizenship for immigrants and the benefits of in-
ternational comparative testing of the educational attain-
ment of children. The highest levels of antagonism have 
normally been reserved for issues such as anthropogenic 
climate change and genetically modified organisms 
(GMOs)—the quintessential ‘wicked problems’ (Rittel and 
Webber, 1973). These are issues so deeply entangled in 
webs of barely separable facts, interests and values that 
the parties concerned cannot find agreement on the nature 
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of the problem, not to speak of the solution. Kahan (2015) 
has observed that climate change affects us so intimately 
that it can define who we are culturally and normatively. 
We postulate that this kind of intimate relationship, and 
the culturally-determined attitude toward scientific facts 
that it engenders, characterizes our interaction with many 
other phenomena besides climate change and may be at 
play in all cases where science is called upon to help adju-
dicate a controversy.  

1.2. The crisis in science 

The house of science seems at present to be in a state of 
crisis. A discussion of this crisis can be found elsewhere in 
this volume (Chapter 1). We only note here that the issues 
are acknowledged, both in the academic press and the 
mainstream media, to have become extremely urgent. At 
the time of writing not a day passes without a comment 
being registered on some aspect of the crisis—be it repro-
ducibility, peer review, publication metrics, scientific 
leadership, scientific integrity or the use of science for pol-
icy (the last-mentioned provoking the most heated discus-
sion). As discussed elsewhere in this volume (Chapter 1, 
Chapter 3) the transmission chain of the crisis, from sci-
ence to scientific advice, is largely a product of the col-
lapse of the dual legitimacy system which was the basis of 
modernity—that is, the arrangement by which science 
provided legitimate facts, and policy, legitimate norms.  

1.3. Trust, modelling and uncertainty  

In a speech before the European Parliament in 2014, 
Pope Francis sent a blunt ‘the Emperor has no clothes’ 
message:  

The great ideas which once inspired Europe seem to have lost 
their attraction, only to be replaced by the bureaucratic tech-
nicalities of its institutions. As the European Union has ex-
panded, there has been growing mistrust on the part of 
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citizens towards institutions considered to be aloof, engaged 
in laying down rules perceived as insensitive to individual 
peoples, if not downright harmful. (Francis I, 2014) 

The link between this warning and ‘science for policy’ 
may not seem obvious, but indeed, rules are the result of 
policies, and policies are often defended on the basis of 
‘evidence’. Consider, for example, how science was re-
cruited to support the argument for austerity in public 
budgets. A ratio of public debt to gross domestic product 
of 90% was defined by Harvard professors Kenneth 
Rogoff and Carmen Reinhart as the absolute limit above 
which growth would be impaired. Debt ratios above this 
level were thus deemed to be unsafe. A subsequent re-
analysis by researchers from the University of Massachu-
setts at Amherst disproved this finding by tracing it to a 
coding error in the authors’ original work. However, by 
the time this particular result was repudiated, policies had 
already been put in place and “[i]n Britain and Europe, 
great damage has been done as a result” (Cassidy, 2013).  

This is but one of the many instances in which improp-
er use of mathematical modelling has been instrumental 
in justifying flawed policies. Modelling hubris and its con-
sequences are discussed in Saltelli et al. (2013) and Saltelli 
and Funtowicz (2014). In his 2013 work Never Let a Serious 
Crisis Go to Waste: How Neoliberalism Survived the Financial 
Meltdown, Philip Mirowski devotes a long section (275-
286) to the story of how dynamic stochastic general mod-
els (DSGE) were the subject of a hearing in the U.S. Sen-
ate—“an event in 2010 that was literally unprecedented in 
the history of economic thought in America” (2013: 275), 
with sworn testimony by economists such as Sidney Win-
ter, Scott Page, Robert Solow, David Colander and V.V. 
Chari—to understand how “theorists’ tools” had come to 
be used as policy instruments and why these instruments 
had been all but useless in anticipating the economic cri-
sis. Queen Elizabeth had a comparable moment of disbe-
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lief when questioning British economists on the same sub-
ject at the London School of Economics (Pierce, 2008).  

Saltelli and Funtowicz (2014) identify several problems 
in the way mathematical modelling is used to control un-
certainty in the process of producing evidence for policy. 
These include: the rhetorical or ritual use of possibly dis-
proportionate mathematical models to impress or obfus-
cate; the reliance on tacit, possibly unverified 
assumptions; the expedient inflation or deflation of uncer-
tainties; the instrumental compression and linearization of 
the analysis so as to reduce complexity and convey a sen-
sation of prediction and control; and finally, the failure to 
perform sensitivity analysis, or a merely perfunctory per-
formance thereof.  

Sarewitz (2000) offers an original insight into science’s 
loss of authority. For this scholar the problem is not a lack 
of science, but a surfeit:  

Rather than resolving political debate, science often becomes 
ammunition in partisan squabbling, mobilized selectively by 
contending sides to bolster their positions. Because science is 
highly valued as a source of reliable information, disputants 
look to science to help legitimate their interests. In such cas-
es, the scientific experts on each side of the controversy effec-
tively cancel each other out, and the more powerful political 
or economic interests prevail, just as they would have with-
out the science. (2000: 83) 

2. Vulnerability, uncertainty and governance 

In this section we complete our diagnosis of the paral-
lel predicaments of epistemic governance and of science 
for policy by tracing the roots of the relationship between 
humans and nature back to early modernity. It is instruc-
tive to revisit older or even ancient philosophical and sci-
entific texts, as these are the bedrock in which most 
present-day thinking is anchored. Not many practicing 
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scientists will have read these sources, but they speak 
through and to us nonetheless.1  

2.1. Science to compensate for human vulnerability: the Carte-
sian dream 

Humans are reflexive anticipatory systems capable of 
monitoring and, to a certain extent, predicting events as-
sociated with their interaction with the environment 
(Rosen, 1985: vii). This provided them with a major com-
parative advantage over other species. The dominion of 
homo sapiens seems so extensive that the present era has 
been termed the Anthropocene. As isolated individuals, 
human beings are vulnerable, and as a species, humans 
depend on processes beyond their control for their sur-
vival. These sources of vulnerability have forced humans 
to build their identity around organized communities and 
to adopt communal beliefs. The legitimization of power in 
a social group is based on the willingness of individuals to 
trade part of their autonomy, via social contracts, for a 
reduction in their vulnerability to a host of threats (in the 
sense of Maslow): that is, for benefits such as personal 
security against hostile actions by other human beings; 
food, energy and water security; housing and job security; 
health care; environmental security; cultural identity and 
participation. No human society has so far been able to 
provide protection against death; however, a reduction in 
the feeling of vulnerability to this event was made possi-
ble by religion. In particular, introducing the concept of an 
eternal life after death attenuated the fear associated with 
the loss of the physical body, thus affording considerable 
power to those religions which were able to sustain the 
claim. 

                                                           
1 We apologize to historians and philosophers of science for the 
sketchy nature of this summary.  
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For this reason, societies were for a long time ruled by 
a combination of religious and military power. With the 
French revolution and the onset of modernity, the new 
ruling class replaced religion with science, fulfilling the 
prophecies of Francis Bacon (1561-1626) and the subse-
quent formulations of René Descartes (1596-1650) and Ni-
colas de Caritat, Marquis de Condorcet (1743-1794), to the 
effect that all social problems would ultimately be solved 
by knowledge. Bacon’s utopia, as described in the “Mag-
nalia Naturae”, an appendix to the New Atlantis, includes 
“wonders of nature, in particular with respect to human 
use”: 

The prolongation of life; The restitution of youth in some de-
gree; The retardation of age; The curing of diseases counted 
incurable; The mitigation of pain; More easy and less loath-
some purgings; The increasing of strength and activity; The 
increasing of ability to suffer torture or pain; The altering of 
complexions, and fatness and leanness; The altering of stat-
ures; The altering of features; The increasing and exalting of 
the intellectual parts; Versions of bodies into other bodies; 
Making of new species; Transplanting of one species into 
another; Instruments of destruction, as of war and poison; 
Exhilaration of the spirits, and putting them in good disposi-
tion; Force of the imagination, either upon another body, or 
upon the body itself; Acceleration of time in maturations; 
Acceleration of time in clarifications; Acceleration of putre-
faction; Acceleration of decoction; Acceleration of germina-
tion; Making rich composts for the earth; Impressions of the 
air, and raising of tempests; Great alteration; as in indura-
tion, emollition, &c; Turning crude and watery substances 
into oily and unctuous substances; Drawing of new foods 
out of substances not now in use; Making new threads for 
apparel; and new stuffs, such as paper, glass, &c; Natural 
divinations; Deceptions of the senses; Greater pleasures of 
the senses; Artificial minerals and cements. (Bacon, 1627: 
415-416) 
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We leave it to the reader to judge the accuracy of these 
predictions. One century later Condorcet was so con-
vinced of the potential of physics to solve human predic-
aments that in the Ninth Epoch of his Sketch for a Historical 
Picture of the Progress of the Human Spirit he states, “All the 
errors in politics and in morals are founded upon philo-
sophical mistakes, which, themselves, are connected with 
physical errors” (Condorcet, 1785: 235). 

In modern times the main tenets of this line of thinking 
were resumed by Vannevar Bush at the end of War World 
II and cogently expressed in the metaphor of the “endless 
frontier”:  

One of our hopes is that after the war there will be full em-
ployment. […] To create more jobs we must make new and 
better and cheaper products […] new products and processes 
are not born full-grown. They are founded on new principles 
and new conceptions which in turn result from basic scien-
tific research. Basic scientific research is scientific capital 
[…] It has been basic United States policy that Government 
should foster the opening of new frontiers. It opened the seas 
to clipper ships and furnished land for pioneers. Although 
these frontiers have more or less disappeared, the frontier of 
science remains. (Bush, 1945, Chapter 3) 

In the summary of Rommetveit et al. (2013):  

Bacon formulated the basic belief that knowledge gives us 
power to act in the world to the benefit of our lives. Condor-
cet elaborated the utopia of a science-based society as one of 
welfare, equality, justice and happiness. Bush argued that 
scientific progress and a strong public funding of basic sci-
ence are necessary conditions to sustain economic growth by 
the development of new products (or innovation in contem-
porary vocabulary).  

In spite of the copious amounts of ink spilt by social 
scientists and STS scholars in warning of the limits of the 
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Cartesian dream2, and notwithstanding that ‘science wars’ 
were fought between natural and human sciences in the 
1980s and 1990s3, the Cartesian dream is still the prevail-
ing narrative legitimizing scientific practice. Ravetz calls 
this the “folk-science” of the educated classes: 

Indeed, we may say that the basic folk-science of the educated 
sections of the advanced societies is ‘Science’ itself in various 
senses derived from the seventeenth-century revolution in 
philosophy. This is quite explicit in figures of the Enlight-
enment such as Condorcet […] a basic faith in the methods 
and results of the successful natural sciences, as the means 
to the solution of the deepest practical problems […]. (1971: 
387) 

As discussed by Toulmin in Cosmopolis: The Hidden 
Agenda of Modernity, the vision of ‘Cosmopolis’—that is, of 
a society as rationally ordered as Newtonian physics—
took imaginative hold of Western thinking in the 17th cen-
tury thanks to its extraordinary success in many fields of 
endeavour and institutionalized an agenda of control, ac-
cording to which eco- and social systems could be fitted 
into precise and manageable rational categories. This vi-
sion and agenda have survived to the present day, but 
now more than ever they crash against the complexities of 
the modern world, endangering the legitimacy of the ex-
isting social contracts.  

                                                           
2 Some important texts in this regard include Toulmin’s Return to 
Reason (2001) and Cosmopolis (1990), Feyerabend’s Against Method 
(1975), Lyotard’s The Post-Modern Condition (1979) and Latour’s 
We have never been modern (1993). See the discussion in Chapter 1. 
3 A very concise summary of the ‘science wars’ can be found in 
Sarewitz (2000). Wikipedia’s entries for ‘science wars’ and ‘two 
cultures’ are also informative. The Canadian Broadcasting Cor-
poration CBC has an excellent series, ‘How To Think About Sci-
ence’, with an interview with historian of science Simon Schaffer 
(see http://www.cbc.ca/ideas/episodes/2009/01/02/how-to-
think-about-science-part-1---24-listen/). 
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2.2. Reductionism, hypocognition and socially constructed ig-
norance  

We began this chapter by discussing the evidence-
based policy model. In this section we aim to show that 
this model is based on a series of radical simplifications 
and linearizations which are congruent with both the Car-
tesian dream and what has been termed “hypocognition” 
(Lakoff, 2010) and “socially constructed ignorance” (Ra-
vetz, 1986; Rayner, 2012).  

In dealing with complex issues, the application of the 
Cartesian method of reduction with the goal of isolating 
linear and direct causal explanations becomes inadequate. 
Under the Cartesian paradigm, scientific advisers deter-
mining fish quotas, for example, will be brought to court if 
they have set the quota either too high (leading to the col-
lapse of the stock) or too low (entailing loss of income for 
the fishing community). Seismologists can be sentenced to 
jail, as happened following the earthquake in Aquila (Ita-
ly) in 2009—although the sentence was reversed on ap-
peal—for delivering a reassuring message about the 
unlikelihood of an earthquake, which was judged ex post 
to have been disproportionate to their limited knowledge 
of possible future events.  

Quantitative analysis is predicated on the selection of a 
structure—a ‘frame’—for approaching a problem. This 
choice of frame already entails a major compression of the 
information space that can later be used for governance 
purposes. The compression operates both at the normative 
level (through the adoption of a world-view—the choice 
of the why) and at the level of the representation (through 
the choice of the salient attributes for the description of 
the system—the choice of the how) (Giampietro et al., 
2013).  

This process is explained by Rayner (2012) in terms of 
“socially constructed ignorance”, which is not the result of 
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a conspiracy but rather of the sense-making processes 
employed by individuals and institutions: 

To make sense of the complexity of the world so that they can 
act, individuals and institutions need to develop simplified, 
self-consistent versions of that world. The process of doing 
so means that much of what is known about the world needs 
to be excluded from those versions, and in particular that 
knowledge which is in tension or outright contradiction with 
those versions must be expunged. […] But how do we deal 
with […] dysfunctional cases of uncomfortable knowledge 
[…]? 

This compression comes at a cost, and, when generalized 
and institutionalized throughout the system, can lead to 
the degeneration of a given arrangement, eventually pro-
ducing a situation of ‘ancien régime’, defined as a state of 
affairs in which the ruling elites become unable to cope 
with stressors and adopt instead a strategy of denial, re-
fusing to process either internal or external signals, in-
cluding those of danger (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1994).  

The compression of the information space results in the 
exclusion and neglect of knowledge that may be available 
in established scientific disciplines. Rayner calls these the 
“unknown knowns”, that is, knowledge which exists in 
academia or society but which is omitted in a given ap-
proach. For Rayner (2012), “unknown knowns [are] those 
which societies or institutions actively exclude because 
they threaten to undermine key organizational arrange-
ments or the ability of institutions to pursue their goals”. 

Also ignored due to the compression are the “known 
unknowns”—gaps and areas of ignorance of which we are 
aware but which are not considered relevant in the chosen 
definition of the issue.  

The result of this compression is to focus the analysis 
on a finite set of attributes and goals. This inevitably cre-
ates a need for processes of optimization: that is, the ana-
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lyst is obliged to invest time and energy to find the best 
solution in the wrong problem space.  

Needless to say, the hubris that lies behind this ap-
proach increases the fragility of the system, principally in 
relation to “unknown unknowns”, since the optimization 
process entails a reduction in the diversity of behaviours 
allowed (because of the elimination of the more poorly 
performing alternatives) and therefore a reduction in 
adaptability (because of the neglect of attributes and goals 
not considered in the optimization). The issue is discussed 
at length in Taleb’s work Antifragile (2012). 

A lesson from bioeconomics (Giampietro et al., 2012) is 
that science should address and integrate relevant events 
and processes that can be observed and described only by 
accommodating non-equivalent narratives (dimensions of 
analysis) and different scales (descriptive domains) at the 
same time. In this framework, the virtues of reductionism 
(mainly the power to make rational choices based on the 
clear identification of a finite set of relevant attributes, 
goals and direct explanations) become a vice. A form of 
rationality based on a simple problem structure that is 
applied to a complex issue becomes a “mad rationality”—
a concept attributed to social philosopher Lewis Mum-
ford. A good example of this effect is bioethanol derived 
from corn, in which hundreds of billions of tax-payers’ 
money have been invested only to develop an alternative 
energy source that consumes more or less the same 
amount of energy as it produces. In this case a poor fram-
ing of the problem, neglecting the full range of implica-
tions in order to focus on achieving the stated objectives of 
improving energy security and reducing emissions, pro-
duced a solution which achieved neither of these goals but 
generated massive profit to powerful lobbies (Giampietro 
and Mayumi, 2009).  

According to Fargione et al. (2008), the production of 
biofuels increases rather than decreases greenhouse gas 
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emissions because of the effect of land-use change—
something not considered in the original analysis of the 
issue. It should be noted that the finding that greenhouse 
gas emissions from biofuels were comparatively lower 
than those produced by fossil fuels was a result of simula-
tions using certain models in which biofuels induce food 
price increases, which in turn entail cuts in food produc-
tion (Searchinger et al., 2015). In other words, the mod-
el that was used to inform policy was based on the 
assumption that cuts in greenhouse emissions could be 
achieved at the cost of increased stress on the poor; how-
ever, this assumption was not made explicit when this 
finding was used to identify biofuels as a desirable op-
tion.  

 Unfortunately, the lessons from bioeconomics, based 
as they are on a richer web of constraints (Giampetro et al. 
2012), tend to be less reassuring than the messages from 
the techno-optimists or the eco-modernists4, which may 
explain how little attention bioeconomists have received 
to date.  

Socially constructed ignorance can also be defined as 
the institutional hegemonization of a given mode of story-
telling—i.e. the pre-analytical choice of a given set of rele-
vant narratives, plausible explanations and pertinent per-
ceptions and representations—which are assumed, by 
default, to be apt in normative, descriptive and ethical 
terms to deal with any problem.  

This choice may produce situations in which an ele-
phant in the room goes unnoticed, especially if the chosen 
mode of story-telling has been dressed with a convenient 
suite of indicators and mathematical models.  

                                                           
4 See http://www.ecomodernism.org/. For a critique, see 
Monbiot, 2015. 
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A famous instance of an invisible elephant was the 
presidential address to the American Economic Associa-
tion by Nobel laureate in Economics Robert Lucas in 2003 
announcing that the “central problem of depression-
prevention has been solved” once and for all; another was 
the 2004 “great moderation” speech of Bernanke, Chair of 
the U.S. Federal Reserve, about the successful taming of 
the volatility of business cycle fluctuations. In both cases 
top-ranking exponents of the ruling paradigm were seem-
ingly unaware of the possibility of financial collapse that 
would lead to a global economic crisis in following years.  

These blunders have fuelled the long-standing dispute 
over the prevailing paradigm in economics (Reinert, 2008; 
Mirowski, 2013), and even within the ranks of the disci-
pline new curricula are being studied (INET, 2013). More 
radically, some voices have called for a reconsideration of 
economics as the authoritative discipline in the adjudica-
tion of social and environmental issues (Ravetz, 1994; 
Giampietro et al., 2012: 104; Fourcade et al., 2014). In view 
of the inadequacy of the discipline of economics as a tool 
to solve socio-economic problems, one could be forgiven 
for thinking that the discipline had reverted to (or never 
developed beyond) a state of immaturity. In a chapter en-
titled “Immature and ineffective fields of inquiry”, Ravetz 
remarks:  

[…] The situation becomes worse when an immature or inef-
fective field is enlisted in the work of resolution of some prac-
tical problem. In such an uncontrolled and perhaps 
uncontrollable context, where facts are few and political pas-
sions many, the relevant immature field functions to a great 
extent as a ‘folk-science’. This is a body of accepted 
knowledge whose function is not to provide the basis for fur-
ther advance, but to offer comfort and reassurance to some 
body of believers. (1971: 366) 

The irrelevance of inferences produced by heavy mod-
elling tools can often be proved using plain language. To 
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give an example, the aforementioned dynamic stochastic 
general equilibrium models, DSGE, which are used as pol-
icy instruments, do not work if the underlying hypotheses 
of ‘efficient markets’ and ‘representative agents’ are re-
jected (Mirowski, 2013: 275-286). This is why we insist that 
framing is closely related to story-telling. There is nothing 
new in this idea. The benefit of translating the results of 
mathematical equations into plain language was a teach-
ing of Alfred Marshall in the late nineteenth century 
(Pigou, 1925: 427), and is not unknown to contemporary 
economists (Krugman, 2009: 9); still, mathematical models 
are often used, like Latin, to obfuscate rather than to illu-
minate (Saltelli et al., 2013).  

Note that we are discussing here the use of mathemati-
cal models to help produce input for policy—that is, as a 
tool to generate inferences for policy-making purposes, 
rather than as scientific method per se. For Stiglitz:  

Models by their nature are like blinders. In leaving out cer-
tain things, they focus our attention on other things. They 
provide a frame through which we see the world. (2011) 

There is nothing wrong in using blinders in the quest 
for theoretical progress. The problems arise when the 
same technique is used in the process of designing policy 
for practical application. That is what Taleb condemns as 
an attempt to “Platonify” reality (2007: xxix), in a con-
scious act of hypocognition. Rayner sees it as a strategy to 
‘socially construct’ ignorance, in a movement which he 
calls “displacement”:  

[…] displacement occurs when an organization engages 
with an issue, but substitutes management of a representa-
tion of a problem (such as a computer model) for manage-
ment of the represented object or activity. (2012) 

Displacement does not imply imperfect models—
which could possibly be improved—but irrelevant models, 
which cannot be corrected through “learning by doing” 
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and hence can do damage for a longer period of time. In 
this vein, Financial Times columnist Samuel Brittain (2011) 
notes:  

Nothing has done more to discredit serious economic analy-
sis than its identification with the guesses about output, em-
ployment, prices and so on which politicians feel obliged to 
make. […] True scientific predictions are conditional. They 
assert that certain changes […] will, granted other condi-
tions are met, […], lead to a certain state of affairs […]. But 
they cannot tell us that the required conditions will be ful-
filled. 

 Evidence-based policy has thus reached a state of ap-
parent paradox, in the sense that certain practices—
Rayner’s “displacement”—are widely considered to be 
wrong, but are pursued nonetheless. In this way society is 
led to associate the stabilization of its own wellbeing with 
the stabilization of the institutional settings determining 
the status quo. In the end evidence-based policy becomes 
an instrument of ‘persuasion’, defined as what the leader-
ship uses to control attitudes and opinions of the ruled 
(Chomsky, 2012: 79-80).  

2.3. Legitimacy versus simplification  

So far the conventional scientific approach to dealing 
with sustainability issues has been to try to isolate the best 
course of action by means of deterministic models. This 
strategy assumes that it is possible to predict the behav-
iour of complex self-organizing systems (including reflex-
ive systems, such as human societies) and that the quality 
of the scientific input to the policy process is ensured by 
the rigour of the methods applied. This assumption over-
looks the abundance of uncertainties which—when 
properly appraised—imply the total inability of these 
tools to generate useful inferences.  

It is futile to expect, for example, that modelling ap-
proaches which have failed to predict a purely financial 
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and economic crisis will be able to inform us accurately 
about the behaviour of a system involving institutions, 
societies, economies and ecologies. Yet this is what we do 
when we apply the technique of cost–benefit analysis 
(CBA) to dimensions of climate change, or claim to esti-
mate the impact on the economy of increased crime rates 
resulting from hotter temperatures (Rhodium Group, 
2014). 

Climate processes encompass a multitude of connec-
tions in the nexus of energy, water, food and human insti-
tutions. The complexity of socio-ecosystems is not a 
problem to be solved, but an inherent property of self-
organizing systems such as ecosystems and human socie-
ties. These systems have agency (reproducing themselves 
and interacting with each other) on various scales. Analys-
ing them one dimension at a time (water, energy, food or 
land use) and one scale at a time (local, meso or macro) 
does not work and provides unlimited scope for unde-
sired blows from the law of unintended consequences 
(Giampietro et al., 2013). When science is used to suppress 
uncertainty—rather than to explore the sources of our ig-
norance—failures are likely. These may result in policy 
failures such as the default option of “more of the same”, 
even if a given policy did not work in the past. Scientific 
approaches that are forced to operate systematically out-
side their field of applicability are likely to produce ‘bad 
science’ which cannot confidently be used to guide action. 
This kind of quantitative approach to complex systems 
can only foster abuse and corruption. As noted by Porter:  

The appeal of numbers is especially compelling to bureau-
cratic officials who lack the mandate of a popular election, or 
divine right. Arbitrariness and bias are the most usual 
grounds upon which such officials are criticized. A decision 
made by the numbers (or by explicit rules of some other sort) 
has at least the appearance of being fair and impersonal. Sci-
entific objectivity thus provides an answer to a moral de-
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mand for impartiality and fairness. Quantification is a way 
of making decisions without seeming to decide. Objectivity 
lends authority to officials who have very little of their own. 
(1995: 8) 

3. The solution: establishing new relations between sci-
ence and governance 

The paradigm of evidence-based policy is based on an 
assumption of the possibility of prediction and control 
that tends to suppress “scruples”—that is, feelings of 
doubt or hesitation with regard to the morality or proprie-
ty of a given course of action. Our recommendation is to 
deliberately reintroduce doubts and scruples into the pro-
cess of deliberation, in a spirit somewhat closer to Mon-
taigne and somewhat further from Descartes, as we will 
explain below (Toulmin, 1990).  

The quality of the process of production and use of sci-
entific information for governance depends on minimiz-
ing the negative effect of hypocognition on the final choice 
of a policy. It is therefore essential to reflect on the process 
of formalization of the definition of the issue: that is, how 
the frame was constructed, in semantic terms, and how 
this selection has cascaded down into a predefined set of 
data, indicators and mathematical models. In this section 
we advance some suggestions to aid practitioners. 

3.1. Responsible use of quantitative information 

A first requirement for the better use of science for pol-
icy is the responsible use of quantitative information. This 
will require the adoption of specific tools of quality con-
trol. Practical tools developed in the context of PNS to ad-
dress these topics are ‘NUSAP’ and sensitivity auditing: 

• NUSAP is a notational system devised for the man-
agement and communication of uncertainty in science 
for policy, based on five categories for characterizing 
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any quantitative statement: Numeral, Unit, Spread, 
Assessment and Pedigree (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 
1990; Van der Sluijs et al., 2005; see also 
http://www.nusap.net/). 

• Sensitivity auditing (Saltelli et al., 2013; Saltelli and 
Funtowicz, 2014) extends sensitivity analysis as used in 
the context of mathematical modelling to settings in 
which the models are used to produce inferences for 
policy support purposes. Sensitivity auditing questions 
the broader implications of the modelling exercise, its 
frame and assumptions, the assessment of the uncer-
tainties, the transparency of the inferences, the veracity 
of the sensitivity analysis and the legitimacy of the as-
sessment.  

3.2. Distinguishing risk from uncertainty  

Frank Knight published a very successful book in 1921 
entitled Risk, Uncertainty and Profit in which he made a 
distinction between risk, which could be computed math-
ematically, and uncertainty, which could not. He also ob-
served that:  

We live in a world of contradiction and paradox, a fact of 
which perhaps the most fundamental illustration is this: that 
the existence of a problem of knowledge depends on the fu-
ture being different from the past, while the possibility of the 
solution of the problem depends on the future being like the 
past. (Knight, 2009: 313) 

We suggest a re-learning of Knight’s warning, and a 
more thorough reconsideration of the implications of the 
difference between risk and uncertainty (Mayumi and 
Giampietro, 2006). If we ignore this lesson, we will reduce 
ourselves to figure of the drunkard who searches for his 
lost keys under a lamppost, even though he knows he lost 
them elsewhere, because under the post there is light. Fol-
lowing Wynne (1992), we extend the taxonomy of uncer-

http://www.nusap.net/
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tainties to include dimensions of ignorance and indeter-
minacy: 

• Risk—we know the odds. 

• Uncertainty—we don’t know the odds: we may know 
the main parameters. We may reduce uncertainty but 
increase ignorance. 

• Ignorance—we don’t know what we don’t know. Igno-
rance increases with increased commitments based on 
given knowledge. 

• Indeterminacy—causal chains or networks are open. 

For Wynne:  

Science can define a risk, or uncertainties, only by artificial-
ly ‘freezing’ a surrounding context which may or may not be 
this way in real-life situations. The resultant knowledge is 
therefore conditional knowledge, depending on whether these 
pre-analytical assumptions might turn out to be valid. But 
this question is indeterminate—for example, will the high 
quality of maintenance, inspection, operation, etc., of a risky 
technology be sustained in future, multiplied over replica-
tions, possibly many all over the world? (1992) 

As a prerequisite for a more effective use of science for 
governance, we will need to unlearn some extreme styles 
of risk analysis in which we compute the odds just be-
cause we have a model that allows us to do so.  

3.3. Evidence-based policy versus robust policy  

We suggest moving away from ‘evidence-based poli-
cy’, based on aggressive but naïve quantification, towards 
‘robust policy’, based on a strategy of filtering of potential 
policies through rigorous attempts at falsification rather 
than confirmation. We borrow from Helga Nowotny’s 
(2003) concept of socially robust knowledge: that is, 
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knowledge that has been filtered through the lenses of 
different stakeholders and normative stances.  

The quality check on proposed explanatory narratives 
and policies should be carried out using the method of 
falsification with respect to:  

• feasibility (compatibility with external constraints);  

• viability (compatibility with internal constraints);  

• desirability (compatibility with normative values in a 
given society).  

If the policy fails on one of these criteria, we will have 
identified a bottleneck, a political issue or a true incom-
mensurability. This approach abandons fantasies of pre-
diction, control, planning and optimization, in favour of 
strategic learning and flexible management.  

The approach has elements of similarity with the strat-
egy suggested by Rayner (2012) to overcome socially con-
structed ignorance: the idea of “clumsy solutions”. While 
socially constructed ignorance helps to keep “uncomfort-
able knowledge” at bay, clumsy solutions allow it to be 
processed:  

Clumsy solutions may emerge from complex processes of 
both explicit and implicit negotiation. In other words, solu-
tions are clumsy when those implementing them converge 
on or accept a common course of action for different reasons 
or on the basis of unshared epistemological or ethical princi-
ples […] They are inherently satisficing […] rather than op-
timizing approaches, since each of the competing solutions is 
optimal from the standpoint of the proposer. Clumsy solu-
tions are inherently pluralistic […]. (Rayner, 2012) 

The idea of clumsy solutions resonates with the princi-
ple of “working deliberatively within imperfections” of 
the extended participation model of post-normal science 
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and with the “rediscovery of ignorance” advocated by 
Ravetz (2015: xviii). 

A key step in the examination of the feasibility, viabil-
ity and desirability of understandings of a given problem 
entails looking at the situation through a variety of 
lenses—that is, looking at different dimensions and scales 
of analysis of the problem. The challenges for quantitative 
analysis are considerable in the area of sustainability 
(Giampietro et al., 2012, 2014): when examining the feasi-
bility of food security policies against external constraints 
(a context in which the agricultural system is a kind of 
black box), we have to measure requirements and supply 
in terms of kilograms of potatoes, vegetables, animal 
products, etc. However, if we want to study the viability 
of food security policies in relation to internal constraints 
(a context in which the black box is the human diet), we 
have to measure requirements and supply in terms of kil-
ocalories of carbohydrates, proteins and fats. Similarly, 
when examining the feasibility of energy security policies 
against external constraints (related to primary energy 
sources), we have to measure the relevant physical quanti-
ties in terms of tons of coal, kinetic energy of falling water, 
cubic meters of natural gas, etc., whereas if we want to 
examine their viability in relation to internal constraints 
(relating to energy carriers), we have to measure the rele-
vant quantities in terms of kilowatt hours of electricity, 
megajoules of fuels, etc. This epistemological predicament 
is due to the fact that different types of quantitative as-
sessments are non-equivalent and cannot be compressed 
into a single indicator (Giampietro et al., 2006). Quantita-
tive representations useful to study feasibility are not 
equivalent to those useful to study viability, and the in-
formation produced by these two typologies of represen-
tations cannot be used to study desirability, since a 
discussion of the latter is impossible without involving 
social actors representing legitimate but often conflicting 
normative values. 
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Only after having operationalized these three dimen-
sions for a given sustainability problem is it possible to 
carry out an informed assessment of possible policy op-
tions, with a view to balancing efficiency and adaptability. 
This can then feed into a multi-criteria characterization of 
proposed solutions with respect to different normative 
ingredients.  

The proposed approach is equivalent to exploring a 
multi-dimensional space with a parsimonious and appro-
priate experimental design, rather than focussing an unre-
alistic degree of attention on a single point in this space.  

3.4. Quantitative story-telling for governance 

One normally associates the expression ‘story-telling’ 
with a discursive manner of interaction based on imagina-
tion, symbolic association, parables and metaphors from 
literary traditions and the like. By ‘quantitative story-
telling’ we mean the process whereby quantification is run 
in a context of openness to a variety of ‘stories’ about what 
the problem is. Thus the stories themselves become maps, 
offering orientation for a quantitative analysis of a prob-
lem, especially in relation to the existence of constraints, in 
order to inform the process of decision making. The ex-
pression ‘story-telling’ implies the existence of a ‘story-
teller’: a person, entity or whole society that has to decide 
on the usefulness of the chosen stories. In our interpreta-
tion, the concept of story-telling is more specific than the 
concept of narrative because it involves a stronger element 
of agency. The information given in the story will be used 
by the story-teller to guide action, which in turn provides 
criteria to verify the quality of the story.  

A self-explanatory example of story-telling in relation 
to food is provided in Figure 1, where the various stories 
about the ‘food chain supply’ map onto different perspec-
tives, concerns and dimensions of analysis.  
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Figure 1. Mapping the food chain supply onto different 
perspectives 

 
Thus the set of available ‘frames’ may be widened via 

quantitative story-telling for governance, with the goal of 
generating plausible and relevant stories capable of reduc-
ing hypocognition in the chosen definition and structuring 
of the problem—a strategy also suggested by ‘cognitive 
activist’ George Lakoff (2014). Quantitative story-telling is 
also inspired by Ravetz’s (1987) concept of “usable igno-
rance” as an antidote to the “pitfalls in our supposedly 
secure knowledge or supposedly effective technique”. 

Quantitative story-telling has the goal of guaranteeing 
the quality of the chosen story in the given socio-economic 
and ecological context. The quality of the story-telling 
moderates the negative effects of the hypocognition asso-
ciated with the chosen structuring of the problem—the 
unavoidable neglect of relevant narratives. The fitness of 
different policy options can then be gauged from the inte-
gration of a robust mix of relevant narratives, plausible 
explanations and pertinent perceptions.  
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This qualitative check of the coherence of the quantita-
tive information generated by non-equivalent models is 
essential. In fact, models are by-products of the pre-
analytical choice of relevant causal relations, and data are 
by-products of the pre-analytical choice of relevant per-
ceptions. Confronted with numbers originating in several 
non-equivalent descriptive domains (logically incoherent 
quantitative representations), one can no longer rely on 
the promises of big data and sophisticated algorithms 
(Lazer et al., 2014). Without a quality check on the chosen 
mode of story-telling, the accretion of data and models 
based on unjustified explanations and perceptions will 
only increase the level of indeterminacy and uncertainty 
of the results. 

The usefulness of the chosen stories needs to be vali-
dated using quantitative analysis that must remain coher-
ent across scales and dimensions—that is, a multi-scale, 
integrated analysis of the functioning of socio-ecological 
systems, inclusive of their level of openness, for example, 
to trade. Ignoring these validations steps may imply that 
relevant aspects of the problems are—perhaps expedient-
ly—externalized.  

3.5. Getting the narratives right before crunching numbers  

In his plea for reasonableness versus rationality Toul-
min (1990, 2001) contrasts the ideal of Renaissance hu-
manism with the Renaissance scientific revolution. He 
considers the latter more as a counter-Renaissance, in 
which the certainties of Descartes supplanted the doubts 
of Montaigne. In order to return to reason, Toulmin 
warns, we need to “do the right sums” more than we need 
to “do the sums right” (2001: 66). This implies a careful 
selection of the stories to be told before indicators are 
built, data collected and models run. We need to explore 
more frames as opposed to selecting just one and filling it 
with numbers.  
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We can illustrate this with the persisting controversy 
surrounding the use of genetically modified organisms, an 
exemplary wicked problem. The weekly news magazine 
the Economist, discussing a GMO labelling scheme in 
Vermont (U.S.), commented recently: 

Montpelier is America’s only McDonald’s-free state capital. 
A fitting place, then, for a law designed to satisfy the un-
founded fears of foodies […] genetically modified crops, de-
clared safe by the scientific establishment, but reviled as 
Frankenfoods by the Subarus-and-sandals set. (2014) 

‘Frankenfood’ is GMO-based food as defined by its 
opponents, while the ‘Subarus-and-sandals set’ is the 
Economist’s disparaging allusion to those in Vermont who 
support a labelling scheme for GMO-based food. The im-
age accompanying the piece shows a hippy-looking public 
protesting against GMOs. This is a vivid illustration of the 
cliché: opposition to GMO-based food is generally por-
trayed as a Luddite, irrational, anti-science position. This 
is because GMOs are treated as a nutritional ‘risk to 
health’ issue, when in fact science has declared GMOs safe 
for human consumption—the logical conclusion being 
that society should permit (or even support) their produc-
tion and consumption.  

This frame clashes against the reality of the wider set 
of citizens’ concerns, as measured by, for example, Marris 
et al. (2001). In a list of critical concerns identified through 
participatory processes, the issue of food safety is con-
spicuously absent, while others come to the fore: 

• Why do we need GMOs? What are the benefits? 

• Who will benefit from their use? 

• Who decided that they should be developed and how? 

• Why were we not better informed about their use in 
our food, before their arrival on the market?  
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• Why are we not given an effective choice about wheth-
er or not to buy and consume these products? 

• Do regulatory authorities have sufficient powers and 
resources to effectively counter-balance large compa-
nies who wish to develop these products? 

The variety of frames invoked by these concerns re-
veals that the prevailing frame, ‘safe GMO food versus 
recalcitrant citizens’, is irrelevant for the policy decisions 
to be taken.  

4. Conclusions 

The evidence-based policy paradigm should be revised 
because it fosters radical simplification and compression 
of representations of issues, explanations and solutions, in 
a process known as hypocognition. Evidence-based policy 
cannot be separated from policy-based evidence, with its 
high reliance upon quantification. The accumulation of 
data, indicators and mathematical models in support of a 
given framing of an issue obscures and detracts from the 
more important task, namely to understand and take into 
account the implications of the choice of a given frame, 
bearing in mind that other actors may also act as story-
tellers and present different perceptions of the issue to be 
tackled. A quantitative structuring of a problem allows 
those that have selected the given mode of story-telling to 
ignore, through imposed hypocognition, uncomfortable 
knowledge (Rayner, 2012). Spurious and disproportionate 
mathematical precision makes it difficult for other practi-
tioners and stakeholders to question the premises of an 
analysis in plain language. This is not a new finding. In 
1986 Langdon Winner was already warning ecologists not 
to fall into the trap of risk and cost–benefit analyses:  

[T]he risk debate is one that certain kinds of social interests 
can expect to lose by the very act of entering. […] Fortunate-
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ly, many issues talked about as risks can be legitimately de-
scribed in other ways. Confronted with any cases of past, 
present, or obvious future harm, it is possible to discuss that 
harm directly without pretending that you are playing 
craps. A toxic waste disposal site placed in your neighbor-
hood need not be defined as a risk; it might appropriately be 
defined as a problem of toxic waste. Air polluted by automo-
biles and industrial smokestacks need not be defined as a 
‘risk’; it might still be called by the old-fashioned name, ‘pol-
lution’. New Englanders who find acid rain falling on them 
are under no obligation to begin analyzing the ‘risks of acid 
rain’; they might retain some Yankee stubbornness and con-
found the experts by talking about ‘that destructive acid 
rain’ and what’s to be done about it. A treasured natural en-
vironment endangered by industrial activity need not be re-
garded as something at ‘risk’; one might regard it more 
positively as an entity that ought to be preserved in its own 
right. (1986: 138-154) 

Complex adaptive systems, be they a country’s labour 
market or its forests, are reflexive and continuously be-
coming ‘something else’ in order to reproduce themselves 
(Prigogine, 1980). For this reason it is impossible to predict 
their future states, because if they manage to reproduce 
themselves in the long run, they can do so only by moving 
in a finite time between states that have to be simultane-
ously: 

• feasible—compatible with boundary conditions deter-
mined by processes beyond human control; 

• viable—compatible with the structure of internal parts 
and their system of control; 

• desirable—compatible with normative values used to 
legitimize the social contract holding together the so-
cial fabric. 

In this framework, any definition of what should be con-
sidered ‘feasible’, ‘viable’ and ‘desirable’ has to be contin-
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uously updated. Changes in processes outside human 
control will induce changes in boundary conditions 
(changing the definition of the feasibility domain), in the 
same way that the full range of consequences of changes 
taking place in processes which are under human control, 
when spread across scales and dimensions, may impact 
on both the viability and the desirability of a trajectory, 
again hampering long-term deterministic predictions. 

In human societies, shared normative values are the 
result of negotiation and modulation of power relations 
(Lakoff, 2014). This implies that even those modes of sto-
ry-telling, strategies, and narratives that proved useful for 
guiding human action in a given historic period may be-
come useless (and therefore potentially misleading) when 
the meanings attached to the terms ‘feasibility’, ‘viability’ 
and ‘desirability’ in relation to given goals have changed. 
To give an example, the “endless frontier” metaphor is 
less convincing today than it was immediately after World 
War II. Not only is science now perceived to be an instru-
ment of profit and power, as discussed in Section 1, but 
the crisis it is suffering has dramatically curtailed its rate 
of progress (Le Fanu, 2009, 2010). Given this, the acritical 
perpetuation of dominant narratives may be fatal. In the 
19th century Giacomo Leopardi already considered ‘Fash-
ion’ more deadly than ‘Death’ (1827). 

To give another example from the heart of the contem-
porary economic debate: the neoclassical economic narra-
tive of perpetual growth based on continuous innovation, 
which is supposed to reduce inequity through a trickle-
down effect, was meaningful for developed economies 
experiencing a period of maximum expansion in their 
pace of economic activity. As suggested by Daly (1992), 
the evolution from an “empty world” (a low planetary 
population) to a “full world” (a large planetary popula-
tion) means more stringent external constraints and great-
er environmental impact from human activity. This 
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translates into a reduction in the pace of economic expan-
sion and an increase in inequality within societies—that is, 
an increase in trouble caused by internal constraints. As 
an example of what is meant by trouble, recall the debate 
on the virtues and faults of capitalism qua capitalism 
(Piketty, 2014; Bellamy Foster and Yates, 2014), and the 
link between inequality and scope for rent-seeking and 
corruption among elites (Acemoglu and Robinson, 2012). 

As any re-adjustment of normative values (requiring 
large power shifts) is difficult, what role can science play 
in the necessary refinement of the meanings to be as-
signed to the concepts of ‘feasibility’, ‘viability’ and ‘de-
sirability’, in different geographical and social contexts?  

So far, the role of science for governance and sustaina-
bility has been that of a driver of techno-scientification of 
human progress (see Chapter 3, this volume). As dis-
cussed in Section 2, this strategy is an endorsement of the 
main line of thinking connecting Bacon, Condorcet and 
Bush, namely that all human problems can be solved by 
scientific and technological progress. Many institutional 
actors seem to be mired in the old business of prediction 
and control, making plans informed by poorly justified 
scientific results—for example, the results of dynamic sto-
chastic general equilibrium models whose inadequacy we 
discussed in Section 2, or cost–benefit analyses of the 
long-term impact of climate on economy and society (Salt-
elli and d’Hombres, 2010; Rhodium Group, 2014). A dis-
turbing sign of this practice is the impossible precision of 
the estimates that are churned out: for example, “D.C. 
climate will shift in 2047” (Bernstein, 2013); or “August 22 
was Earth Overshoot Day. In 8 Months, Humanity Ex-
hausted Earth’s Budget for the Year” (Global Footprint 
Network, 2014)5. As discussed elsewhere in this volume 

                                                           
5 For a criticism of the latter estimate see Giampietro and Saltelli 
(2014). 
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(Chapter 5) the proliferation of digits is a worrying symp-
tom of decaying scientific skills, another element of sci-
ence’s crisis. 

Mathematical modelling should no longer have the 
ritualistic function of divination. The use of the term ‘ritu-
al’ is not exaggerated. Nobel laureate Kenneth Arrow had 
an illuminating experience during World War II as a 
weather officer in the U.S. Army Air Corps working on 
the production of monthly weather forecasts: 

The statisticians among us subjected these forecasts to veri-
fication and they differed in no way from chance. The fore-
casters themselves were convinced and requested that the 
forecasts be discontinued. The reply read approximately like 
this: “The commanding general is well aware that the fore-
casts are no good. However, he needs them for planning 
purposes.” (Szenberg, 1992: 47) 

Richard Feynman, in his 1974 commencement address 
at Caltech, entitled “Some remarks on science pseudosci-
ence and learning how not to fool yourself”, calls this type 
of use of science “cargo cult science”:  

In the South Seas there is a cargo cult of people. During the 
war they saw airplanes land with lots of good materials, and 
they want the same thing to happen now. So they’ve ar-
ranged to imitate things like runways, to put fires along the 
sides of the runways, to make a wooden hut for a man to sit 
in, with two wooden pieces on his head like headphones and 
bars of bamboo sticking out like antennas—he’s the control-
ler—and they wait for the airplanes to land. They’re doing 
everything right. The form is perfect. It looks exactly the way 
it looked before. But it doesn’t work. No airplanes land. So I 
call these things cargo cult science, because they follow all 
the apparent precepts and forms of scientific investigation, 
but they’re missing something essential, because the planes 
don’t land.  
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Science has provided incredible comforts to societies in 
the ‘Global North’, and many believe that the same bene-
fits are now due to the rest of the world. What is (perhaps 
wilfully) overlooked by those holding this hope is the fact 
that the solution of many problems in Northern countries 
involved externalizing to someone or something else (the 
environment, future generations or other countries) the 
negative consequences of the increased level of consump-
tion of resources per capita. Things look quite different 
when considering the sustainability of technical progress 
of the whole, interconnected world. At the global level 
there is no room for externalization—it is a zero-sum 
game, and there is no ‘free-lunch’—someone is paying or 
will pay for what is consumed. We are dealing with an 
inextricable confusion of physical, biological, social and 
ethical issues. Hoping that this problem will be solved by 
more computer power, more complicated models, bigger 
databases and more rigour in the scientific method can 
only result in “cargo cult science”. The problem with this 
type of science is that, as suggested by Feynman, in spite 
of frenetic activity and all the good intentions in the 
world, “planes don’t land”. 
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3 

NEVER LATE, NEVER LOST, NEVER 
UNPREPARED 

Alice Benessia and Silvio Funtowicz 

Introduction 

In this chapter we examine innovation as a dynamic 
system of forces that constantly and necessarily redefine 
the boundaries between science, technology and the nor-
mative sphere of liberal democracy. We consider innova-
tion as a phenomenon which is on a path-dependent 
trajectory, with origins in the scientific revolution and the 
emergence of the modern state in the 16th and 17th centu-
ries. We give an overview of its evolution through the lens 
of the ‘demarcation problem’: that is, we consider innova-
tion with respect to the boundaries that demarcate scien-
tific research from other human activities. More 
specifically, we look at how those boundaries have been 
drawn over time, by whom, and to what ends. In this explo-
ration, we identify three main modes of demarcation that 
function as principles and drivers of innovation, defining 
the structure of the space in which it evolves: we call these 
‘separation’, ‘hybridization’ and ‘substitution’.  

‘Separation’ refers to the ideal division between the 
facts of science and the values of governance and to the 
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corresponding ‘dual system of legitimacy’ that regulates 
the ‘modern’ relation between knowledge and power. In 
this framework, uncertainty and complexity are ideally 
externalized from the realm of scientific knowledge and 
activity. ‘Hybridization’ corresponds to the transition 
from curiosity-motivated ‘little’ science to big, industrial-
ized science, in which science and technology, discovery 
and invention, and facts and values are blended (hybrid-
ized) in ‘technoscientific’ endeavours. In this framework, 
uncertainty and complexity cannot be effectively ban-
ished; however, they can be reduced and ideally con-
trolled through quantitative risk assessment and 
management. ‘Substitution’ involves the replacement of 
natural resources with technoscientific artefacts, of deci-
sion making with data management and of understanding 
with making. Ultimately, substitution leads to the re-
placement of science itself by technology in a process that 
defines and legitimizes (i.e. demarcates) innovation. Val-
ues are substituted by facts, in the sense that normative 
issues are reduced to technical matters that can supposed-
ly be resolved by technoscientific means. In this frame-
work, uncertainty and complexity are acknowledged, 
managed and ideally eliminated.  

These modes of demarcation have emerged consecu-
tively and are presented here in an historical perspective, 
but, as we will see in our study of the narrative of innova-
tion, they also co-exist to various degrees1. As the story 
unfolds, we will introduce a frame of reference for the 
narrative of innovation, providing examples of how vari-
ous technoscientific innovations in the fields of nanotech-
nology, space exploration and emergent information and 
communication technology (ICT) have been represented 

                                                           
1 Indeed, different historical accounts are possible, emphasising 
continuity and parallel developments rather than distinct phases 
in the style of scientific research and application. See, for exam-
ple, Crombie (1994).  
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to consumers, investors and governments in such a way 
as to affirm their epistemic, normative and economic legit-
imacy. Considered collectively, these examples illustrate 
how innovation is constituted by appealing to the ideals 
of separation, hybridization and substitution and how the 
main proponents of innovation—scientists, administrators 
and entrepreneurs—draw the boundaries of their territo-
ries in order to ensure their survival and expansion (or, in 
modern terms, competitiveness and growth). These ex-
amples shed some light on the current complex and con-
tentious relationships between science, technology and 
governance. 

In the final section of this chapter we will perform a 
thought experiment: we will assume that all doubts re-
garding the impact of technoscience have been laid to rest, 
that the risks associated with it have been mitigated and 
that its promises have been fulfilled. This assumption will 
allow us to imagine what kind of world is implied, based 
on what values and with what implications for whom. 
This exercise will make plain some of the main contradic-
tions inherent in the prevailing narrative of innovation 
and will point to possibilities for developing alternative 
narratives.  

Separation: science as representation of the true and 
good 

Narratives of progress can be construed as demarcat-
ing strategies—that is, rhetorical repertoires that legiti-
mize certain worldviews and systems of knowledge and 
power. As such, all narratives imply a specific set of rela-
tionships between science, technology and the normative 
sphere of liberal democracy.  

In the early stages of the scientific revolution and the 
modern state in the mid-17th century, we find the emer-
gence of a dual legitimacy system, ideally separating the 
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objective world of facts—the realm of science—from the 
subjective world of human affairs and values, regulated 
by emerging institutions of governance. The banishment 
of uncertainty and complexity from the jurisdiction of sci-
entific endeavour was essential for this dual system to 
function: the object of scientific investigation had to be 
protected from the inner world of the experimenter (ruled 
by subjective sensations, emotions and passions) and from 
the world outside the laboratory (governed by social and 
political values)2.  

In this framework, science had to be dissociated not 
only from ideology (meaning metaphysics, religion and 
politics), but also from technology. Justification, discovery 
and knowing were deliberately distinguished from appli-
cation, invention, and making, in an effort by scientists to 
compete with engineers and religious authorities for epis-
temic legitimacy and material resources. 

In a compelling account of science in Victorian Eng-
land, sociologist Thomas Gieryn reconstructed the demar-
cating strategies of John Tyndall, successor to Michael 
Faraday as Professor and then Superintendent at the Roy-
al Institution in London, in charge of delivering lectures 
demonstrating the relevance and the progress of scientific 
knowledge to both lay and scientific audiences (Gieryn, 
1983, 1989). In Tyndall’s view, science could compete with 
religion on the grounds of being practically useful, empir-
ically sound, sceptical with respect to any authority other 
than the facts of nature, and free from subjective emo-
tions. Confronted with the practical successes of Victorian 
engineering and mechanics, he described science as a 
fount of knowledge on which technological progress de-
pended. It thus had to be represented as theoretical and 

                                                           
2 Galileo Galilei performed this separation in the realm of science 
by distinguishing between primary and secondary qualities of 
objects in The Assayer (1623). 
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systematic in the search for causal principles and laws, 
and as perfectly disinterested. Furthermore, science was to 
be understood as a means to culture. The genuine ambiva-
lence of Tyndall’s boundary work between scientific and 
social institutions was a product of the inherent tensions 
between basic and applied research and between the em-
pirical and the theoretical aspects of inquiry in the 19th 
century. 

In Tyndall’s wake, the demarcation of science as an 
analytical problem preoccupied and even dominated the 
endeavours of philosophers of science, driven by different 
ideological commitments but all searching for essential 
properties that could demarcate science as a unique and 
privileged source of knowledge (Ravetz, 1991). In the tra-
dition of the Vienna Circle of the 1930s, in their struggle 
against the dogma and metaphysics of clerical forces, sci-
ence was the unique path to human truth and improve-
ment, and the inductive method, based on repeated 
observations and experiments, was considered to be the 
only foundation for making general statements about na-
ture.  

Cognizant of the limits of empirical induction as a 
method for scientific investigation, Karl Popper invoked 
the moral quality of “daring to be shown wrong” and 
made it the core of a new approach based on the principle 
of “falsifiability”. If a theory could not in principle be re-
futed (i.e. ‘falsified’) by empirical data, it was not scientific 
(Popper, 1935). In Popper’s view, refutation could immun-
ize science against all sorts of pseudo-scientific activities 
(such as socialism and psychoanalysis) emerging from the 
collapse of authority in central Europe after World War I.  

In the early 1940s, in opposition to “local contagions of 
anti-intellectualism which could become endemic” (i.e. the 
rise of various forms of fascist and nationalist move-
ments), the American sociologist Robert Merton expressed 
a need for a new “self-appraisal” of scientific practice and 
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knowledge, noting that the faith of Western culture in sci-
ence was, in Veblen’s words, no longer “unbounded, un-
questioned and unrivalled”. In his essay “The normative 
structure of science”, Merton attributed to modern science 
a unique ability to provide “certified” knowledge, thanks 
to the institutionalization of distinctive social norms in the 
scientific community, in the form of a specific ethos that 
drove progress (Merton, 1973/1942). The ethical and epis-
temic value of science ensured by the Mertonian norms of 
communalism, universalism, disinterestedness and orga-
nized scepticism helped to delimit a “republic of sci-
ence”—an autonomous community of peers, self-
governed though shared knowledge and under no form of 
authority other than knowledge itself (Polanyi, 1962; Mer-
ton, 1968).  

The ideal of separation between facts and values; the 
suppression of complexity in favour of certainty and ob-
jectivity; the identification of moral virtue with epistemic 
value and meaning; and the uniquely privileged position 
of scientific knowledge: these are the elements of a foun-
dational narrative of scientific knowledge and investiga-
tion that defines the inherited approach to science for 
policy, in which science should “speak truth to power”, 
providing neutral and objective evidence to support ra-
tional decisions in the form of logical deductions (Wil-
davsky, 1979). As we will see, this mode of demarcation of 
science is still invoked today in various ways, despite the 
radically different conditions in which it is applied and 
the growing conflict over the dual legitimacy system. A 
paradigmatic illustration of the persistence of this demar-
cation model was given when Professor Anne Glover, at 
the time Chief Scientific Adviser to the President of the 
European Commission, recommended that the incoming 
Commission find “better ways of separating evidence-
gathering processes from the political imperative” 
(Wilsdon, 2014), as discussed elsewhere in the present 
volume (Chapter 2). 
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Hybridization: technoscience for growth, power and 
prosperity 

Advancing along the narrative of innovation to the 
American post-World War II context, we find a different 
set of boundaries and balance of forces in play, provoking 
a shift in the modern ideal of science and the emergence of 
new demarcating principles. In his 1945 report “Science, 
the Endless Frontier”, the first American presidential sci-
ence adviser Vannevar Bush affirmed the primacy of basic 
scientific research as the engine of economic growth: 

To create more jobs we must make new and better and 
cheaper products. We want plenty of new, vigorous enter-
prises. But new products and processes are not born full-
grown. They are founded on new principles and new concep-
tions, which in turn result from basic scientific research. 
Basic scientific research is scientific capital. Moreover, we 
cannot any longer depend upon Europe as a major source of 
this scientific capital. Clearly, more and better scientific re-
search is one essential to the achievement of our goal of full 
employment. (Bush, 1945) 

Bush’s thesis is that the work of individual scientists as 
they pursue truth in their laboratories ultimately contrib-
utes to the common good by feeding into the technologi-
cal development that stimulates economic growth. Bush 
evokes Tyndall’s definition and legitimation of science as 
a source of knowledge for technological development. 
However, crucially, in this view science and technology 
no longer compete with each other for epistemic authority 
and material resources; rather, they become intimately 
related and jointly instrumental to the common goals of 
the production of goods and the creation of jobs. It was 
the early stage of a new type of modernity, based on the 
hybridization of science and technology in the name of 
technoscientific progress and its promise of unlimited 
wealth and prosperity. 
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In this process, ‘science-based’ technology is granted 
the epistemic and moral legitimacy of science and it be-
comes the incarnation of the Cartesian dream of power 
and control over nature. When newly elected American 
President Dwight D. Eisenhower gave his lecture on “At-
oms for Peace” in 1953, the development of nuclear weap-
ons was told as the first technoscientific story of 
emancipation, in the form of a promise that nuclear power 
would provide unlimited energy to people and nations 
(Eisenhower, 1953). The New York Times of 17 September 
1954 reports this vision in a speech by the Chairman of the 
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Lewis Strauss: 

Our children will enjoy in their homes electrical energy too 
cheap to meter […] will travel effortlessly over the seas and 
under them and through the air with a minimum of danger 
and at great speeds, and will experience a lifespan far longer 
than ours, as disease yields and man comes to understand 
what causes him to age. 

Technology thus became a source of wonders and unlim-
ited possibilities, and science developed into “the art of 
the soluble” (Medawar, 1967); it became a ‘normal’, disen-
chanted, puzzle-solving profession, as described in the 
widely acknowledged work of Thomas Kuhn (Kuhn, 
1962).  

Early signs of a general transition from curiosity-
oriented science, with its object of creating universal 
knowledge, to big, industrialized technoscience, with the 
function of producing corporate know-how, were given in 
1961 in Eisenhower’s “Farewell Address to the Nation”: 

Today, the solitary inventor, tinkering in his shop, has been 
overshadowed by task forces of scientists in laboratories and 
testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, histor-
ically the fountainhead of free ideas and scientific discovery, 
has experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. 
Partly because of the huge costs involved, a government con-
tract becomes virtually a substitute for intellectual curiosity. 
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For every old blackboard there are now hundreds of new elec-
tronic computers. 

In the course of this process of hybridization, the rela-
tionship between science, technology and society 
changed. As laboratories became testing grounds and ap-
plied science expanded into the real world, the inherently 
hybrid notion of ‘safety’ entered the scene, calling into 
question the values of the psychological, social, political 
and economic spheres and the facts of science.  

The republic of trans-science 

In 1962 marine biologist Rachel Carson published a 
volume about the possible side effects of pesticides. Evok-
ing a distressing scenario in which nature would awake 
from winter without any bird to celebrate it, Carson’s 
book Silent Spring fostered the emergence of the American 
environmentalist movement, triggering public awareness 
and concerns about the potentially devastating drawbacks 
of the chemical heroes of the Green Revolution and the 
fight against malaria. In his 1967 book Reflections on Big 
Science, American nuclear physicist Alvin Weinberg, ad-
ministrator of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory during 
and after the Manhattan Project, cast doubt on the safety 
of civilian nuclear technology (Weinberg, 1967). A few 
years later, in an essay for a meeting of the American Nu-
clear Society, he described the wonders of nuclear energy 
in terms of a “Faustian bargain” that would demand un-
precedented new forms of vigilance and longevity (stabil-
ity and long-term commitment) in social institutions 
(Weinberg, 1994). In 1972, while studying the biological 
effects of exposure to low-level radiation, he took a further 
step towards recognition of the transformation taking 
place within science and technological development: in a 
landmark article in the journal Minerva, he proposed a 
principle of demarcation for a new class of problem that 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Faustian_bargain
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he called “trans-scientific” and which was emerging as a 
consequence of big science (Weinberg, 1972): 

Many of the issues which arise in the course of the interac-
tion between science or technology and society—e.g., the 
deleterious side effects of technology, or the attempts to deal 
with social problems through the procedures of science—
hang on the answers to questions which can be asked of sci-
ence and yet which cannot be answered by science. I propose 
the term trans-scientific for these questions since, though 
they are, epistemologically speaking, questions of fact and 
can be stated in the language of science, they are unanswer-
able by science; they transcend science. In so far as public 
policy involves trans-scientific rather than scientific issues, 
the role of the scientist in contributing to the promulgation 
of such policy must be different from his role when the issues 
can be unambiguously answered by science. 

Trans-science essentially breaks down the ideal separa-
tion between the facts of science and the values affecting 
policy decisions. The “republic of trans-science”, in Wein-
berg’s terms, has elements of both a political republic and 
a republic of science. The rights of its citizens are succinct-
ly captured by Weinberg in the saying, “He whose shoe 
pinches can tell something to the shoemaker”: this was 
possibly the first time the concept of ‘stake-holder’ was 
applied in this context.  

It then became important to know how to demarcate 
scientific questions, which could be dealt with exclusively 
within the protected walls of Mertonian science, from 
trans-scientific ones, which required an opening of the 
gates. Moreover, the distinction itself was, of course, not a 
matter of experimental science.  

At the same time, as “every old blackboard” was being 
substituted with “hundreds of new electronic computers”, 
the world of statistical systems analysis was discovered, 
once again pushing scientific research out of the laborato-
ries, this time into the world of computer simulations. 
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Harvey Brooks, solid-state physicist and administrator at 
Harvard, was one of the pioneers of this transition, as a 
member of the International Institute for Applied Systems 
Analysis (IIASA) since its foundation in 1972 and later 
chair of its U.S. Committee for more than a decade. In a 
letter to Minerva, in the same issue in which Weinberg 
coined the term trans-science, Brooks pointed out that un-
derstanding the evolution of complex systems governed 
by large classes of non-linear equations, which are at the 
heart of simulation models, was also a trans-scientific 
challenge, as it could not be addressed by science alone 
(Brooks, 1972). In the same year, the Club of Rome pub-
lished the report “The limits to growth” (Meadows et al., 
1972). Based on the so-called World3 system dynamics 
model for computer simulation, the essay explored for the 
first time the global trans-scientific issue of how exponen-
tial demographic and economic growth interact with finite 
resource supplies. It was the beginning of the sustainable 
development movement. 

In the transition to big science, not only did the bound-
aries of the republic of science become fuzzy and permea-
ble; its inner structure, supposedly based on objectivity 
and neutrality, also proved to be questionable. The auto-
biographical account of the race for the discovery of DNA, 
published in 1968 by James Watson, exposed the highly 
intellectual and affective personal dimension to scientific 
research, revealing that bitter competition and acrimoni-
ous dispute were more nearly the rule in science than the 
exception (Watson, 1968). The influence of neither the in-
ner, subjective world of emotions and passions nor the 
outer world of social, political and economic values could 
be ignored in the practice of science, as illustrated by Bru-
no Latour in Science in Action (1987), using this very ex-
ample.  

In 1974 American sociologist Ian Mitroff published the 
results of an extensive study performed at NASA, the 
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heart of another U.S. ‘big science’ project: the space explo-
ration programme in the race for the Moon. Based on a 
substantial set of interviews with a selected group of 
Apollo moon scientists, Mitroff uncovered the existence of 
a deep-seated ambivalence among the researchers with 
respect to the putative norms of science. The Mertonian 
norms supposedly underpinning the curiosity-motivated 
ideal of science were dynamically balanced by corre-
sponding counter-norms such as particularism (versus 
universalism), solitariness (versus communism), interest-
edness (versus disinterestedness), and organized dogma-
tism (versus organized scepticism). The balancing of 
norms and counter-norms was instrumental to surviving 
in large technoscientific enterprises characterized by hier-
archical systems and high economic and political stakes, 
and this skill defined a new model of entrepreneurial 
technoscientist. A few years later, the Bayh-Dole Act of 
1980 institutionalized this model by authorizing private 
ownership of inventions financed by federal funding. 

Towards the risk society  

Uncertainty and complexity cannot be effectively ex-
ternalized from the realm of technoscientific endeavour. 
They emerge in the interaction of technoscience with the 
real world of social and ecological systems and in the in-
terplay between the individual and organizational dy-
namics of big enterprises. The modern ideal of science 
‘speaking truth to power’ had to be adjusted to control for 
this new configuration of forces. If uncertainty and com-
plexity could not be suppressed, they had to be operation-
alized, statistically controlled (by science), and openly 
discussed (by parliamentary democratic processes), in 
order for the dual system of legitimacy to be preserved. 
The notion of ‘risk’, which could be technically assessed 
and managed by scientific experts and exploited to speak 
(a probabilistic) truth to power, was an unsuccessful at-
tempt to solve this emerging tension.  
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The 1979 nuclear disaster of Three Mile Island was the 
first prominent example of a ‘trans-scientific’ failure, in 
which technological breakdown was inextricably entan-
gled with organizational and management malfunction. 
The event prompted sociologist Charles Perrow to define 
as “normal accidents” the inevitable, built-in vulnerability 
to collapse of tightly coupled, highly complex technologi-
cal systems, such as nuclear plants (Perrow, 1984/1999).  

In 1985, during his second term as Administrator of the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), William 
Ruckelshaus admitted that many of the EPA’s regulations 
depended on the answers to questions that could be asked 
of but not answered by science—that is, the EPA was 
dealing in the regulation of trans-scientific problems 
(Ruckelshaus, 1985). It was the beginning of the so-called 
“risk society”, as defined in 1986 by sociologist Ulrich 
Beck in a work that treated the growing awareness that 
the goods and bads of technoscientific development were 
two sides of the same coin and that risks were woven into 
the very fabric of technoscientific progress (Beck, 
1986/1992).  

It was not only sociologists and public officials, but al-
so natural scientists, who had to learn to deal with the 
risks and ambiguities of technoscientific enterprise and 
the new boundaries being traced along the trajectory of 
progress. In 1986, on a cold winter morning a few months 
before the nuclear catastrophe at Chernobyl, the NASA 
Space Shuttle Challenger exploded a few seconds after 
take-off, live on national television. In the aftermath of the 
accident, theoretical physicist and Nobel laureate Richard 
Feynman was called on to examine the causes of the disas-
ter as a member of the Presidential Commission in charge 
of the investigation (later known as the Rogers Commis-
sion).  

Following his investigation, Feynman famously re-
counted, again on national television, the physical causes 
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of the event: the lack of resilience and breakdown at low 
temperatures of an O-ring seal in one of the rocket boost-
ers, due to faulty design, which caused a fatal leak of 
pressurized burning gas. However, in his minority report 
for the Commission (Appendix F to the main report), 
Feynman examined the causes at a different level3, ques-
tioning the evaluation of safety and the risk assessment 
procedures within NASA. In his “personal observations 
on the reliability of the Space Shuttle”, Feynman pointed 
out that the probabilities of failure—the risk of a fatal ac-
cident for the Challenger—were matters of “opinion” at 
NASA, ranging from roughly 1 in 100 in the estimate of 
the working engineers, to 1 in 100,000 in the evaluation of 
the management. A difference of this magnitude can only 
be explained in two ways. First, the managers of the pro-
ject may have deliberately underestimated the risks, effec-
tively lowering the safety standards to ensure the timely 
execution of the scheduled mission (and consequently the 
continuous supply of funds). This seems plausible, given 
that President Ronald Reagan was due to give his State of 
the Union address to the United States Congress on the 
day of the launch—a national technoscientific success 
would have been an outstanding achievement. The second 
possible explanation was an “almost incredible lack of 
communication” between NASA officials and engineers, 
due to the complexity and inefficiency of the Agency’s 
governance structure. In either case, the causes of the 
Challenger disaster were to be traced to the inherent ambi-
guities and inconsistencies (the interplay between norms 
and counter-norms, in Mitroff’s terms) in the political en-
vironment and in the organizational structure of the re-
sponsible institution.  

                                                           
3 Feynman’s move to a higher level of organization in the search 
for the causes of the accident can be interpreted as a significant 
attempt to overcome the limits of the reductionist approach, 
within and outside the boundaries of the physical sciences. For 
an interesting account of this perspective see Fjelland (2015). 
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Interestingly, in the conclusion of his Appendix, 
Feynman refers to the “reality” of natural laws, which 
“cannot be fooled” by human interests, thus essentially 
appealing to the possibility and even the necessity of sep-
arating the facts of science from the values of decision-
making (and giving facts the priority), in the name of 
technological safety. As an inquisitive, curiosity-
motivated commissioner in charge of a public investiga-
tion, Feynman recognized the complexities and ambigui-
ties of hybridized technoscience, but still fell back on the 
option of retreating behind the lines of Mertonian science 
to ensure that science remained the representation of both 
the True and the Good4. He effectively acted as a bridge 
between the first phase of modernity, based on the demar-
cating principle of separation, and another, involving the 
blending of science, technology and society (hybridiza-
tion). 

The Scanning Tunneling Microscope and the demarcation of 
nanotechnology: observing and manipulating  

In parallel to growing tensions between science, tech-
nology and society with respect to safety, a vigorous de-
marcating effort was being made by the new 
entrepreneurial scientists to secure the material conditions 
and epistemic authority of their endeavours and outputs. 
Technoscientific development was promoted as a source 
of power and control over natural phenomena. A few 
months after the Challenger disaster, the 1986 Nobel Prize 
in Physics was awarded to three scientists: Ernst Ruska, 
Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer. One half of the Prize 
went to Ruska “for his fundamental work in electron op-

                                                           
4 In his renowned lecture on “Cargo Cult Science”, Feyn-
man argued vigorously for a falsifiable science and for the moral 
commitment of scientists to do their best to falsify their own 
work, following a tradition of demarcation from Popper to Mer-
ton (Feynman, 1974). See excerpts in this volume (Chapter 2).   
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tics, and for the design of the first electron microscope”—
work which was actually done in the early 1930s.  

The other half went jointly to Binnig and Rohrer “for 
their design of the Scanning Tunneling Microscope” 
(STM), an evolution of the first electron microscope, capa-
ble of imaging individual atoms and bonds with a resolu-
tion up to 100 times higher than its predecessor. What is 
noteworthy is that the three physicists were not honoured 
for discovering new physical laws or phenomena, but for 
the invention of new fundamental tools for the visualiza-
tion of the atomic world, developed for and patented by 
private companies (Siemens and IBM). In their acceptance 
speech, Binnig and Rohrer effectively define and legiti-
mize (i.e. demarcate) their invention by skilfully navi-
gating the ambiguities of hybridized technoscientific 
development. While describing the technical aspects of 
their instrument, they repeatedly emphasized the beauty 
and the wonder of atomic surfaces, appealing to the mod-
ern ideal of the scientist as an explorer of unknown terri-
tories, epitomized by figures such as Galileo and Robert 
Hooke. At the same time, they effectively evoked the 
technological power and heroism of space exploration, by 
transforming the arid diagrams of scanned atomic struc-
tures into black and white staged photographs of actual 
physical models, suggesting remote planetary surfaces 
(Figures 1 and 2)5.  

                                                           
5 See Nordman (2004) for an account of the relation between the 
narrative of nanotechnology and space exploration. 
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Figure 1. Surface studies by scanning tunneling micros-
copy 

 
Source: Binnig et al. (1982). 
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Figure 2. The relief 

 
Source: Binnig and Rohrer (1986). 

Observing and intervening are inherently coupled at 
the atomic scale, given the dominance of quantum me-
chanical laws, so the ability to determine the position of 
individual atoms with controlled precision would require 
a further technological advance. Binnig and Rohrer ad-
dress it towards the very end of their Nobel lecture, and 
Richard Feynman is invoked once again: 

Besides imaging, the STM opens, quite generally, new pos-
sibilities for experimenting, whether to study nondestruc-
tively or to modify locally […] and ultimately to handle 
atoms and to modify individual molecules, in short, to use 
the STM as a Feynman Machine. (Binnig and Rohrer, 1986) 

The “Feynman Machine” is an explicit reference to a talk 
about the possibilities of miniaturization that Feynman 
gave in 1959 at the California Institute for Technology, 
entitled “There is plenty of room at the bottom”. In that 
talk, he essentially advocated a fundamental shift from a 
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reductionist model privileging the use of theoretical, 
mathematical language to describe and understand the 
book of nature, to an instrumental and applied reduction-
ism based on the development of new technologies for 
observing and manipulating matter at the atomic level.  

We have friends in other fields—in biology, for instance. We 
physicists often look at them and say, “You know the reason 
you fellows are making so little progress?” (Actually I don't 
know any field where they are making more rapid progress 
than they are in biology today.) “You should use more math-
ematics, like we do.” They could answer us—but they're po-
lite, so I'll answer for them: “What you should do in order 
for us to make more rapid progress is to make the electron 
microscope 100 times better.” […] The problems of chemis-
try and biology can be greatly helped if our ability to see 
what we are doing, and to do things on an atomic level, is 
ultimately developed—a development which I think cannot 
be avoided (Feynman, 1959). 

As a celebrated theoretical physicist who had given a No-
bel lecture in the very same room in 1965 in respect of the 
discovery of quantum electrodynamics (QED), Feynman 
was ideally positioned to confer the epistemic and moral 
authority of Mertonian science on the new technoscientific 
endeavour of the STM. As a visionary figure bridging old 
and new phases of modernity, he functioned as a credible, 
propelling force for the demarcation efforts of the newly 
recognized nanotechnologists. In fact, Feynman’s symbol-
ic role was so effective that his 1959 talk was retroactively 
‘discovered’ and became the foundational narrative of the 
field of nanotechnology6. 

                                                           
6 Carefully planned and coordinated for more than a decade by 
the engineer Mihail C. Roco, the delineation of the field of nano-
technology culminated with the announcement by President Bill 
Clinton of the first federal government programme for nanoscale 
research and development projects, defined as the National 
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Meanwhile, the “Feynman Machine” became a reality 
in 1990, in the hands of another pair of IBM scientists, Don 
M. Eigler and Erhard K. Schweizer. Their achievement 
was announced simultaneously on the cover of Nature 
(Eigler and Schweizer, 1990) and the New York Times 
(Browne, 1990), with another iconic hybrid image (Figure 
3), working at once as a representation of experimental 
scientific evidence—a number of xenon atoms purposeful-
ly arranged on a layer of nickel at extremely low tempera-
ture—and as a demonstration of corporate power—IBM 
conquering matter at its very core7. 

Figure 3. Cover of Nature 344(6266), 1990 

 

                                                                                                        
Nanotechnology Initiative, at the California Institute of Technol-
ogy in 2001 (McCray, 2005). 
7 The image conjures up the American flag on the surface of the 
Moon, in a display of national power and in celebration of the 
American victory in the Cold War space race. Even more inter-
estingly, it calls to mind the gesture of Hiram Maxim, the inven-
tor of the first portable automatic machine gun in Victorian 
England, who shot the letters V.R. (“Victoria Regina”) into a wall 
in the presence of the Queen, to demonstrate the military poten-
tial of his invention.                        
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Precaution and post-normal science 

While the atomic logo of IBM signalled a triumph of 
the Cartesian ideals of power and control, awareness of 
the possible unforeseen consequences of technoscientific 
development continued to grow. The public and political 
acknowledgement that “nature cannot be fooled” and that 
the modern ideal of separation of facts and values had to 
be adjusted in view of the pathologies of technoscientific 
progress predicated the United Nations Conference on 
Environment and Development (UNCED) in Rio de Janei-
ro in 1992. Also known as the “Earth Summit”, the confer-
ence coincided with the emergence of the sustainable 
development movement. Principle 15 of its official state-
ment, the “Rio Declaration on Environment and Devel-
opment”, introduced a political mode of demarcation, 
based on the notion of precaution: 

In order to protect the environment, the precautionary ap-
proach shall be widely applied by States according to their 
capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible 
damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a 
reason for postponing cost effective measures to prevent en-
vironmental degradation. (United Nations, 1992) 

The precautionary approach introduced the idea that sci-
ence can be temporarily unable to produce a conclusive 
and exhaustive body of knowledge fit to serve as a basis 
for rational decision making. Certainty about the future 
consequences of action was substituted with quantitative, 
statistically manageable uncertainty—that is, with risk 
assessment and cost–benefit analysis. Through this “tam-
ing of chance” (Hacking, 1990), uncertainty was officially 
recognized as a third value, along with truth and falsity, 
in the realm of possible scientific outcomes.  

Uncertainty was accepted, however, only as a tempo-
rary state of knowledge which was bound to shift sooner 
or later to one or the other value on the true/false scale. 
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Meanwhile, a political choice would have to be made in 
order to minimize the risk of harm to people and the envi-
ronment, even if it implied a potential economic loss. The 
“endless frontier” of science-based technological progress 
and growth could and had to be temporarily circum-
scribed, until new predictive certainty could be achieved. 
The implicit assumption in this model is that any lack of 
knowledge can be reduced with time, resources and more 
computational power, leaving untouched the modern re-
lationship between the truth of objective scientific 
knowledge and the good of rational, evidence-based deci-
sion-making. In other words, the precautionary principle 
can be interpreted as a technical fix to alleviate the conflict 
within the dual legitimacy system, without modifying its 
underlying assumptions.  

Around the same time, a new mode of demarcation 
was proposed in the philosophical work of Silvio Fun-
towicz and Jerome Ravetz, under the label of “post-
normal science” (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1993). This ap-
proach held that uncertainty around a technoscientific 
issue cannot be treated as an independent variable and 
linearly reduced, as in the conventional approach associ-
ated with the precautionary principle. Rather, it must be 
understood to be closely related to the stakes involved 
and to be governed by highly non-linear, trans-scientific 
dynamics. When the stakes are low, as in confined labora-
tory science, the correlation is less evident, and uncertain-
ty can be externalized with no visible effects; when the 
stakes are high, as they are in big technoscientific projects, 
the correlation is pronounced, and the consequences of 
disregarding uncertainty can be severe. In this perspec-
tive, the facts of science and the values underlying deci-
sion-making processes cannot be separated, and the 
decision-making process must be opened up to the partic-
ipation of “extended peer communities” (De Marchi, 
2015).  
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In tracing the trajectory of innovation along its course 
from science and technology we have witnessed a pro-
gression in three stages: first, curiosity-motivated science, 
competing with technology, metaphysics and the realm of 
human affairs for epistemic authority and material re-
sources; second, basic science as ‘scientific capital’, under-
pinning technological development for prosperity and 
growth; lastly, big technoscientific enterprise, entailing 
inherent risks and drawbacks and the inevitable intermin-
gling of facts and values. With the last shift, uncertainty 
and complexity cannot be fully and explicitly external-
ized, and conflicts consequently arise within the dual le-
gitimacy system of the contemporary state.  

At this stage, two main ways forward appear on the 
horizon. One corresponds to a commitment to abandon 
the delusive modern ideal of separation: this would be the 
continuation of the trajectory from trans-science to post-
normal science. The other, representing the institutional 
and corporate reaction, focuses on implementing 
measures to contain the tensions, in order to preserve, and 
even reinforce, the modern power divide: this is the trajec-
tory of quantified, operationalized uncertainty and com-
plexity, based on (more or less) precautionary risk 
assessment and management. As we will see below, the 
current dominant narrative of innovation follows this lat-
ter path. 

Substitution: innovation for growth and survival 

Starting with the attack on the heart of the American 
financial system on 11 September 2001, the first decade of 
the new millennium was characterized by a growing 
awareness of systemic crisis, with economic, social, politi-
cal and environmental components. Climate change, bio-
diversity loss, resource scarcity, the rise of terrorist 
movements and political instability became public and 
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urgent concerns to be addressed on a global level; in 2008, 
a financial meltdown hit the U.S. economy and propagat-
ed to the European Union, triggering the worst global 
economic crisis since the Great Depression of the 1930s.  

In 2010, against this backdrop, Máire Geoghegan-
Quinn was appointed Commissioner for Research, Inno-
vation and Science of the European Commission—a post 
previously denominated “Commissioner for Science and 
Research”. This shift, with science slipping quietly to the 
end of the title, corresponded to the advent of a new de-
marcating narrative, in which the term ‘innovation’ took 
the place, quite literally, of technoscientific development, 
not only as a source of growth, prosperity and social 
good, but also as a salvific solution to the ongoing crisis. 

The naming of innovation as the engine of economic 
growth, social prosperity and environmental sustainabil-
ity was the last semantic manoeuvre in a powerful and 
highly articulated narrative of progress intersecting with 
the trajectory of sustainability (Benessia and Funtowicz, 
2015). Within this coevolving path, society has been ask-
ing science and technology to fulfil (at least) three essen-
tial functions: to increase or at least to sustain our 
wellbeing; to preserve us from the possible adverse con-
sequences of our acting towards this goal; and to manage 
those adverse consequences or unfavourable circumstanc-
es, should they arise. The unchallenged economic policy 
aims of growth, productivity and competitiveness, rein-
forced by the globalization of the economy, are fundamen-
tal aspects of this relationship with science. In effect, if we 
accept these goals as a given for improving and extending 
human welfare on this planet, then we (continue to) set 
ourselves the paradoxical ambition to sustain a steady 
increase in global resource consumption within a closed, 
finite system with limited stocks and bio-geo-chemical 
resilience (Rockström et al., 2009; Elser and Bennett, 2011; 
see the discussion in Chapter 1, this volume). The situa-
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tion is becoming even more complex, as both the techno-
logical and ideological lock-ins of our life-support systems 
present us with a double-bind, quite painfully clear in the 
wake of the 2008 financial collapse: we cannot keep mov-
ing indefinitely along our current trajectory—but not do-
ing so would jeopardize the economic prospects not only 
of future generations, but also, decidedly, of our own.  

The narrative of innovation offers a repertory of poten-
tial solutions to this paradoxical situation. In particular, it 
counsels us to take into account an essential hidden varia-
ble, which Malthus proverbially overlooked: even though 
natural supplies may be limited, human creativity is un-
limited and so is the potential to decouple growth from 
scarcity, improving efficiency in the use of natural re-
sources and ultimately substituting them altogether with 
substantively equivalent, technologically optimized arte-
facts. At the same time, innovation is invoked to control 
and even eradicate complexity, uncertainty and the risk of 
failures through the implementation of effective ad hoc 
technoscientific fixes. The Cartesian ideals of power and 
control which were at the root of the transition to techno-
scientific hybridity have become instruments of economic 
and even of human survival.  

In the European Union strategy for the second decade 
of the century, innovation is considered instrumental to 
achieving and nurturing “smart, sustainable and inclusive 
growth” (European Commission, 2010a). It is furthermore 
named as the “only answer” (European Commission, 
2010b) to some of the world’s most pressing societal chal-
lenges: “combatting climate change and moving towards 
a low-carbon society” (European Commission, 2011a) and 
managing the problems of “resource scarcity, health and 
ageing” (European Commission, 2010b). The principles of 
the so-called ‘green economy’ and the Ecomodernist Man-
ifesto, published by the Californian Breakthrough Insti-
tute, provide other poignant, exemplary instantiations of 
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this Promethean approach (Breakthrough Institute, 2015; 
Lewis, 1992).  

In addition, innovation is cast as the mainstream solu-
tion to the problem of sustaining growth in a hyper-
saturated market, with its potential to open up new ave-
nues of competition and consumption and to populate 
them with new jobs and ever more seductive products 
and services. One of the seven flagship initiatives de-
signed and launched to deliver on the objectives of the 
European Union’s 2020 Strategy is the “Innovation Un-
ion”, “aiming to improve framework conditions and ac-
cess to finance for research and innovation so as to ensure 
that innovative ideas can be turned into products and ser-
vices that create growth and jobs” (European Commis-
sion, 2010a: 3).  

To all intents and purposes, this set of arguments is a 
reformulation of Vannevar Bush’s ideals of science-based 
technological development for growth and prosperity, 
but, interestingly, the words ‘science’ and ‘scientific’ rare-
ly figure in this discourse. Rather, economic growth and 
new jobs are produced by “research and innovation” 
which are transformed into “innovative ideas”. In essence, 
the demarcating strategy is the same, but the object to be 
demarcated is different and vaguer. Moreover, the context 
in which the narrative unfolds is radically changed. In the 
post-World War II period, the American people were 
ready to welcome the great expansion of production with 
the enthusiasm of a new-born culture of mass consump-
tion. The horizon of resource scarcity and environmental 
degradation was still far away. Moreover, in a period of 
peace, and while Europe lay in ruins, the USA could rely 
only on itself and the “endless frontier” of scientific and 
technological development.  

By contrast, in the race for market share that character-
izes the early 21st century, European technoscientific de-
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velopment has to withstand the pressures of the global 
market: 

We need to do much better at turning our research into new 
and better services and products if we are to remain competi-
tive in the global marketplace and improve the quality of life 
in Europe. (European Commission, 2010a) 

The immediate post-war challenge to emerge and expand 
has by now turned into a struggle for economic survival. 
Sustaining growth requires competitive technoscientific 
innovation. In a lecture given in Brussels with the elo-
quent title “Winning the innovation race”, Commissioner 
Geoghegan-Quinn made reference to this pressure (Geog-
hegan-Quinn, 2012):  

There is no shelter for un-competitive firms or economies. 
Competitiveness is the new law of economic gravity, which 
no one can defy.  

Further, only innovation can bear the weight of this law: 

And now it is knowledge and ideas that drive competitive-
ness, not tangible assets.  

The knowledge and the ideas evoked here are clearly still 
anchored to the worldview of Vannevar Bush. Once again, 
however, ‘science’ is completely absent from the stage: the 
term is not used by the Commissioner in her speech, other 
than to refer to the life and social sciences. This omission 
presages the beginnings of a significant new transition 
from ‘science-based’ technology and big, industrialized 
technoscience to a fragmented, broader ideal of creative 
research at the service of market-oriented technology. This 
embryonic new form of scientific research is related to the 
Victorian ideal of the practitioner/gentleman amateur, 
today embodied by the individual entrepreneur/do-it-
yourself (DIY)/citizen/garage scientist (Ravetz and Fun-
towicz, 2015). 
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Finally, a crucial assumption must hold for this narra-
tive to be viable: citizens of developing, developed and 
declining economies have to value and ultimately buy, 
both metaphorically and literally, the processes and prod-
ucts of technoscientific innovation. This means that socie-
tal expectations of the products have to be stimulated, and 
concerns about their ills deflected (European Commission, 
2013; ESF, 2009). 

In the words of Geoghegan-Quinn, in a short video in-
terview at the Lisbon Council in 2010:  

Innovation means that we bring all the wonderful scientific 
research that we have, all the way along a chain, until we get 
it into products, we sell it on the market. We develop prod-
ucts and create products that the markets are there for, and 
the people will want to buy. That is, at the end of the day, 
how we can develop research to retail. (Geoghegan-Quinn, 
2010)  

To sum up, innovation can now be defined as a process of 
creative (scientific) research that leads to the production of 
new technologies that sustain growth and ensure survival: 
through the optimization and the substitution of our natu-
ral resources, the creation of new goods and jobs, and the 
deployment of suitable silver bullets, protecting us from 
the complexity of socio-ecological problems as they 
emerge.  

Technology, sustainability, growth and science thus 
comprise a constellation of dynamic forces in a space with 
mutable and ambiguous boundaries. To better understand 
the emergence and development of the current dominant 
narrative of innovation, we will focus now on how these 
forces have been operating and how the corresponding 
boundaries have been drawn. As we will see, new demar-
cating strategies emerge from these complex dynamics, 
based on a principle of substitution. 
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Smarter planets and the demarcation of the Internet of Things: 
decision making and data management  

In the autumn of 2008, in the middle of the financial 
storm, the U.S. multinational company IBM launched one 
of its most ambitious global campaigns, based on the idea 
of building a “smarter planet”8. On 8 November, a few 
days after the election of Barack Obama to the U.S. Presi-
dency, IBM Chairman and CEO Sam Palmisano presented 
his narrative of smart innovation in a fifteen-minute 
speech at the U.S. Council of Foreign Affairs (Palmisano, 
2008). In his talk, the planet as a whole was described as a 
single, highly complex and interconnected socio-technical 
system, running at a high and increasing speed and de-
manding more and more energy and resources; climate, 
energy, food and water needed to be efficiently managed 
in order to meet the challenges of a growing population 
and a globally integrated economy; a number of sudden 
and unexpected wake-up calls such as the crisis in the fi-
nancial markets had to be recognized as the signs of a 
dangerous fracture that had to be controlled; the leaders 
of both public and private institutions had to 
acknowledge this radical change and seize the opportuni-
ties offered by technoscientific innovation to “change the 
way in which the world works” (Palmisano, 2008). The 
planet was thus conceived of as a complex machine that 
would cease to function if not manipulated with the ap-
propriate technological tools. 

No sooner had the crisis scenario been presented than 
IBM’s demarcating narrative of innovation moved straight 
to the resolution: namely, that we already have the techno-
logical power and control to turn our predicament into an 
opportunity. As the boundaries of our finite, physical 
world become more evident in the transition to an era of 

                                                           
8 IBM’s “Let’s build a smarter planet” campaign by Ogilvy & 
Mather won the 2010 Gold Effie Award in marketing communi-
cations. 
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resource scarcity, this narrative imagines a technoscien-
tific transition to an apparently boundless universe of dig-
ital information, virtual connectivity and computational 
power, allowing us to optimize our way of living and be-
come efficient enough to sustain increased consumption. 
The three fundamental axes of the new technological revo-
lution are articulated by the terms ‘instrumented’, ‘inter-
connected’ and ‘intelligent’, which in combination define 
the notion of ‘smart’ and, in the context of the European 
Union, describe the so-called Internet of Things9. Instru-
mented reflects the indefinite proliferation and diffusion of 
the fundamental building block of the digital age, the 
transistor (up to one billion per human at the infinitesimal 
cost of one ten-millionth of a cent). As all these transistors 
become interconnected, anything can communicate with 
anything else. In this vision, we can monitor and control 
our planet with unprecedented precision and capillarity 
by causing the realms of the physical, the digital and the 
virtual to converge. Finally, everything can become intelli-
gent, as we are able to apply our ever-increasing computa-
tional power to sensors, end-user devices and actuators, in 
order to transform the ocean of data that we collect into 
structured knowledge and subsequently into action.  

Palmisano portrays this transition not only as possible 
and desirable, but also as required and urgent, both to 
prevent further collapse of our life-support systems and to 
sustain competitiveness in the global market: 

It’s obvious, when you consider the trajectories of develop-
ment driving the planet today, that we're going to have to 
run a lot smarter and more efficiently—especially as we seek 
the next areas of investment to drive economic growth and to 
move large parts of the global economy out of recession […]. 
                                                           

9 The Internet of Things is defined as a dynamic global infra-
structure of networked physical and digital objects augmented 
with sensing, processing and networking capabilities (Vermesan 
et al., 2011). 
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These mundane processes of business, government and life—
which are ultimately the source of those ‘surprising’ crises—
are not smart enough to be sustainable. (Palmisano, 2008) 

The implicit assumption in this speech is, of course, that 
the tools for new, smarter leadership required are techno-
scientific and that IBM can deliver them.  

The technoscientific narrative of a corporate marketing 
initiative depends intrinsically on the function of selling 
goods, as products and services, and might therefore not 
be considered representative of a deeper political, eco-
nomic, cultural and existential transition. However, on the 
path-dependent trajectory of innovation, the same demar-
cating strategies can be found in private companies’ plans 
for market share expansion and in public institutions’ 
long-term engagements for the future, as both sectors are 
engaged in cultivating and surviving the overarching 
model of competitiveness and consumption growth10. It is 
the case in the EU 2020 strategy for “smart, sustainable 
and inclusive growth”, which incorporates the Internet of 
Things pathway in one of its key Flagship Initiatives, the 
“Digital Agenda”. In a three-minute video by the Europe-
an Commission Directorate General for Information Socie-
ty and Media, we find one of the characters expressing her 
concerns about energy management as follows: 

It’s crazy that we doubled our use of energy in the last fifty 
years. We can’t keep this up. If we want to be smart about 
energy, we should let energy be smart about itself. (Europe-
an Commission, 2012)11 

                                                           
10 In this sense, the difference between public and private be-
comes marginal as in both cases the subject of the demarcating 
narrative is not a product to be promoted, but a specific kind of 
world in which the proposed innovation is the only possible sus-
tainable option. 
11 Female character no.1.  
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In this framework, leaders of firms, cities and nations are 
responsible only for choosing the most effective means of 
technoscientific optimization, in order for the system at 
stake to govern itself in the most efficient way. In other 
words, a radical shift is taking place in the dual system of 
legitimacy and its balance of forces, as political ‘power’ 
moves from reliance on scientific ‘truth’ as the basis of 
rational decisions, to delegating control over both the True 
and the Good to automatized technoscientific tools.  

Three framing epistemic and normative assumptions 
need to be in place in order for this demarcating narrative 
to function. First, it must be accepted that the inherent 
complexity of the interaction between socio-ecological and 
technological systems can be reduced to a measurable set 
of simplified structured information. Second, the required 
‘facts’ have to be equated with supposedly relevant data, 
filtered through the appropriate information technologies. 
Third, the quality of the decision-making processes must 
be completely independent of the normative sphere of 
values—a move which requires sufficient computational 
power to distinguish data from noise and to assign them a 
meaning that can transform them into an operationalized 
notion of knowledge. This overall scenario represents a 
transition from the ideals of separation and hybridization 
to a new demarcating strategy based on a principle of 
substitution, in which the normative sphere of politics and 
decision-making on public policy issues is reduced, hy-
bridized and ultimately supplanted (substituted) by a 
technoscientific regime of data analysis and management.  

Even more fundamentally, it is not only the issues 
which demand decision making that are transformed and 
reduced, but also the ‘we’ concerned by those issues. In-
deed, the ultimate consequence of this set of assumptions 
is that the most effective decision-maker is in fact the fu-
sion of a physical, a virtual and a digital being: a cyborg or 
a robot. IBM’s supercomputer Watson, a “deep question 
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answering” (DQA) machine, which outsmarted its prede-
cessor Big Blue by winning the U.S. TV game Jeopardy! is a 
clear, early incarnation of this idea (Thompson, 2010)12.  

Palmisano ended his 2010 speech at the Royal Institute 
of Foreign Affairs in London with these words: 

Let me leave you with one final observation, culled from our 
learning over the past year. It is this: Building a smarter 
planet is realistic precisely because it is so refreshingly non-
ideological. (Palmisano, 2010) 

The epistemic, normative and ultimately metaphysical 
framework of efficiency for smart and sustainable growth 
is presented by Palmisano as a modern, inevitable conse-
quence of progress for the common good. If our world is a 
slow, obsolete and congested socio-technical machine 
ruled by the laws of thermodynamics rather than by those 
of governance, then (the promise of) technoscientific in-
novation to optimize its functioning becomes an objective 
necessity.  

Conclusion 

In this journey along the trajectory of innovation, we 
began by looking at science in the early phase of moderni-
ty: an oligarchic, exact, objective and uniquely privileged 
form of knowledge which should remain separate from the 
world of values and human affairs. We then transitioned 
into the phase of big, industrialized technoscience, in 
which science was hybridized with human affairs as a strat-
egy to secure growth, prosperity and profit. Finally, we 
entered into a recent third phase, based on a principle of 

                                                           
12 Watson is conceived of and proposed as the best instrument to 
decide in highly complex and urgent situations, ranging from 
financial transactions to clinical and diagnostic decisions and the 
management of mass emergencies.  
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substitution, in which science becomes a human affair, de-
fined as innovation: the unbounded, automatized tool for 
enhancing, treating and rescuing our slow, congested, an-
alogue world. 

Bearing in mind this progression, if we now fully ac-
cept the assumptions and promises of this last phase and 
imagine that all the issues regarding the inherent risks 
and pathologies of technoscience have been settled, we 
can reflect on the implications of this narrative of innova-
tion: what kind of world is signified, populated by whom 
and with what consequences? Such a reflection will help 
to illuminate possible alternative trajectories and narra-
tives.  

Let us begin by revisiting the narrative of innovation 
proposed by the former CEO of IBM, essentially anticipat-
ing the EU Digital Agenda by two years.  

In this perspective, we are compelled to logically de-
duce that the “mundane processes” of our professional, 
political and private lives have to be technologically en-
hanced (to become ‘smart’) in order to avoid a collective 
crash of the system. The crises we are facing are not at all 
surprising: they are caused by our own inability to cope 
with the overall complexity of the processes manifest in 
our world. Moreover, as we have seen, this technological 
upgrade is not only logically required, but also feasible 
and, above all, desirable, as it optimizes our ways of liv-
ing, making life easier and happier.  

However, if we look more closely at the implications of 
this demarcating narrative of innovation, a number of in-
herent contradictions emerge. First, the very same tech-
nologies that are designed to help us deal with complexity 
actually generate more: the intricate patterns of interac-
tions and demands of this world, which we can supposed-
ly manage only with the aid of ICT, are intensified by the 
real-time pervasiveness of the ICT itself. In practice, we 
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are being provoked to run faster and faster by technolo-
gies that were intended to help us catch up with our-
selves. In addition, referring back to the ideas of Charles 
Perrow about the consequences of high complexity and 
tight coupling, we might deduce that this transition inevi-
tably makes us existentially more fragile and vulnerable to 
technoscientific failures.  

Second, if we fully embrace the technological upgrade 
and agree to delegate the management of the mundane 
processes of our lives to connected machines, then we are 
acquiescing to the idea that we should live in a world of 
happiness, in which we are never late, never lost and, 
most of all, never unprepared. This world would be a 
place in which every minute of our lives would need to be 
virtually controlled and functionally oriented. In other 
words, we cannot be late, lost or unprepared. It is a world, 
therefore, in which our relationship with the unknown is 
tacitly eliminated. This form of technological eradication 
of uncertainty entails renouncing one of the fundamental 
sources of human creativity and learning: our capacity to 
adapt to complexity and the unexpected (Benessia et al., 
2012). This in turn implies a new contradiction, intimately 
related to the first: what seems to make us safer and more 
efficient may be the cause of heightened vulnerability to 
change. 

In this scenario, regardless of the initial conditions of 
our personal values, expectations and desires, the dynam-
ics of our ‘un-smart’ and ‘messy’ planet compel us to del-
egate both our knowledge and our agency to the required 
technoscientific power and to embrace and creatively con-
tribute to the accompanying inner transformation of living 
beings13. 

                                                           
13 A fully analogous set of arguments can be articulated in rela-
tion to the technological platform of synthetic biology. See 
Benessia and Funtowicz (2015).  
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If we take these narratives seriously, the ICT-based so-
cial transformation becomes simply inevitable and moves 
beyond the limits of democratic discussion. More general-
ly, if we revisit the main framework of the demarcating 
narrative of innovation, we find the same inevitability: 
there is no reason to collectively discuss the proposed 
technological transition, as we are supposed to want it, 
need it and be able to have it (Benessia and Guimarães 
Pereira, 2015). Inherently normative concerns are reduced 
to technical issues, and their technical solutions are 
framed in terms of economic feasibility, risk mitigation 
and public acceptance. In this sense, the democratic foun-
dation of social and political action is replaced with the 
merely procedural coordinates of an essentially win-win 
scenario. Once again, in Palmisano’s words: 

Building a smarter planet is realistic precisely because it is 
so refreshingly non-ideological. (Palmisano, 2010) 

This reminds us of another key passage of Eisenhow-
er’s “Farewell Address to the Nation” (1961): 

The prospect of domination of the nation’s scholars by Fed-
eral employment, project allocations, and the power of mon-
ey is ever present—and is gravely to be regarded. Yet, in 
holding scientific research and discovery in respect, as we 
should, we must also be alert to the equal and opposite dan-
ger that public policy could itself become the captive of a sci-
entific-technological elite. 

A possible bearing for new narratives would be to chal-
lenge the inevitability of the current technoscientific tra-
jectory of innovation and to collectively explore the 
normative space of values and political options, investi-
gating the actual feasibility and desirability of the emer-
gent technology platforms, in relation to what kind of 
world we want to sustain and for whom.  

Indeed, the ultimate fate of any innovation fundamen-
tally depends on identifying what the goods and the bads 
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actually are and for whom, at any given time. The quality 
of a technological innovation is a function of the underly-
ing driving forces and how its effects are valued. If we 
deconstruct the dominant framing of innovation, we may 
find a collective democratic space to discuss different cri-
teria of quality. For example, do we think that it is feasible 
and desirable to give up diversity, individuality and our 
relationship with the unknown in the name of efficiency 
and functionality, or to subordinate living to functioning? 
Do we believe that it is the only possible solution for our 
current predicament?  

More generally, the question becomes: what categories 
are needed to describe what needs to be transformed and 
how? Who decides on the definitions to be adopted for the 
various categories? Reflecting on these questions makes it 
possible to explore alternative trajectories for innovation 
and to redefine the criteria to assess its quality14. Robust 
and resilient innovations can only emerge from opening 
up the collective space of options for both the framing of 
the problems to be resolved and the tools proposed to re-
solve them. This process will require reflection on our re-
lationship with life-supporting infrastructures and 
processes and with the other living beings (including hu-
mans) that we implicitly include or exclude when we say 
‘we’. 

In light of these considerations, the historical explora-
tion of the trajectory of innovation that we have undertak-
en becomes an instrument to foster awareness of where 
we find ourselves along its path, so that we might collec-
tively choose whether and how to intervene to modify its 
dynamics. As we have seen, terms like science, technolo-
gy, democracy, ideology and sustainability are constantly 

                                                           
14 For an account of how this approach can be applied to the case 
of biotechnology for food production, see Benessia and Barbiero 
(2015). 
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being redefined and re-legitimized along the path, using 
various demarcating strategies, for various purposes, in 
various contexts.  

For example, if we consider the democratization of sci-
ence from the point of view of subscribers to the prevail-
ing narrative of innovation, we might be inclined to value 
its potential to increase public engagement and participa-
tion. However, if we look at the same issue through the 
lens of our narrative of demarcation, we might realize that 
what is being democratized is a specific, normatively fixed 
ideal of scientific research and practice, predicated on the 
eradication of complexity and applied to an equally spe-
cific, normatively fixed and mechanically standardized 
and optimized ideal of living. Being more aware of this 
constant process of demarcation and redefinition might 
allow us to develop new tools to understand where we are 
actually heading and to open up a democratic space for 
the plotting of alternative routes.  
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4 

INSTITUTIONS ON THE VERGE: 
WORKING AT THE SCIENCE POLICY 

INTERFACE1 

Ângela Guimarães Pereira  
and Andrea Saltelli2 

Introduction 

In this chapter we set out to investigate the plausibility 
and the implications of two main hypotheses: (1) that the 
Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission 
(EC) is a “boundary institution” (Guston, 2001) at the in-
tersection of scientific and policy spheres and as such is 
endowed with a unique role within the overarching struc-
ture of the EC; and (2) that this role is currently being 
challenged by an environment of decreasing trust in sci-

                                                           
1 The present chapter is based on and adapted from the follow-
ing report published by the European Commission: Guimarães 
Pereira, Â. and Saltelli, A., 2014. “Of styles and methods. A quest 
for JRC’s identity at times of change”, JRC Technical Report EUR 
26838 EN.  
2 The opinions expressed in the present work are those of the 
authors and cannot be taken to represent the views of the Joint 
Research Centre of the European Commission. 
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ence and by concurrent crises in the practice and govern-
ance of science. 

We argue that the JRC operates at the intersection of 
overlapping political, societal and business spheres and 
that in this recent context the original meanings of its con-
stitutional principles of authority, neutrality and inde-
pendence can no longer be taken for granted. We offer a 
few suggestions on how to approach this challenge, with a 
view to transforming it into an opportunity for the organ-
ization. 

We first try to understand what models of science and 
policy have historically underpinned the work of the JRC; 
next we proceed to identify recent developments, tensions 
and public debates affecting the practice and governance 
of science and science-based policy advice. Finally, we 
contend that an understanding of the JRC as a boundary 
institution would do justice to its uniqueness within the 
EC and the European Union (EU). 

1. What the history of the JRC can tell us 

We begin our case study of the JRC with a brief history 
of the organization, its origins, mandates and relationship 
to other EU institutions, exploring how the JRC has re-
sponded to evolving models of science and policy over a 
period of about 20 years. This account is drawn from an 
institutional brochure from 2007 celebrating the JRC’s 50th 
anniversary (European Commission, 2007a) and from a 
‘Pictorial History’ of the organization from 2009. 

The JRC is today a Directorate-General (DG) of the EC, 
acting as a reference centre for research-based policy sup-
port in the EU. Historically, the JRC developed first as a 
joint nuclear research centre, following the signature in 
1957 of the European Atomic Energy Community 
(EURATOM) treaty by six European countries. In fact, as 
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“the nuclear industry started to expand at an unprece-
dented rate, national authorities in many European coun-
tries considered it critical to be able to develop nuclear 
knowledge: for example, neutron data were urgently 
needed for reactor design, waste management and reactor 
safety calculations” (European Commission, 2009: 8).  

Hence, in 1959 the Ispra site of the JRC was inaugurat-
ed, with the Ispra-1 nuclear reactor completed within the 
first year of construction. The site became part of the then 
“European Community” in 1961. Throughout the 1970s 
the scope of the JRC was diversified in response to the 
diminishing urgency of nuclear research, the emergence of 
new themes worthy of European-level research, and the 
need for wider collaboration and greater coordination in 
European research. This led to JRC programmes on re-
newable energy, informatics and materials research, 
which were eventually formalized in 1973 with the intro-
duction of a multi-annual research work programme 
overseen by a committee of experts from the Member 
States (MS).  

During the 1980s, a major focus was on establishing re-
search partnerships with industry in order to increase Eu-
ropean competitiveness, with the launch of industry-
related research programmes and collaborations (Europe-
an Commission, 2009). The JRC was increasingly involved 
in collaborative projects and cooperation with national 
research bodies across the EU.  

In the 1990s important research programmes at the JRC 
focused on public health, safety and security. This move 
into entirely new fields reflected the challenges and de-
velopments of the time. At the end of the 1990s, food 
scares such as BSE (bovine spongiform encephalopathy, 
commonly known as ‘mad cow disease’) and dioxin con-
tamination led to the creation of the Directorate General 
Health and Consumer Protection (today’s DG SANCO), 
separating the domain of food safety from that of industry 
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and the environment; at the JRC the Institute for the 
Health and Consumer Protection (IHCP) was created in 
response to a number of consumer-related ‘fiches’ which 
are still relevant today. Another extension of the JRC was 
the establishment of the Institute for Prospective Techno-
logical Studies (IPTS), which responded to “the need to 
address new policy challenges involving both socio-
economic and a scientific or technological dimension” 
(European Commission, 2009). The JRC followed the trend 
for restructuring across Europe, by merging institutes, re-
naming some, and broadening the organization’s research 
portfolio. Throughout these developments the JRC con-
tinued to assert its mission to provide impartial technical 
advice on relevant policy fiches (see Box 1).  

During the 2000s a number of what became known as 
“Community Reference Laboratories” (CRLs) were estab-
lished in various fields: feed additives, heavy metals, my-
cotoxins, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, genetically 
modified (GM) food and feed, and food contact materials.  

In the mid-2000s, reflexive and anticipatory activities 
were given a more prominent place. The role of social sci-
ences—though marginal—was promoted, especially in the 
field of quantitative economic analysis and techno-
economic foresight, as well as via input to impact assess-
ment studies. Employment, education, taxation, the single 
market and financial stability became part of the JRC’s 
remit.  

Box 1 compares two mission statements of the JRC a 
decade apart. Whilst the overall mission remained un-
changed, and independence was maintained as a core 
value, some interesting changes are evident. For example, 
the ‘customer-driven’ approach of the early 2000s has 
been substituted by a principal set of customers: the policy 
Directorates General (DGs) of the EC. The JRC still collab-
orates with Member States but the focus is now on coop-
eration with its institutional partners.  
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Box 1. The changing mission of the JRC over the last 
decade 

2002: The mission of the JRC is to 
provide customer-driven scien-
tific and technical support for the 
conception, development, im-
plementation and monitoring of 
EU policies. As a service of the 
European commission, the JRC 
functions as a reference centre of 
science and technology for the 
Union. Close to the policy making 
process, it serves the common 
interest of Member States, while 
being independent of social inter-
ests whether private or national. 

2013: As the Commission’s in-
house science service, the Joint 
Research Centre’s mission is to 
provide EU policies with inde-
pendent, evidence-based scien-
tific and technical support 
throughout the whole policy 
cycle. Working in close coopera-
tion with policy Directorates-
General, the JRC addresses key 
societal challenges while stimulat-
ing innovation through develop-
ing new methods, tools and 
standards, and sharing its know-
how with the Member States, the 
scientific community and interna-
tional partners. 

Over the course of its history the JRC has addressed 
pressing societal and policy issues in a manner consistent 
with the predominant scientific narratives of the time, 
which included the assumption of authority, control, pre-
dictive power, independence, objectivity and the neutrali-
ty of science and scientific advice to policy. The evolution 
of the JRC’s mission is a story of the gradual adoption of 
the role of independent scientific adviser, as well as of 
consensus builder, via its extensive work on standardiza-
tion, reference methods, tools and laboratories. 

1.1. Mapping the history of the JRC onto models of science and 
policy 

Several models have been proposed to describe the re-
lationship between science and decision making in policy 
processes. Funtowicz (2006) offers an evolutionary per-
spective on the approach to using science in policy mak-
ing, starting from the assumption of scientific perfection 
and human perfectibility (the ‘modern model’), and pro-
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gressively incorporating elements of doubt and reflexivi-
ty, giving the following taxonomy: 

• Modern model. This exemplifies the Cartesian vision of 
the limitless moral progress of humanity and its con-
trol over the environment. A defining characteristic of 
modernity is the relation between science and power, 
with the former offering legitimacy to the latter. 

• Precautionary model. Precaution is introduced as a nor-
mative element. The model focuses on uncertain and 
inconclusive information. It arises from the discovery 
that the scientific facts are neither fully certain in them-
selves, nor conclusive for policy. ‘Unintended conse-
quences’ are liable to follow from policies that have 
supposedly been rigorously designed. 

• Framing model. Stakeholders’ perspectives are intro-
duced. The model arises from the recognition that in 
the absence of conclusive facts, scientific information 
becomes one among many inputs to a policy process, 
functioning as evidence rather than providing a logical 
demonstration or conclusive proof. Stakeholders’ per-
spectives and values become relevant; even the choice 
of the scientific discipline to which ‘the problem’ be-
longs becomes a prior policy decision.  

• Demarcation model. The focus is on protecting science 
and scientists from political interference that could 
threaten their integrity. This model is concerned with 
the possibility of the abuse of science; scientific infor-
mation and advice that are used in the policy process 
are created by people working as employees in institu-
tions with their own agendas. It recognises that ‘scien-
tific’ information and advice cannot be guaranteed to 
be objective and neutral, as science can be abused 
when used as evidence in the policy process (see 
Chapron, 2014; Goldacre, 2012).  
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• Extended participation. The ideal of rigorous scientific 
demonstration is succeeded by that of open public dia-
logue, in which citizens become both critics and crea-
tors in the knowledge production process as part of an 
extended peer community. The model acknowledges 
the difficulties of defending a monopoly of accredited 
expertise on the provision of scientific information and 
advice. ‘Science’ (understood as the activity of tech-
nical experts) is included as one source of the relevant 
knowledge which is brought to bear as evidence.  

Considering its history and the mission statements of 
the JRC, it seems that the institution has remained firmly 
attached to the core precepts of the ‘modern model’, i.e. 
“the experts’ (desire for) truth speaking to the politicians’ 
(need for) power” (Funtowicz and Strand, 2007) but also 
somehow to the ‘demarcation model’. The JRC barely en-
gages with the public, neither in the definition of its mis-
sion and portfolio nor in its actual operation. At the EC, 
institutionalized forms of public engagement are imple-
mented by policy DGs through mechanisms such as the 
portal “Your Voice in Europe”3, and through the inclusion 
of civil society organizations in committees and task forc-
es, which are part of the EC’s impact assessment practices. 
Although these activities have some value for the policy 
cycle, they remain limited to their consultative function 
and reach very small numbers of European citizens. Re-
cently, the “European Citizens’ initiative” has provided a 
further mechanism for citizen involvement in European 
policy4; projects such as “Voices”5 have been showcasing 
the value of other types of participatory practices.  

  

                                                           
3 See http://ec.europa.eu/yourvoice/ 
4 See http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-initiative/ 
5 See http://www.voicesforinnovation.eu/ 
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1.2. The Uniqueness of the JRC 

In an earlier working version of this chapter 
(Guimarães Pereira and Saltelli, 2014) we have compared 
the JRC to two other complex organizations: the Organisa-
tion for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) and a national research institute with a strong 
international presence, the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft—
Europe’s largest application-oriented research organisa-
tion. To summarize, the JRC is not an institution that pro-
motes policies like the OECD; it is neither a research and 
educational institution like a university, nor an institution 
that conducts research “to benefit private and public en-
terprise” as do the individual Fraunhofer Institutes. The 
JRC is a Directorate-General of the European Commission, 
but unlike other DGs it has some characteristics of a 
“boundary organization” (Guston, 2001). These types of 
organizations meet three criteria: “first, they provide the 
opportunity and sometimes the incentives for the creation 
and use of boundary objects6 and standardized packages; 
second, they involve the participation of actors from both 
sides of the boundary, as well as professionals who serve 
a mediating role; third, they exist at the frontier of the two 
relatively different social worlds of politics and science, 
but they have distinct lines of accountability to each” 
(Guston, ibid.: 400-401).  

We would argue that to some extent the JRC fits these 
criteria, given its role as facilitator or mediator of input 
from science to policy, from research institutes to DGs, 
dealing with different bodies of knowledge.  

  

                                                           
6 I.e. information or knowledge that is used in different ways by 
different communities and networks. This concept was intro-
duced by Star and Griesemer (1989).  
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2. Current challenges for science advice to policy 

In order to put the role of the JRC in perspective, we 
will summarize in this short section a wealth of scholar-
ship on the conflictual relation between science and poli-
cy. As we cannot do justice here to a century of 
epistemological dispute (see an attempt in Sarewitz, 2000; 
also Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, this volume), we will rather 
point to current challenges that affect science and technol-
ogy, and therefore also the provision of scientific advice in 
support of public policy, with which the JRC is tasked. 

The 18th-century vision of science as the future solution 
to all practical and social problems has been the subject of 
considerable debate and critique. Thinkers such as Hus-
serl, Toulmin, Lyotard, Feyerabend, Lakatos and many 
others have questioned the putative duty and capacity of 
science to generate truth and resolve disputes. An early 
critique of the capacity of post-World War II science to 
tackle ‘practical’ (i.e., ‘policy’) problems was offered by 
Ravetz (1971), in whose view the characteristics, problems 
and ethos of science have evolved since the 17th century. 
Problems arise when:  

“[…] an immature or ineffective field is enlisted in the work 
of resolution of some practical problem. In such an uncon-
trolled and perhaps uncontrollable context, where facts are 
few and political passions many, the relevant immature field 
functions to a great extent as a 'folk-science'. This is a body 
of accepted knowledge whose function is not to provide the 
basis for further advance, but to offer comfort and reassur-
ance to some body of believers. (Ravetz, 1971: 366) 

Science today suffers from crises of legitimacy (Lyo-
tard, 1979), creativity (Le Fanu, 2010; Strumsky et al., 2010) 
and quality (Ioannidis, 2005; Mirowski, 2011). Various 
attempts to characterize the state of affairs have been 
made, offering a number of alternative framings. “Post-
normal science” (PNS) is a concept developed by Fun-
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towicz and Ravetz (1991, 1992, 1993), which proposes a 
methodology of inquiry that is appropriate when “facts 
are uncertain, values in dispute, stakes high and decisions 
urgent” (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1992: 251–273). “Mode 2 
Science”, coined in 1994 by Gibbons et al., refers to a mode 
of production of scientific knowledge that is context-
driven, problem-focused and interdisciplinary—see Car-
rozza (2015) for a recent discussion of these epistemolo-
gies.  

2.1. Challenges from within… 

The challenges described below affect the quality, in-
tegrity, authority and legitimacy of science advice to poli-
cy. 

2.1.1. A challenge to trust 

In his 2009 inaugural address, President Barack Obama 
promised to “restore science to its rightful place” in U.S. 
society. An interdisciplinary workshop organized at Ari-
zona State University in 20107 set out to reflect on the 
meaning of such a political “gift”. What is that place, it 
was asked, and how do we find it in an ever more com-
plex, uncertain, and politically, socially and culturally di-
verse world? In late 2014, some felt confident enough to 
posit that the European Union’s future lay in science (Ma-
lik, 2014), but this certainty was not universally shared.  

At stake is the privileged role of scientific knowledge 
in legitimizing a common authority in secular, pluralist 
societies. Shapin and Schaffer have argued that “solutions 
to the problem of knowledge are solutions to the problem 
of social order” (1985: 332). A similar point had been 
made earlier by Jean-François Lyotard in his 1979 work La 
Condition postmoderne. Rapport sur le savoir. He adds that 
knowledge (identified with science) undergoes a process 

                                                           
7 See http://cspo.events.asu.edu/ 
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of ‘delegitimization’ when it becomes an industrialized 
commodity, as opposed to an instrument of emancipation 
and betterment of human beings (the German concept of 
Bildung, the ideal of traditional university education). He 
situates this process in the context of the end of the ‘grand 
narratives’ (of progress, Enlightenment, emancipation, 
etc.) that sustain modern Western culture.  

More recently, based on the analysis of a number of 
case studies, Braun and Kroop have suggested that, “the 
expectation that scientific expertise will provide reliable, 
objective, true knowledge and thereby close down policy 
controversies is gone” (2014: 776).  

The framing of issues in narrowly scientific terms can 
amount to what is described as ‘Type 3 error’—that is, the 
error of trying to answer the wrong question. If the ques-
tion is wrong, the evidence gathered is irrelevant. An is-
sue may be framed as one of the ‘risk’ of a technology, 
when the concerns of citizens revolve rather around 
whose technology is being adopted, why, and who con-
trols it. Scientific framings do not necessarily resolve so-
cio-political controversies although they may appear 
relevant and convenient to some of the interested parties. 
Using a number of examples, from climate change to ge-
netically modified organisms (GMOs) and nuclear waste 
disposal, Sarewitz (2004) has described the exacerbation of 
controversy through scientized framings that misrepresent 
the actual divisive issues.  

It is a common practice for researchers to seek 
(through at times paternalistic approaches) a model—be it 
behavioural, psychological or cultural—to explain public 
dissent (Winner, 1986; Wynne, 1993). This can also justify 
overt attempts to manipulate public and media opinion to 
overcome dissent and disengagement. In the experience of 
the authors, when stakes are high, not all voices are paid 
equal attention (for example, in relation to GMOs and the 
Internet of Things); the representation of the issues offered 
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by the media, business and sometimes governments are 
often impoverished accounts of the full range of perspec-
tives. An example is what Bittman (2013) describes as an 
exercise of misdirection vis-à-vis organic foods. The study 
(see Smith-Sprangler et al., 2012) focuses on a trivial aspect 
of the comparative advantages of organic versus conven-
tional food, namely the poorly defined ‘nutritional’ value 
of organic food, when that is not in fact the primary rea-
son that people consume organic food. Another example 
is the case of conflicting representations of GMO foods, 
described in Saltelli and Giampietro (this volume). 

Even issues which once seemed to invite a linear 
treatment, from scientific advice to corrective policy, have 
today become ‘wicked problems’ (Rittel and Webber, 
1973), meaning that they are now recognised to be deeply 
entangled in a web of barely separable facts, interests and 
values (see also Box 2). This is the case of GMOs, climate 
change, pesticides and bees, shale gas ‘fracking’, etc.  

Box 2. On models 

 
We live in an era in which the media openly challenge 

public trust in science (Monbiot, 2013); norms associated 
with the scientific endeavour come under concerned scru-

“Overreliance on model-generated crisp numbers and targets recent-
ly hit the headlines again in relation to the 90% ratio of public debt 
to gross domestic product stipulated by Harvard professors Kenneth 
Rogoff and Carmen Reinhart. Debt ratios above the threshold were 
considered by these authors as unsafe for a country, but a later rea-
nalysis by researchers from the Univ. of Massachusetts at Amherst 
disproved this finding by tracing it to a coding error in the authors’ 
original work. Critically, the error was corrected too late and much 
of the damage could not be undone, as the original model results 
kept austerity-minded economists trading blows with their anti-
austerity counterparts on the merits and demerits of balanced budg-
ets and austerity policies, a battle that dominated the financial press 
for months, and which was in no way defused by the repudiation of 
the Rogoff-Reihnart results.” (in Saltelli et al., 2013; see also Saltelli 
and Funtowicz, 2014) 
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tiny (Jasanoff, 2013); published results of laboratory exper-
iments cannot be trusted (Sanderson, 2013); and software 
is on offer to help identify suspected work in preclinical 
cancer papers published in top tier journals (Begley, 2013). 

The scientific community has long portrayed its en-
deavour as self-regulating, inasmuch as it has a higher 
ethical commitment to truth-telling than other sectors of 
society as a whole. Yet the tone and intractability of pre-
sent controversies suggest that society may now be less 
willing to accept such claims than in the past. Something 
worth recalling is that the scientific enterprise depends on 
a certain fundamental ethos. In the words of Ravetz (1971: 
22):  

Two separate factors are necessary for the achievement of 
worthwhile scientific results: a community of scholars with 
shared knowledge of the standards of quality appropriate for 
their work and a shared commitment to enforce those stand-
ards by the informal sanctions the community possesses; and 
individuals whose personal integrity sets standards at least 
high as those required by their community. If either of these 
conditions is lacking (…) then bad work will be produced. 
(…) Any view of science which fails to recognize the special 
conditions necessary for the maintenance of morale in sci-
ence is bound to make disastrous blunders in the planning of 
science.  

Many scholars have asserted that the authority of sci-
ence resides above all in its accommodation of dissent and 
openness to criticism. The classic work of Popper was 
based on the assumption that criticism is the essence of 
science—see his Conjectures and Refutations (1963). But it is 
also assumed that there must be a consensus that ends the 
argument in order for science to be authoritative (Hulme, 
2013). Sarewitz has criticized this belief, arguing that 
“[s]cience would provide better value to politics if it artic-
ulated the broadest set of plausible interpretations, op-
tions and perspectives, imagined by the best experts, 
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rather than forcing convergence to an allegedly unified 
voice” (2011: 7). 

Another aspect of this discussion on trust relates to 
ethics. The application of ethics in the realm of science and 
technology has largely been in the hands of professional 
communities. Yet there have been multiple grievous ethi-
cal failures in science: for example, the use of humans in 
chemical research on poisonous gas during World War I 
(“the chemists’ war”, Ravetz, 1971: 38); the role of statisti-
cal science in underpinning eugenics (Hacking, 1990); the 
use of humans in experiments in World War II (U.S. Holo-
caust Memorial, 2015); and the systematic implication of 
science (better described as technoscience) in the genera-
tion of ever more and greater environmental challenges. 
The recognition of the fallibility of the scientific communi-
ty has given ethics an increasingly important role in ad-
dressing questions of values and conscience in relation to 
technoscientific developments.  

Today, the existing institutional arrangements and eth-
ical frameworks are being challenged by new ways of do-
ing science, including emerging alternative movements 
and spaces such as ‘garage science’, ‘maker spaces’, ‘do-it-
yourself’ movements, (such as DIYbio or Do-it-Yourself 
Biology—see Delgado, 2013), hacker spaces and also by 
emerging paradigms such as the “Open Source Every-
thing” paradigm and crowdfunded research. With an en-
larged set of actors bringing their norms and values to 
technoscientific knowledge production, not only have the 
loci of ethics been re-distributed and extended (Toulmin in 
Lifson, 1997; Tallacchini, 2009, 2015), they have also been 
systematically interrogated by citizens, as well as by tradi-
tional and new media. Digital culture has accelerated this 
process by enabling diverse epistemic networks and more 
tools to come into existence. 
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2.1.2. A challenge to quality 

Uncertainty is at the heart of debate about quality in 
science; it is standard practice by stakeholders to either 
minimize or maximize the perception of uncertainty in 
order to, respectively, support or dispute a particular ac-
tion or policy. Famous cases of the fabrication of uncer-
tainty were the denial by tobacco companies of the 
deleterious health effects of smoking (Oreskes and Con-
way, 2010), and the battles between industry and regula-
tors over the USA’s data quality act, in which industry 
fought to amplify uncertainty in order to prevent regula-
tors from imposing more stringent standards (Michaels, 
2005). As discussed earlier, scientists may themselves en-
cumber the public debate with a supplementary dose of 
conflict and animosity, making controversies less amena-
ble to a solution (Sarewitz, 2004).  

“Another busy week at Retraction Watch” 

The rise in the number of retractions of scientific pa-
pers has been raising concern for several years (see, for 
example, Van Noorden, 2011, and the website Retraction 
Watch8), mostly because many, if not most, of the retrac-
tions that hit the headlines involve dramatic cases of mis-
conduct, while few appear to be due to honest error. This 
situation, in combination with cases of the non-
verifiability of experiments and data, poses challenges for 
the maintenance of the quality of scientific publications—a 
problem which is even more acute for policy-relevant sci-
ence. An example of how serious this may become is the 
recently proposed legislation in the USA, “To prohibit the 
Environmental Protection Agency from proposing, finaliz-
ing, or disseminating regulations or assessments based 
upon science that is not transparent or reproducible” 9. 

                                                           
8 See http://retractionwatch.com 
9 See https://beta.congress.gov/bill/113th-congress/house-
bill/4012 

http://retractionwatch.com/
https://beta.congress.gov/bill/113th-congress/house-bill/4012
https://beta.congress.gov/bill/113th-congress/house-bill/4012
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According to Mirowski (1991, 2013), one of the conse-
quences of having adopted neoliberal policies and a neo-
classical stance in economics since the 1980s has been a 
massive privatization and commoditization of research, 
with a serious effect on the system of self-governance of 
science and on the quality of scientific output (see also 
Saltelli, Ravetz and Funtowicz, this volume). The link be-
tween commoditized research and the reproducibility de-
bacle led the magazine The Economist to talk of “shoddy 
research” (2013) and “sloppy researchers” (2014).  

According to Masood (in Guimarães Pereira, 2012: 23), 
“Scientists, policymakers and publishers regard peer re-
view as the gold standard in science. But how true is this 
in a world where the very idea of expertise and authority 
is open to question? Does conventional peer review make 
sense in a world in which anyone with a mobile phone, a 
WiFi connection and a Twitter account is both reader and 
reviewer?” Indeed, the rise of algorithms allows for both 
fraud and detection of fraud in publications; the publisher 
Springer has recently developed software (‘SciDetect’) 
that detects algorithmically generated papers (Springer, 
2015). 

The history of quality assurance in open-source soft-
ware development (and in shareware and freeware, for 
that matter) is relevant for the world of extended peer re-
view. Over the years the ‘open source communities’ have 
come to follow the Open Source Software Development 
(OSSD) standard, an accepted quality process. 

The rise of digital publishing needs to be accompanied 
by new, collectively agreed methods of quality assurance. 
These new strategies of quality assurance will not be just 
about the publications, but also about the research fram-
ings, agendas, questions, and assumptions needed to ad-
dress societal concerns. 
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From an optimistic standpoint, it could be argued that 
digital culture has at last permitted the “extended peer 
review” and strengthened quality assurance systems ad-
vocated by Funtowicz and Ravetz (1990) to gain a foot-
hold. The extended peer review model improves quality 
assurance by taking into account different types of 
knowledge and involving an extended community of so-
cial actors.  

In addition, policy-makers themselves are calling for 
better quality assurance mechanisms and standards in 
policy-relevant science; Ian Boyd, science adviser to the 
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs of 
the UK government (DEFRA) has expressed “concern 
about unreliability in scientific literature” and “systematic 
bias in research”, suggesting that an auditing process 
would help policy-makers navigate research bias (Boyd, 
2013). 

The issue of quality has become ever more important 
in the DIY era. Digital culture and phenomena like DIY 
science (Nascimento et al., 2014), citizen science (Irwin, 
1995; Bonney, 1996) and the “Open Source Everything” 
paradigm (Steele, 2014), all involving a broad community 
of actors in the production and preservation of 
knowledge, certainly have effects on the knowledge pro-
duction process and on the assessment and governance of 
scientific institutions. The broader and deeper involve-
ment of society in the scientific enterprise is largely an 
outcome of voluntary individual and community action. 
This grassroots engagement takes various forms and 
modes—e.g. self- and sousveillance10, crowd-funded initia-
tives, hacker spaces, maker spaces, fablabs, community 
ICT-based research, etc. This extension of participation 

                                                           
10 ‘Sousveillance’ “is the recording of an activity by a participant 
in the activity, typically by way of small wearable or portable 
personal technologies” (see Wikipedia). The term is owed to 
Steve Mann. 
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calls for reflection on the nature of the knowledge pro-
duced, and on the criteria and processes for assuring its 
quality and integrity.  

2.1.3. Challenges to legitimacy and democracy 

In Europe, the BSE ‘scandal’ in the United Kingdom 
from the mid-1980s to mid-1990s is often cited as having 
been pivotal in the change of direction in the relation be-
tween science and policy making. A key moment was the 
publication of the House of Lords report on Science and 
Society (House of Lords, 2000), followed a year later by 
the European Commission’s “Science and Society Action 
Plan” (European Commission, 2002), and then by the EU 
5th Framework Programme’s “Raising Awareness of Sci-
ence and Technology” activity in the late 1990s.  

The BSE crisis was perhaps instrumental in calling into 
question the so-called ‘deficit model’ (which was the great 
inspiration for the Public Understanding of Science—
‘PUS’—movement11). The deficit model—which explains 
public opposition to new technologies as the result of a 
generally poor understanding of science—is, in fact, still 
alive, although it has been challenged for a long time. Dan 
Kahan, a theorist of cultural cognition, has recently ar-
gued (2015) that opposition to climate science is not due to 
lack of scientific knowledge but rather the opposite; more 
polarized opinions are actually found among better in-

                                                           
11 Public understanding of science can be described as a move-
ment that aimed at redressing a ‘deficit’ in the public’s 
knowledge about science. This movement sought to engage sci-
entists from the 1980s onwards in one-way communication of 
scientific processes, in which scientists were invited to educate 
the scientifically illiterate publics about scientific knowledge as a 
means of dealing with public opposition to science and technol-
ogy. See, for example, Miller (2001). 
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formed people, the debate being driven by powerful nor-
mative and cultural stances.  

Yet, public views of science worsened throughout the 
1990s, and a new discourse of ‘science and society’, dia-
logue and engagement emerged. It was also during the 
1990s that discussions of ethical issues in domains such as 
environment and medicine came out of the cave of the 
professional community and reached wider publics 
(Toulmin, cited in Lifson, 1997).  

Still, as Jasanoff (2005) notes, in some important cases 
upstream efforts to identify risks and explore ethical di-
lemmas were led by the scientific community itself. A re-
markable example of government initiative was the UK 
state-sponsored debate on genetically modified crops, 
“The GM Nation?”, which is often seen as a reaction to the 
BSE crisis (Gaskel et al., 2003). In the EU, public engage-
ment and ethics were at the heart of the “Responsible Re-
search and Innovation” (RRI) initiative. It is instructive to 
attend to how the names of EC research programmes ad-
dressing public interfaces evolved: from “Science and So-
ciety” to “Science in Society”, followed by “Science with 
Society”, and most recently, in “Horizon 2020”, “Science 
in and with Society”. 

 Ulrich Beck (1992) described as “reflexive moder-
nity” the state in which growing bodies of knowledge are 
accessible to growing numbers of individuals with in-
creased agency that enables them to intervene in the 
world. Several authors have anticipated this state of deep-
er involvement of non-experts in scientific treatment of 
societal matters; for example, Funtowicz and Ravetz 
(1990) call for reflexivity through “extended peer commu-
nities” and “extended facts”, concepts which are at the 
core of the model of post-normal science; Callon et al. 
(2001) describe it as the “public dialogue and participation 
model”, whilst Jasanoff (2005) describes this configuration 
with the concept of “civic epistemologies”, i.e. “the broad-
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er array of activities, social processes, informal practices, 
and institutionalized procedures by which people collect, 
aggregate, validate, and wield claims to knowledge about 
nature and society in public and policy settings” (after 
Miller, 2005: 410). 

These concepts represent an explicit rejection of the 
deficit model and the idea that the public is incapable of 
understanding or reflecting on scientific issues; they attest 
rather to efforts to democratize science. The past decade 
has witnessed crowd-funded radioactivity measurements 
in the aftermath of Fukushima (McNeill, 2014), the Quan-
tified Self movement that deals with self-veillance of health 
issues and a general drive toward commons-based “peer 
production” of knowledge (Benkler and Nissembaun, 
2006).  

In his recent book, The Open-Source Everything Manifes-
to—transparency, truth and trust, the former Central Intelli-
gence Agency case officer Robert D. Steele argues that the 
open-source-everything paradigm is the condition sine qua 
non for restoring public trust in the wake of deep corrup-
tion and secrecy that have enabled widespread fraud 
across private and public institutions; he furthermore ad-
vocates for decision making that is based on collective and 
bottom-up action to address major world crises (Steele, 
2014).  

In short, challenges to democracy and the legitimacy of 
science cannot be addressed without a democratization of 
the interface between science and its publics. 

2.2. Challenges from without 

Science is experiencing a crisis of quality, trust and le-
gitimacy which affects both its practice and its ethos. Sci-
entific advice is dependent upon the context in which 
science develops. In other words, science and scientific 
advice are co-produced and interwoven. How will the 
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crises in science affect the ‘evidence-based policy’ para-
digm? 

2.2.1. From evidence-based policy to policy-based evidence? 

The assumptions and weaknesses of the evidence-
based policy paradigm and the demarcation model that 
underpins it are discussed at length elsewhere in this vol-
ume (Chapter 2, Chapter 3).  

However, there is an even more problematic aspect to 
this narrative: the danger of evidence-based policy turn-
ing into policy-based evidence, not necessarily because of 
pressure from lobbyists or opportunism among the re-
sponsible policy makers, but often because of constraints 
attendant on short policy cycles. It is in these settings that 
the standards for quality must be set high, both for the 
internal institutional peer review process as well as for the 
consultation of stakeholders. This has implications for en-
suring integrity and trust in institutions like the JRC, as 
we shall discuss later.  

2.2.2. Anticipatory culture 

A ‘consequentialist culture’ seems to subsist in the 
governance of science and technology—that is, we tend to 
look for ‘consequences’ (impacts, risks, etc.) rather than for 
the meanings and the narratives that sustain science and 
technology. We allude here briefly to the extensive re-
search on the culture of using cost–benefit analyses, risk 
assessment and other types of normative approaches as a 
basis for ‘consequentialist governance’. This is a field in its 
own right: see, for example, Collingridge and Reeve 
(1986), Krimsky and Golding (1992), Perrow (1984), Fun-
towicz and Ravetz (1990), Jasanoff (2010), Taleb (2007, 
2012) and the European Commission (2007b). 

Suffice it to say here that there are cases where cost–
benefit analyses are pushed too far, quantifying the un-
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quantifiable, or where the acceptability of a new technolo-
gy is expediently reframed as an issue of risk. In the 
words of Langdon Winner (1986):  

[T]he risk debate is one that certain kinds of social interests 
can expect to lose by the very act of entering. […] Fortunate-
ly, many issues talked about as risks can be legitimately de-
scribed in other ways. Confronted with any cases of past, 
present, or obvious future harm, it is possible to discuss that 
harm directly without pretending that you are playing 
craps. A toxic waste disposal site placed in your neighbor-
hood need not be defined as a risk; it might appropriately be 
defined as a problem of toxic waste. Air polluted by automo-
biles and industrial smokestacks need not be defined as a 
‘risk’; it might still be called by the old-fashioned name, ‘pol-
lution’. New Englanders who find acid rain falling on them 
are under no obligation to begin analyzing the ‘risks of acid 
rain’; they might retain some Yankee stubbornness and con-
found the experts by talking about ‘that destructive acid 
rain’ and what's to be done about it. A treasured natural 
environment endangered by industrial activity need not be 
regarded as something at ‘risk’; one might regard it more 
positively as an entity that ought to be preserved in its own 
right. (1986: 151) 

We suggest that anticipatory governance is better suited 
to dealing with uncertainties and unknowns. Anticipation 
implies building the capacity to respond to unpredicted 
and unpredictable risks and indeterminacies (Guston, 
2008) by cultivating participatory approaches to foresight 
that extend to the public the right to imagine possible fu-
tures and assess the visions produced.  

In an earlier working version of the present chapter, 
Guimarães Pereira and Saltelli (2014) exemplified how 
this shift of culture would affect our reading of innovation 
and growth narratives. In no case should narratives be 
taken for granted or considered as panaceas. As a bounda-
ry organization, the JRC could help to create space to raise 
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and discuss these kinds of questions. A positive indication 
of this potential new role for JRC was a series of work-
shops it organized on issues relating to the quality of 
knowledge production for both mainstream and emerging 
science, and on the implications of these issues for poli-
cy12.  

3. Futuring scientific advice to policy making: an ‘Em-
peror’s new clothes’ model? 

3.1. Cultures of advice 

In this section we examine some discussions of science 
advice with relevance to a boundary institution such as 
the JRC.  

There are different cultures of science advice, from the 
“heroic model” (Doubleday and Wilsdon, 2013) personi-
fied by Chief Scientific Advisers (CSAs) as in the UK and 
some other countries, to science academies, or models that 
rely on broader consultations with civil society, such as 
the Danish Board of Technology—see Box 3.  

                                                           
12 See https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/event/workshop/new-
narratives-innovation; 
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/event/workshop/do-it-yourself; 
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/event/conference/use-
quantitative-information 

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/event/workshop/new-narratives-innovation
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/event/workshop/new-narratives-innovation
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/event/workshop/do-it-yourself
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Box 3. 

 
As Pielke (2013) noted in his address to the UK Chief Sci-
entific Adviser, ‘science advice’ is a misnomer as it implies 
a deficit model in which the ‘advice’ is artificially decon-
textualized from the political situation. Moreover, he ar-
gues, science advisers cannot “carry the authority of 
science as a counterbalance to the messiness of politics” 
(2013: 122). But, in what ‘balanced’ form, if that is possi-
ble, should an individual adviser act as ‘spokesperson’ for 
disparate, often dissenting scientific voices in fields prone 
to controversy?  

Science advice needs to deal with the same kinds of 
tensions as the governance and practice of science de-
scribed earlier. As Jasanoff (2013) notes, scientific advisers 
are bound by the same principles and discipline of scien-
tific practices (i.e. “known facts, reliable methods, respon-
sible professional codes, and the ultimate test of peer 
review”: 62). For this reason, “science advisers are not in-
clined to introspection in situations where their work fails 
to persuade”, even if “science advisers can offer at best 
educated guesses and reasoned judgments, not unvar-
nished truth” (ibid.: 62). Rather, she argues, it is often the 
case that such failures are attributed to factors that are 
external to the scientific endeavour, such as an ignorant 

The Danish Board of Technology (DBT) (see http://www.tekno.dk) 
works at the interface between “public challenges, technology, 
knowledge, values and actions to be taken. The DBT [counsel] deci-
sion-makers about possibilities and consequences for citizens, envi-
ronment and society and create platforms for participants to pool 
their knowledge, finding sustainable and interdisciplinary solutions. 
[It] works with developing dialogue based methods at a local, na-
tional and global level. The DBT furthermore implements projects at 
a national and an international level for the EU and globally in col-
laboration with the United Nations”. The activities of the DBT span 
various technologies (e.g. biotechnology and ICT), and economic 
sectors (e.g. transport and agriculture. DBT methods are participa-
tory by design, for example, Citizens’ Summits, Citizens’ Juries, Con-
sensus Conferences. 
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and obstreperous public, or perverse media and corrupt-
ing “powerful corporate funders or other large interest 
groups”. Yet, trust is a conditio sine qua non for the recogni-
tion of the role of science advisory systems; such systems 
and institutions need extended scrutiny, as any other 
democratic institution (Jasanoff , ibid.: 67).  

The science of policy advice has stepped out of the 
shadows of academic and policy practice and is now 
closely scrutinized by the media. For example, the British 
newspaper The Guardian began in 2014 to maintain an in-
formed commentary about science advice to policy, offer-
ing checklists of do’s and don’t’s and principles for how 
scientific advisers should do their jobs13. 

This focus by the media on science advice to policy is 
interesting, to say the least; Petersen et al. (2010) investi-
gated the transformation of scientific policy advice in rela-
tion to mass media, arguing that the increasing 
mediatization of science deeply affects the ways in which 
policy-makers utilize scientific expertise. Policy makers 
cannot afford to ignore scientific knowledge and contro-
versies once these are published in the media, since the 
protagonists are often scientists known to and respected 
by the public. In one way or the other, we are witnessing a 
process of mass media expertise, which has altered the 
relationships between advisers and policy makers. 

Hence, we argue that scientific advice is changing, not 
only because of the contextual issues enumerated in Sec-
tion 2, but also because it is becoming a distributed en-
deavour, in which the various epistemic networks14 
employ diverse strategies to make their voices heard, in-

                                                           
13 See http://www.theguardian.com/science/science-policy 
14 “Epistemic network” is a concept developed by Kjetil Rom-
metveit and others within the EPINET project 
(http://www.epinet.no) on the basis of Haas’s (1992) concept of 
“epistemic community”. 

http://www.theguardian.com/science/science-policy
http://www.epinet.no/
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cluding with the help of new media—posing a challenge 
to institutional practices.  

3.2. Opportunities for science advice 

In the preceding sections we discussed aspects of an 
internal and external crisis in science and knowledge pro-
duction that affect not only scientific practice but also sci-
entific advice.  

In this section we would like to propose that scientific 
advice be seen as an opportunity for societal reflexivity. 
Reflexive practice in institutions like the European Com-
mission is not only about examining the body of 
knowledge chosen to sustain particular claims or the legit-
imacy of various voices, but also and above all about the 
critical and comprehensive testing of prevailing narratives 
against a broader spectrum of worldviews.  

Our thesis is that boundary institutions such as the JRC 
are in a unique position to organize reflexive thinking and 
action to address those crises. The JRC constitutes a model 
for science advice per se, being by design multi-
disciplinary, multi-cultural and providing a space for dia-
logue between different values. The JRC must necessarily 
operate within the bounds of its constitution, but rather 
than pursuing its business unreflectively and according to 
received wisdom—what we call elsewhere “following the 
Cartesian dream” (Guimarães Pereira and Funtowicz, 
2015)—it should explore different understandings of 
knowledge production, power and societal organization 
in order to respond to the ongoing crises.  

We here propose a model that takes account of two 
important features of the JRC: on the one hand, its role in 
the policy cycle, and on the other, its natural intimacy 
with academia. We could call this ‘the emperor’s new 
clothes’ model, after the story by Hans Christian Ander-
sen, because this model may entail delivering an unwel-
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come message. A recent example of JRC work in this vein 
is Saltelli and Dragomirescu-Gaina (2014) and the work-
shop on “New Narratives for Innovation” mentioned 
above, which radically challenged some of the existing 
fantasies of innovation as an instrument to solve the pre-
sent crisis in the EU (through the creation of “new and 
better jobs”) and explicitly called attention to the crisis in 
science. These types of activities seem to be welcome and 
useful, as the testimony of workshop participants—many 
from EU institutions—illustrates: “to challenge some of 
our policy thinking, to test its robustness, and explicitly 
try to get some of the people like myself to listen to ideas 
that might not fit with the particular narrative that we are 
trying to sell […] It is not always a comfortable thing to 
do, but we have to be open and acknowledge those weak-
nesses on our policy arguments” (workshop participant, 
quoted in Guimarães Pereira, Saltelli and Tarantola, 2015: 
13). 

Our model for the JRC emphasises a commitment to 
three complementary cultures: 

1. Quality. This entails developing a practice of extended 
peer review, embracing emerging epistemologies, put-
ting social sciences at the heart of the operation of the 
JRC. One objective would be to achieve social robust-
ness of technoscientific proposals, as advocated in PNS 
and Mode 2 science, acknowledging that a broad spec-
trum of norms needs to be taken into account. A cen-
tral issue for today’s scientific enterprise is the link 
between quality and trust. The JRC could develop 
evaluation strategies and provide pedigrees for evi-
dence-based policy. The JRC has a role to play not only 
in producing facts and figures, and in modelling, but 
also in the elicitation of the worldviews that sustain 
them, engaging all relevant social actors in a quality 
assurance process. Ultimately, quality assurance is 
about testing the credibility, fitness for purpose and 
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social robustness of what is offered as evidence to un-
derpin policy making.  

2. Reflexivity. As a boundary institution, the JRC is inher-
ently reflexive, but space needs to be provided for its 
body of researchers to inquire critically and inquisi-
tively into policy agendas and political imaginaries 
through processes of knowledge assessment. This re-
flexive model of scientific advice aims to challenge 
narratives based on business as usual and to test their 
relevance against social agendas and social values. Sci-
ence is seen as the epitome of self-reflexivity, but the 
prevalence of the deficit model—which sees the public 
as ignorant, risk-adverse, unreflexive and disobedi-
ent—reveals that scientific institutions are often only 
weakly reflexive when it comes to the indirect objects 
of their work (Wynne, 1993). We suggest that this is a 
clear opportunity for the JRC, in as much as the availa-
ble ‘policy-based evidence’ can be interrogated 
through knowledge assessment. A reflexive model 
calls for a great investment in anticipation, extended 
peer review, ethics, knowledge assessment, and up-
stream public engagement. 

3. Humility. As discussed by Jasanoff (2003, 2007), “tech-
nologies of humility” imply developing a culture of 
engagement: firmly rejecting the deficit model and valu-
ing dialogic governance, on the premise that in the face 
of different types of uncertainties and unknowns, the 
anticipation of impacts, determination of relevant facts 
and norms, the questions to be asked and the methods 
of enquiry to be employed are collective decisions not 
to be surrendered to powerful elites—not even to an 
elite of scientists.  

This is in line with Funtowicz’s (2006) model of ex-
tended participation as described in Section 1, in which 
citizens become both critics and creators in the knowledge 
production process. As a boundary institution, it would 
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be a missed opportunity for the JRC not to pursue this line 
of engagement. 

4. A final thought  

We have considered the JRC as a ‘boundary organiza-
tion’ that operates at the interface of science and policy in 
an era of decreasing trust and concurrent crises in the 
practice and governance of science. We have suggested 
that organizations in this situation should appeal to cul-
tures of quality, reflexivity and humility. Our example, 
the JRC, as the “in-house science service” of an important 
international institution, is ideally positioned to consider 
new ways in which science can be deployed and to broad-
en and deepen its interfaces with society.  

The main challenge faced by an organization such as 
the JRC in this process is that important actors of 
change—scientists themselves and their policy-making 
counterparts in the European Commission DGs—are at 
the same time engaged and committed to those existing 
practices and cultures which are most in need of change.  
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5 

NUMBERS RUNNING WILD 

Jeroen P. van der Sluijs 

Introduction 

This chapter1 is about craft skills with numbers and, in 
particular, about problems with the use of numbers of 
unknown pedigree. As an example, I will discuss a very 
striking number that appeared in the mainstream press in 
early May 2015: a new scientific study was reported to 
have found that 7.9% of species would become extinct as a 
result of climate change.2 What was quite remarkable 
about this number is that it had two digits: not 10%, not 
8%, but precisely 7.9% of species were to suffer for hu-
manity’s carbon sins. A question we will address later is 

                                                           
1 This chapter is adapted from a talk given at “Significant Digits: 
Responsible Use of Quantitative Information”, a workshop or-
ganized by the Joint Research Centre of the European Commis-
sion at the Fondation Universitaire in Brussels on 9-10 June 2015. 
See https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/event/conference/use-
quantitative-information 
2 For instance, in the New York Times: “Overall, he found that 7.9 
percent of species were predicted to become extinct from climate 
change” (Zimmer, 2015).  

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/event/conference/use-quantitative-information
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/event/conference/use-quantitative-information
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the kind of distribution we might expect around this fig-
ure of 7.9%.  

When a number from the domain of science is cata-
pulted into a user community (for instance, a community 
of policymakers or conservation campaigners) that has no 
idea where it came from and no idea of its pedigree, a 
great deal can go wrong. We have a classic example of this 
from climate change research, with the concept of climate 
sensitivity (Van der Sluijs et al., 1998).  

Climate sensitivity is a metric for what happens to the 
Earth’s average surface temperature if the atmospheric 
CO2 concentration doubles compared to pre-industrial 
times. There were some model calculations in the early 
1980s, with one model giving an outcome of a 1.5°C rise in 
temperature, another giving 4.5°C, and several models 
giving intermediate outcomes. This range of outcomes 
was passed over to the impact assessment community 
(who do calculations on, for example, rises in sea level), 
who had no idea where the range came from and there-
fore failed to fully grasp its meaning. They interpreted the 
range as a confidence interval—specifically, as a 95% in-
terval with a best and a worst case—so the challenge was 
thus to protect human societies against a rise in sea level 
that corresponded to a worst-case temperature rise of 
4.5°C.  

However, that range had nothing to do with a confi-
dence interval; it was simply a range of point outcomes of 
individual climate models whose reliability was complete-
ly unknown. We will come back to this later. However, 
imagine what would happen if the 7.9% species extinction 
rate was presented confidently at the next United Nations 
climate change summit. What should negotiators and pol-
icymakers do with such a number?  

Perhaps the negotiators would agree to set an ‘ac-
ceptable’ rate of extinction. A typical political compromise 
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might be half of what would be expected in a business-as-
usual scenario. The quantitative policy target would thus 
be set at a maximum 3.95% (half of 7.9%) extinction rate. 
The level of precision has now moreover increased to an 
inconceivable three significant digits, which, given the 
gross absence of numerical craft skills and literacy, is not 
uncommon at the science–policy interface. 

The rest of the present chapter is structured in three 
parts. The first concerns the background to the enterprise 
of producing numbers for policy and the problems and 
challenges involved. Then we will briefly introduce the 
NUSAP method, which is a systematic way of exploring 
the unquantifiable parts of uncertainty associated with 
these types of numbers. The final section of the paper will 
be about the case of extinction risk from climate change, to 
go into a little detail about the kind of number it is and 
where it comes from. 

The phenomenon of scientific uncertainty 

We commonly find ourselves in real-world situations 
that can be called ‘post-normal’; that is, where decisions 
are urgent, stakes are high and values are in dispute (Fun-
towicz and Ravetz, 1993). In such situations we cannot 
afford to wait—we are compelled to make immediate de-
cisions based on very imperfect information, marked by 
irreducible and largely unquantifiable uncertainty. The 
values of the various stakeholders may be in conflict. 
Usually, the way we produce knowledge in situations like 
this is quite different to how it is done in the mono-
disciplinary natural sciences. There is no reproducible la-
boratory experiment or measurement in the field, so we 
typically use simulation models with future scenarios, 
based on all kinds of assumptions and with very serious 
limits to validation and even to parameter estimation. 
There are often many hidden problems in these models 
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that have not yet been systematically exposed or systemat-
ically critically reviewed. We thus need more of what we 
call ‘knowledge quality assessment methods’. 

Let us discuss two ways of depicting uncertainty in the 
climate sciences. The first is to imagine a cascade of uncer-
tainties in the causal chain of climate change. It might start 
with the drivers, such as population growth, etc., and then 
progress to energy futures (what kinds of energy will be 
used to meet the energy demands of the future genera-
tions), leading to all kinds of fuel mixes, each with differ-
ent levels of CO2 emissions. There are also the non-CO2 
greenhouse gases whose sources change over time, which 
then lead to changes in emissions of these greenhouse 
gases, while their atmospheric fate depends on complex 
atmospheric chemistry in which the presence of one 
greenhouse gas can impact on the atmospheric half-life of 
another. A part of the CO2 and non-CO2 greenhouse gas 
emissions remains in the atmosphere and the rest is redis-
tributed, so we need some modelling of carbon cycles and 
atmospheric chemistry, adding another layer of uncertain-
ty to the cascade. That then produces some radiative forc-
ing of the climate system; and there is also climate 
sensitivity, which is still to a large degree uncertain. We 
can then do some impact modelling. We also often need 
regional projections to inform regional and local decisions 
on adaptation, with all the challenges and uncertainties 
associated with down-scaling—and so on.  

Moving in this way, from population growth to energy 
futures to carbon emissions to climate change to impacts 
such as the loss of biodiversity, seems to imply that we 
know the structure of the models in each step of the cas-
cade—that it is just a matter of inputting the right parame-
ter values in order to do the right calculations and even to 
quantify the uncertainty in the model-chain outcome for 
local climate impacts. However, do we really know the 
structure of this complex system well enough to make a 
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reliable conceptual model to predict its behaviour? Are all 
the assumptions we make to link the models valid?3  

A second way of understanding uncertainty in earth 
system modelling presents itself upon reflection on the 
implications of the geological record of the atmospheric 
composition of CO2 and methane over a period of half-a-
million years. From the gas bubbles trapped in ice in the 
Vostok ice core drillings, scientists have been able to re-
construct the composition of the atmosphere in the past 
and have found that it varied from between 180 to 280 
parts per million (ppm) by volume for CO2. The projec-
tions by the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
are that this level could rise to 1,100 ppm or so, while we 
already live in a world in which 400 ppm of CO2 have 
been exceeded. That is far outside the range of our present 
knowledge of this complex system, which means that the 
past is no longer the key to the future. All kinds of new feed-
back processes may be at work in this system, which has 
been stressed far beyond its long-term equilibrium. We 
are basically sailing into terra incognita. The late Roger 
Revelle (Revelle and Suess, 1957) called this “man’s great-
est geophysical experiment”. We simply do not know how 
the planet will respond under these pressures, yet we con-
tinue to produce crisp numbers such as 7.9%. 

How does the science–policy interface cope with un-
certainties? Two strategies seem dominant: concerned sci-
entists over-sell certainty to support political action, while 
other groups in society over-emphasise uncertainty to de-
lay or prevent it. Scientists are afraid that if they are too 
open about uncertainties, there will be a policy stalemate, 
and they will furthermore be reprimanded for not having 
done their homework correctly. Policymakers generally 

                                                           
3 On this point, see, for example, Van der Sluijs and Wardekker 
(2015) and Saltelli et al. (2015). 
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expect that, with enough hard work, science can and will 
produce the ultimate answer. 

This is the common paralysis by analysis pitfall. To 
avoid it, scientists have started to be less open about un-
certainty and to exaggerate certainty and consensus in 
order to advance political decision making. Both over-
selling certainty and exaggerating uncertainty are strate-
gies driven by a compulsion to influence the policy pro-
cess. The problem is that neither strategy is adequate to 
the challenges posed by the nature of the uncertainties we 
face. As research progresses, it produces surprises: the 
more we know, the more we are aware of complexities in 
the system, which may completely change what we expect 
in the future. We may therefore need far more flexible pol-
icies than we might imagine on the basis of certainty. 

Another famous, almost iconic, illustration of the prob-
lem of uncertainty is found in a real case concerning the 
protection of a strategic groundwater resource in Den-
mark, near Copenhagen. The five best scientists in the 
country were given the same question: to determine the 
most vulnerable part of the area, i.e. the part which would 
need the highest level of protection against nitrate pollu-
tion from intensive agriculture and land use practices. All 
the scientists used the same basic data and sets of meas-
urements from the area, but they each used different 
models and approaches for their assessment. 
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Figure 1. Model predictions on aquifer vulnerability to-
wards nitrate pollution for a 175 km2 area west of Co-
penhagen 

 
Source: Copenhagen County (2000); Refsgaard et al. (2006). 

The five vulnerability maps in Figure 1 show the re-
sults. Unfortunately, they are not in agreement; they are, 
in fact, contradictory. However, imagine that science has 
spoken and that it is now up to policymakers to make a 
wise decision. What can they do? They can say, “Let us be 
precautionary and assume the worst case, since if we 
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guard against the worst case, then we are more or less 
sure that we can protect the zone”. But the cost of that 
strategy may be disproportionately high. They may say, 
“We need more information before we can decide”. That 
is the infamous paralysis by analysis pitfall: more infor-
mation produces more contradictions, so the decisions are 
postponed in an infinite loop of evidence-gathering and 
indeterminate analysis. 

So the best science can produce a plurality of scientific 
perspectives, based on various scientific models and styles 
of reasoning. It seems that we need to understand better 
what uncertainty is and why outcomes do not converge. If 
we look carefully at what is going on in the science–policy 
interface, we see that the phenomenon of uncertainty is 
understood in three different ways (Van der Sluijs, 2012). 
The first is the deficit view, in which uncertainty is seen as 
a temporary problem. For the time being the science is 
imperfect, and all we need to do is to collect better data, 
improve our models, and then, ultimately, science will 
provide certainty. That is, we reduce uncertainties until 
we have the precise answer. If that does not work, we just 
quantify the remaining uncertainty by some confidence 
interval, error bar, or similar. We use statistical tools such 
as Monte Carlo simulation, Bayesian belief networks, etc. 
But there is a problem with these tools: we need to feed 
them with numbers. We need to specify uncertainty rang-
es for all the model parameters. And if we do not know 
the range or the distribution and there are no data, we just 
take a knife, put it to the throat of an expert and ask for a 
number; we call this ‘expert elicitation’. When pushed 
hard enough, experts will produce a number range or a 
distribution based on the best of their knowledge, even if 
such knowledge is illusory. We then put this number 
range or distribution into the Monte Carlo tool, do the 
necessary calculations and produce a quantified outcome 
which fits nicely in a spreadsheet. This corresponds to the 
‘speaking truth to power’ model of interfacing science and 
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decision making. It assumes that we need to produce a 
quantitative answer, because that is what we believe sci-
ence is able and supposed to do. And where there is un-
certainty, we just speak truth-with-error-bars to policy. 

The second understanding of uncertainty is the evi-
dence evaluation view. This is a more pragmatic approach 
to the problem that science speaks with multiple voices. 
We see this, for instance, in the way the IPCC works. Ex-
perts from different disciplines are brought together to 
work on a consensus, which means finding the highest 
common denominator in the science, the most robust 
claims that we can support with all the published and 
peer-reviewed studies to date. That is, we know we can-
not achieve truth, so we substitute it with a proxy for 
truth, which is scientific consensus. The model of interfac-
ing science and decision making here is ‘speaking consen-
sus to power and to policy’. 

These two views can work and be successful in some 
problem domains, but there are classes of problem where 
they manifest serious limitations. The first view has the 
limitation that not everything can be quantified and that 
experts are forced to quantify uncertainty through best-
guessing, because there is no other way. There are many 
other deficiencies due to model structure uncertainty, the 
simplification of complex reality in simulation models, the 
impact of the choice of system boundaries on the outcome, 
which can never be captured in numeric ranges, and even 
the assumptions modellers inescapably have to make (e.g. 
Van der Sluijs et al., 2008). The second view has the prob-
lem that the consensus approach ignores the unknown 
probability of high impact scenarios in the risk assessment 
and tends to confuse unknown probability with negligible 
probability (e.g. Van der Sluijs, 2012). In the first IPCC re-
port, for example, the policymakers’ summary mentioned 
neither the possible collapse of the Antarctic ice sheet nor 
the collapse of thermohaline circulation in the oceans as 
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relevant scenarios for climate policy. This was not because 
there was no knowledge; indeed, several published stud-
ies had identified those non-linear risks. The detailed 
chapters of the first IPCC report did review this literature, 
but it was absolutely impossible to achieve any robust 
conclusions on these scenarios, so they were excluded 
from the consensus and did not make it into the policy-
makers’ summary. However, such scenarios were and still 
are extremely policy-relevant, because policymakers 
should be interested in the possibility that a five-metre sea 
level rise could result if the West Antarctic ice sheet were 
to collapse. Policymakers and society need to know about 
these types of scenarios even if scientists cannot reach 
consensus on them. 

We therefore need another model, which is the post-
normal or complex system approach to uncertainty, in 
which we acknowledge that uncertainty is permanent and 
intrinsic to complex, open-ended systems, and that uncer-
tainty can in fact be the result of the way we produce 
knowledge. For instance, when we construct and use 
computer simulation models, we cannot avoid making 
assumptions. There is no way of getting reality into com-
puter code other than by making assumptions, the validi-
ty of which can never be thoroughly checked. We thus 
need another means of controlling the quality of assump-
tions in models. That requires a more open way of dealing 
with the deeper dimensions of uncertainty, etc., and is 
why we have developed tools for knowledge quality as-
sessment (Van der Sluijs et al., 2008, Saltelli et al., 2013).  

From this post-normal perspective, the whole science–
policy interface changes. It is no longer speaking truth or 
consensus to power; it is now working deliberatively 
within imperfections. We cannot always produce the ul-
timate answer; rather, we have to work within imperfec-
tions and we have to do that in dialogue between science, 
policy and society. 
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By studying the science–policy interface in different 
fields—e.g. air quality, climate change, biodiversity—we 
see how differently these types of problems may be 
solved. A Bayesian approach is often used, where the five 
different results in the Danish groundwater resource case 
described above are seen as informative priors that are 
simply averaged and the resulting model updated if new 
information becomes available. But what if there is no da-
ta, and decisions are needed urgently? What is the quality 
of the priors? We could take the IPCC approach, in which 
scientists are locked in a room and not released until they 
reach a consensus. We could take a precautionary ap-
proach and assume the worst case. We could take an aca-
demic/bureaucratic approach, whereby the scientist with 
the highest Hirsch index is given the greatest credibility. 
We could give preference to the scientist we trust most or 
the one most in line with our policy agenda, which is what 
often happens. We could forget the science and decide on 
an entirely different basis. Alternatively, we could explore 
the relevance of our ignorance in a post-normal attitude, 
whereby we try collectively to find wiser ways to deal 
with uncertainties and avoid the pitfall of taking decisions 
under the illusion of having tamed uncertainty. 

The first view of uncertainty as a temporary state has 
been very persistent. In a quotation from the first IPCC 
report in 1990 (IPCC, 1990; see Box 1a), the authors write 
that there are many uncertainties in their predictions, par-
ticularly with regard to the timing, magnitude and re-
gional patterns of climate change due to incomplete 
understanding of sources and sinks of greenhouse gases, 
clouds, oceans and polar ice. They go on to say that these 
processes are already partly understood, and that they are 
confident that the uncertainties can be reduced by further 
research. That was a strong claim in 1990 for the scientific 
community working on climate change; it is what they 
believed.  
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Box 1. 

Box 1a. IPCC 1990 optimism 
about reducing uncertainty. 

Box 1b. Former IPCC chairman, 
the late Bert Bolin, on the objec-
tive to reduce climate uncertain-
ties. 

“There are many uncertainties in 
our predictions particularly with 
regard to the timing, magnitude 
and regional patterns of climate 
change, due to our incomplete 
understanding of: 
• sources and sinks of green-

house gases, which affect pre-
dictions of future 
concentrations 

• clouds, which strongly influ-
ence the magnitude of climate 
change 

• oceans, which influence the 
timing and patterns of climate 
change 

• polar ice sheets which affect 
predictions of sea level rise 

These processes are already par-
tially understood, and we are con-
fident that the uncertainties can be 
reduced by further research How-
ever, the complexity of the system 
means that we cannot rule out 
surprises.” (IPCC, 1990: xii) 

“We cannot be certain that this can 
be achieved easily and we do 
know it will take time. Since a 
fundamentally chaotic climate 
system is predictable only to a 
certain degree, our research 
achievements will always remain 
uncertain. Exploring the signifi-
cance and characteristics of this 
uncertainty is a fundamental chal-
lenge to the scientific community.” 
(Bolin, 1994) 

Just before the second IPCC assessment report (1995) 
was issued, the late Bert Bolin, then chairman of the IPCC, 
said in a conference that they could not be certain that 
uncertainty could be easily reduced. He continued by say-
ing it would take time to reduce uncertainty, in line with 
the deficit view of temporary nature of uncertainty. But he 
concluded that, since the fundamentally chaotic climate 
system is predictable only to a certain degree, there were 
limits to predictability, and research results would always 
remain uncertain. He thus finished by adopting the third 
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view we have identified, namely that uncertainty is per-
manent and will never go away.  

Bolin added that exploring the significance and charac-
teristics of this uncertainty was a fundamental challenge 
to the scientific community. Most people would say that 
the fundamental challenge to science is to determine facts 
and achieve certainty, so in this respect Bolin was being 
‘post-normal’, even in the early stages of post-normal sci-
ence.  

Let us look more closely at the IPCC’s ambition in 1990 
to reduce uncertainty in various domains (Box 1a). The 
first item they listed was “sources and sinks of greenhouse 
gases”. Ten years later, what we know about sources and 
sinks of CO2, only one of various greenhouse gases, is il-
lustrated in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Emission scenarios produced by six different 
energy models (Maria, Message, Aim, Minicam, ASF, 
Image), each using four harmonized sets of scenario as-
sumptions, as presented in the IPCC Special Report on 
Emissions Scenarios 

 
Source: IPCC (2000). 
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Four different sets of assumptions, A1, A2, B1 and B2, 
were used in each of six models presented in the IPCC 
Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (2000), correspond-
ing to a focus on economy (A) versus environment (B) and 
on development and globalization (1) versus regionaliza-
tion (2) of the world. These scenario families ensured 
harmonized assumptions on population growth, econom-
ic growth, and technology transfer. Despite this, there 
were very wide discrepancies in what the six models pro-
jected for these same four sets of scenario assumptions. 
Apparently not much has been reduced in terms of uncer-
tainty about sources and sinks of CO2 in ten years of re-
search.  

Now let us look at the key parameter of climate 
change, so-called climate sensitivity, 25 years after the first 
IPCC report predicted a reduction in uncertainties. As 
indicated above, climate sensitivity is a measure of the 
average global warming that would be produced by a 
doubling of the CO2 concentration (to 560 ppm) compared 
to the pre-industrial level of 280 ppm. The first synthesis 
estimate of climate sensitivity was made in 1979, when the 
U.S. National Academy of Sciences made an assessment 
that combined results from several general circulation 
models. The outcomes ranged from 2 to 3.5°C; with some 
expert wisdom the range was widened, in acknowledge-
ment that the models were imperfect. By including this 
tacit knowledge of uncertainties in the models, they ar-
rived at the conclusion that the anticipated average rise in 
temperature must be somewhere between 1.5 and 4.5°C, 
and their best guess was 3°C. 
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Table 1. Evolution of knowledge on climate sensitivity 
over the past 35 years 

Assessment 
report 

Range of 
GCM re-
sults (°C) 

Concluded  
range (°C) 

Concluded  
best guess 

(°C) 
NAS 1979 2-3.5 1.5-4.5 3 

NAS 1983 2-3.5 1.5-4.5 3 

Villach 1985 1.5-5.5 1.5-4.5 3 

IPCC AR1 1990 1.9-5.2 1.5-4.5 2.5 

IPCC AR2 1995 MME 1.5-4.5 2.5 

IPCC AR3 2001 MME 1.5-4.5 Not given 

IPCC AR4 2007 MME 2.5-4.5 3 

IPCC AR5 2013 MME (0.5-9) 1.5-4.5* Not given 

Source: Updated from Van der Sluijs et al. (1998). 

* “Likely” (17-83%) range. Note that prior to Assessment Report 4 (AR4), 
ranges were not clearly defined. MME = Multi Modal Ensemble.  

A couple of years later the National Academy of Sci-
ences (NAS) updated the assessment with new outcomes 
from models; thereafter came the Villach conference in 
1985, where the published literature showed models with 
outcomes as low as 1.5°C and as high as 5.5°C (see Table 
1). However, something strange then occurred, because 
the range given in the conclusions of the Villach confer-
ence was narrower than this. The NAS had widened the 
range in their assessment because the experts took into 
consideration the uncertainties in the model. But in the 
new assessment in Villach in 1985, the range resulting 
from the inventory was narrowed by the experts, because 
they did not want to grant too much credibility to one 
(perceived) outlier model. In effect, the argumentative 
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chain linking the set of published literature to the recom-
mended range completely absorbed all the changes in the 
science and all the uncertainties, to keep the scientific ba-
sis for policy making stable. 

From the second IPCC report onwards, multi-model 
perturbed physics ensemble modelling was used, in 
which each model produced a range or distribution which 
was then combined into an ensemble. The fifth report 
(IPCC, 2013) suddenly has a footnote on the recommend-
ed range, so the multi-model ensemble produces numbers 
between half a degree and 9°C for climate sensitivity; the 
recommended range is still 1.5 to 4.5°C; and the footnote 
indicates that this is to be interpreted as the likely range, 
the 17th to 83rd percentile of the distribution. 

The modellers involved in the first assessment report 
said in an interview that the range recommended in that 
report was to be seen as the equivalent of a 95% interval 
(Van der Sluijs et al., 1998), whereas in the fifth report that 
same 1.5-4.5°C range has suddenly become a 66% interval. 
In other words, the meaning of the range has changed in 
order to keep it constant over time for use in the science–
policy interface. 

Looking at the distributions from different sources 
(models, paleo records, etc.) (Figure 3), we see some rang-
es, such as the likely 1.5 to 4.5°C range from Chapter 12 of 
the fifth assessment report of the IPCC. More than a cen-
tury ago, Svante Arrhenius (1896) did the first calculations 
on the potential doubling of CO2 and came up with 4.95°C 
at the Equator, rising to 5.95°C at 60°S and to 6.05°C at 
70°N. The IPCC’s fifth assessment says the temperature 
rise is very unlikely to be greater than 6°C, so even the 
one-hundred-year-old estimate without computer models, 
with crowd sourcing to students for the calculations, is 
still well in the range of what IPCC now considers possi-
ble. Have uncertainties diminished, as the IPCC foresaw 
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in 1990? On the contrary, they seem to have increased, at 
least in this key climate parameter. 

Figure 3. Probability density functions, distributions 
and ranges for equilibrium climate sensitivity 

 
Grey shaded range: likely 1.5°C to 4.5°C range. Grey solid line: extremely 
unlikely, less than 1°C. Grey dashed line: very unlikely, greater than 6°C. 

Source: Reprinted from Box 12.2, Fig. 1, from Collins et al. (2013). 
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In addition to asking the models, one can also ask the 
experts, as Morgan and Keith (1995) did. Looking at sub-
jective assessments of climate sensitivity (Figure 4) by the 
top 16 climate modellers (based on their publication rec-
ord in the field) in the USA, we see that some cannot even 
exclude the possibility that it is a negative number—that 
is, that the equilibrium temperature change will be small-
er than zero due to some feedback that overcompensates 
for the warming by cooling in the long run. Overall, we 
see that there are many ways of assessing climate sensitiv-
ity that lead to very different views.  

Figure 4. Box plots of elicited probability distributions 
of climate sensitivity, the changes in globally averaged 
surface temperature for a 2 X [CO2] forcing 

 
Horizontal line denotes range from minimum to maximum assessed 
possible values. Vertical tick marks indicate locations of lower 5th and 
upper 95th percentiles. Box indicates interval spanned by 50% confidence 
interval. Solid dot is the mean and open dot is the median. The two 
columns of numbers on the right side of the figure report values of mean 
and standard deviation of the distributions. 

Source: Morgan and Keith (1995). 
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The case of species extinction from climate change 

We return now to the number 7.9% with which this 
paper began, namely the predicted rate of extinction of 
species due to climate change. Models have produced 
widely varying estimates of the anticipated extinction of 
species. Urban (2015) assembled 131 studies. At first sight, 
131 is an easily understandable number. It is just a count 
of the number of studies. But even that number is prob-
lematic, because some studies combined a number of oth-
er studies, but were counted as one, while there was also 
some overlap due to the fact that any given study may 
have combined several studies that were considered sepa-
rately elsewhere, and so on. 

Urban’s meta-analysis, published in Science, found 
that, overall, these 131 studies predicted that 7.9% of spe-
cies would become extinct due to climate change. He also 
provided a confidence interval: for 2°C it would be 5.2% 
and for 4.3°C it would be 16% of all species. Linguistically 
Urban is literally talking about a percentage of “all spe-
cies”. The opening paragraph of the study that presented 
this 7.9% tells us that the goal of the whole exercise was to 
inform international policy decisions about the biological 
cost of failing to curb climate change and to support spe-
cific conservation strategies to protect the most threatened 
species.  

In practice, here is what Urban did. He considered 131 
studies and classified them according to their outcome in 
terms of predicted risk of extinction, with one category of 
zero (containing 30 studies), another for zero to 5% (con-
taining another 30 studies), then 5% to 10% (containing 
about 14 studies), etc. Then we see an average, 7.9%, 
summarizing all of these studies. It is not clear what year 
this number refers to. Each of the 131 studies had a differ-
ent reference period, so no year is mentioned in the paper. 
Zero to 5% includes zero, so one should stack the two bars 
for the first category in Figure 5 (60 studies), making for a 
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very asymmetrical distribution. The figure 7.9% does not 
give any useful information about this distribution at all. 
It is misleading to communicate the average of such a 
skewed distribution without also giving the distribution; 
in addition, we should know where all these numbers 
come from. 

Figure 5. Histogram of percent extinction risk from cli-
mate change for 131 studies 

 
Source: Urban (2015). 

Systematic critical reflection on uncertainty 

Before moving on to another estimate of climate extinc-
tion risk from Thomas et al. (2004) in Nature, let us look at 
how we should critically reflect on uncertainties in these 
types of studies. This is the guidance approach (Figure 6) 
that the Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency 
developed jointly with a trans-disciplinary group of scien-
tists in the field of uncertainty, with backgrounds ranging 
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from the policy sciences and the humanities to the natural 
sciences. It starts from the idea that we need critical reflec-
tion on all the phases of knowledge production, from the 
framing of the problem and the drawing of the system 
boundaries in making our models, to what is included 
and excluded—whether, for example, we should treat 
climate change separately from ocean pollution, air pollu-
tion, etc., or rather try to include all these complex interac-
tions. 

Figure 6. The Dutch Guidance approach to systematic re-
flection on uncertainty and quality in science for policy 

 
Source: Van der Sluijs et al. (2008). 

We always simplify in scientific assessments. We tend 
to set very limited system boundaries in order to keep 
scientific assessments manageable, but we have to under-
stand the impact of these design choices on the validity 
and scope of the conclusions of such assessments. Stake-
holder engagement is ever more important. Stakeholders 
are crucial in co-framing the problem and co-deciding 
what is relevant to address; they can provide useful in-
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formation and data that scientists have otherwise no ac-
cess to; and they can be a critical resource in quality con-
trol and extended peer review.  

Next, there is the selection of indicators. In scientific 
assessments all kinds of indicators are used: for instance, 
the percentage of species that are at risk of extinction or 
the anticipated temperature rise due to the doubling of 
CO2 concentrations. Are these indicators relevant to the 
policy challenges that we face? Are there alternatives? Are 
they chosen because a particular model is available to use, 
or were they designed to address a particular societal 
problem? Usually, scientists attempt to answer the ques-
tions of policymakers by using an existing model or 
toolkit that is on the shelf but which does not really match 
the decision-making needs.  

Then there is the appraisal of the knowledge base, 
meaning that we have to systematically look at all the 
problems and limitations in the available knowledge and 
characterize it in terms of its pedigree, strengths and 
weaknesses. We will return to the concept of pedigree lat-
er.  

Next, we have to map all the sources and relevant 
types of uncertainty, to be aware of where they are, what 
they are, and how to take them into consideration in the 
policy advice; we then have to report the information on 
uncertainty in a way appropriate to the decision-making 
context, so that decision-makers can actually use it to 
make more robust, more resilient or more flexible deci-
sions that take these uncertainties into account in a more 
sophisticated way than is currently done. 

The core message is that uncertainty is much more 
than a number and that it has dimensions. Three of these 
are defined in the book Uncertainty and Quality in Science 
for Policy, the 1990 classic by Funtowicz and Ravetz. There 
are technical, methodological and epistemological dimen-
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sions of uncertainty in numbers. The technical dimension 
corresponds to inexactness, error bars, etc., while the 
methodological dimension corresponds to unreliability 
(for instance, whether the model structure is reliable). The 
epistemological dimension corresponds to the borders 
with ignorance and the limits of our ability to know and 
understand complex systems. We could argue that there is 
another dimension, namely the societal robustness of the 
knowledge, but this could also be considered to belong to 
the epistemological category. 

Figure 7. Successive recommended values of the fine 
structure constant -1 

 
Source: Taylor et al. (1969). 

An example from Funtowicz and Ravetz (1990) con-
cerns the recommended number for a physical constant, 
the fine structure constant. Recommended values reported 
in successive editions of the Handbook of Chemistry and 
Physics—the bible of the natural sciences—have changed 
over time. This is because science progresses. There are 
three items in the notational system used in the Handbook: 
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a number, a unit and a spread, the latter usually reported 
as a standard deviation. If we look at the number and the 
standard deviations that are recommended in successive 
editions of the Handbook for the fine structure constant, we 
see something strange. 

If there were only measurement error with random 
distribution to be considered, we would expect that 95% 
of the distribution would be captured by two standard 
deviations around the mean, and almost everything cap-
tured by plus or minus three standard deviations. How-
ever, we see that in 1968 the recommended value and 
reported error bar (one standard deviation) are far outside 
the error bar reported in 1950; the recommended values in 
1950 are more than four standard deviations apart. So ap-
parently there is more to say about uncertainty than can 
be captured in this standard deviation.  

This was perhaps the first time the fine structure con-
stant had been measured, but we know that systematic 
error means that no two laboratories will produce exactly 
the same result. If users of this number could have been 
warned early on that it had some limitations and that the 
reported standard deviation could not capture all the un-
certainty, it might have helped to avoid misunderstand-
ings of this type of number. This kind of uncertainty has 
somehow to be communicated. 

This example was of a physical constant, which may 
not capture the imagination of the public. Let us consider 
a policy relevant number, the emission levels of ammonia, 
an air pollutant mainly coming from the agricultural sys-
tem and for which emission reduction policies are in place 
in the Netherlands. Intensive cattle breeding in the Neth-
erlands produces a great deal of NH3 (ammonia) air pollu-
tion. Emission reduction policies are often relative to a 
reference year. Let us take 1995 as the reference year, and 
imagine that we want to reduce emissions by, for instance, 
10% relative to that year. We take the Dutch “State of the 
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Environment Report”4 (RIVM, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 
2000, 2001, 2002), which has tables for all the environmen-
tal indicators for which the Netherlands has implemented 
policies. We look up the 1995 emissions levels in the 1996 
edition of the report, and it is slightly more than 150 mil-
lion kilograms. Then we look up the same number in 
more recent editions of the report. In the 1997 edition 
there were some recalculations and there is a new number 
for the 1995 emission, which is slightly lower (see Figure 
8). Nothing changes in the 1998 edition, but there is a 
jump in the 1999 edition: it seems that knowledge of the 
emissions in 1995 has suddenly changed, and we see now 
that the 1995 level is almost 30% higher than we thought a 
couple of years earlier. The 30% change in the number due 
to the recalculation is three times larger than the hypothet-
ical long-term policy objective of 10% reduction in emis-
sions, which is discomfiting because it has serious policy 
implications.  

What happened here? We might imagine that someone 
goes out to measure gas emissions every year, but that is 
not the case. The calculation of NH3 emissions in a given 
year is the product of an agricultural model that follows 
the nitrogen, starting with the animal feed and taking into 
account the number of cows, chickens and pigs in the 
Netherlands. These animals are kept in different agricul-
tural subsystems, some in barns, some in meadows. The 
model assumes partition coefficients of how much nitro-
gen from the food ends up in the manure. A fraction of the 
nitrogen in the manure in a barn or in a meadow is emit-
ted as NH3 into the air. This is then calculated for each 
type of cow, chicken and pig in each agricultural sub-
system and finally everything is summed to serve as an 

                                                           
4 “Milieubalans”, an annual publication by the Netherlands En-
vironmental Assessment Agency, http://www.pbl.nl, which 
was formerly part of RIVM (National Institute for Public Health 
and the Environment). 

http://www.pbl.nl/
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estimate of the total NH3 emissions in a given year. So the 
numbers of animals in 1995 considered in the calculation 
remained constant, and what changed in the recalculation 
in the 1999 edition was the assumed emission factor of the 
biggest type of barns used in the Netherlands. A small 
change in the emission factor of the largest pig farms 
makes a big difference in the outcome for the model-
calculated emissions. 

Figure 8. Total NH3 emissions in the Netherlands in 1995 
as reported in successive editions of the “State of the 
Environment Report” of the Netherlands Environmental 
Assessment Agency 

 
Uncertainty as discussed in the present chapter may 

appear to be the preoccupation of a small community of 
practitioners. In fact, its relevance to policy making may 
sometimes cause it to hit the headlines. In 1999 there was 
a scandal at the Netherlands Environmental Assessment 
Agency when whistle-blower Hans de Kwaadsteniet re-
vealed to the media the use of poorly validated models for 
the production of environmental assessments (Van der 
Sluijs, 2002). As a consequence of the scandal and its fol-
low-up, it became mandatory for the Environmental As-
sessment Agency to report uncertainties. From the 2001 
edition of the “State of the Environment Report” onwards 
error bars are reported, reflecting two standard devia-
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tions. What is striking is that the size of these error bars is 
smaller than the change observed as a result of the recal-
culation in the 1999 edition. In terms of the different types 
of uncertainty, that means that the methodological uncer-
tainty (recalculation with updated assumption) was more 
significant here than the technical uncertainty (error bar). 

Qualified quantities: the NUSAP approach 

What about the third dimension, the borders with ig-
norance, which might be even more important? How do 
we assess that dimension of uncertainty? We need more 
qualifiers of scientific information, and that is where the 
new notational system comes in. The classic notational 
system only has room for a number, a unit and a spread, 
whereas for all the problems in the post-normal domain, 
we may need to issue something like a patient information 
leaflet that warns users about the risks involved in using 
numbers and provides guidance on how to use them re-
sponsibly. To that end, Funtowicz and Ravetz (1990) pro-
posed adding assessment and pedigree to the notational 
system, producing the NUSAP system: numeral, unit, 
spread, assessment, pedigree. Assessment is an expert 
judgement on reliability that puts the number into con-
text, and pedigree is a systematic multi-criteria evaluation 
to characterize the status of the scientific information in 
terms of how it was produced, where it comes from, and 
how we should understand the pedigree of a given num-
ber. This system is sensitive to our proximity to ignorance. 
Pedigree is assessed with the help of a pedigree matrix, 
describing pedigree criteria along with an ordinal 5-point 
scoring scale for each criterion. Table 2 presents how a 
pedigree may be articulated. 

For example, a model may have different parameters, 
some based on well-established science and others more 
speculative, and we have to be able to make the distinc-
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tion between them. In terms of criteria we can use, we 
have the empirical basis for the number, the theoretical 
basis behind the parameter, the methodological rigour 
with which the number was produced, the degree of vali-
dation or the degree to which it was a proxy as compared 
to the thing we really want to know. 

Table 2. Example pedigree matrix for emission monitor-
ing data 

Score Proxy Empirical 
basis 

Methodological 
rigour Validation 

4 An exact 
measure of 
the desired 
quantity 

Controlled 
experiments 
and large 
sample, direct 
measurements 

Best available 
practice in well-
established 
discipline 

Compared 
with inde-
pendent 
measurements 
of the same 
variable over 
long duration 

3 Good fit or 
measure 

Histori-
cal/field data 
uncontrolled 
experiments, 
small sample, 
direct meas-
urements 

Reliable meth-
od common 
within est. dis-
cipline, best 
available prac-
tice in imma-
ture discipline 

Compared 
with inde-
pendent 
measurements 
of closely 
related varia-
ble over short-
er period 

2 Well corre-
lated but 
not measur-
ing the 
same thing 

Mod-
elled/derived 
data, indirect 
measurements 

Acceptable 
method but 
limited consen-
sus on reliabil-
ity 

Measure-
ments not 
independent, 
proxy varia-
ble, limited 
period 

1 Weak corre-
lation but 
commonali-
ties in 
measure 

Educated 
guesses, indi-
rect, approx. 
rule of thumb 
estimate 

Preliminary 
methods, un-
known reliabil-
ity 

Weak and 
very indirect 
validation 

0 Not corre-
lated and 
not clearly 
related 

Crude specu-
lation 

No discernible 
rigour 

No validation 
performed 

Source: Van der Sluijs et al. (2005); adapted from Ellis et al. (2000). 
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For example, the empirical basis can be anything be-
tween crude speculation, an educated guess, model-
derived data, small samples of direct measurements or, in 
the best case, a large sample of direct measurements of the 
thing we seek to know. The level of methodological rigour 
can range from a state of no discernible rigour to a prelim-
inary method with unknown reliability, all the way to the 
best available practice in a well-established discipline. 
Validation can go from weak or indirect validation all the 
way to comparison with independent measurements. If 
we have this type of meta-information about the numbers, 
we can understand that they are not as strong as they 
might look at first sight and are much more prepared for 
them to change in the future. 

Figure 9. Example of presentation of pedigree scores of 
monitoring data of air pollutants. 

 
Source: Van der Sluijs et al. (2008). © IOP Publishing Ltd. CC BY-NC-SA, 
doi: 10.1088/1748-9326/3/2/024008 

To illustrate, three air pollutants are monitored in a 
country, but the status of knowledge on how we can best 
estimate the yearly emissions varies. We have much more 
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knowledge about the volatile organic components of 
paint, which we can easily model and for which the em-
pirical basis and theoretical understanding are quite 
strong, than about how particles are formed in a combus-
tion process or about the empirical basis for monitoring 
ammonia emissions from cattle breeding. This type of in-
formation gives a better idea of what types of policies can 
be formed on the basis of these numbers. Figure 9 gives an 
example of how this can be communicated. 

A paper on extinction risks due to climate change from 
Thomas et al. (2004) serves as another example. It is a four-
page paper in Nature presenting a very simple model. The 
study’s authors predict, on the basis of a mid-range cli-
mate warming scenario for 2015, that 15% to 37% of spe-
cies in the sample of regions and taxa will be “committed 
to extinction”. This was one of the studies included in the 
meta-analysis that arrived at the 7.9% figure. The 7.9% in 
Urban (2015) referred to “species”, while Thomas et al. 
refer to “species in their sample of regions and taxa”. The 
meta-analysis talks about species that will become extinct, 
while this paper talks about species being “committed to 
extinction”, which is a rather vague, poorly defined con-
cept. 

There is an interesting claim in the last line of the in-
troductory paragraph of the Thomas et al. paper, that 
these estimates “show the importance of rapid implemen-
tation of technologies to decrease greenhouse gas emis-
sions and strategies for carbon sequestration”. The logic is 
not clear. Does the fact that species will go extinct mean 
that we should design strategies to store CO2 under-
ground? How do the authors jump from species extinction 
to a particular preferred solution (carbon sequestration)? 
This sounds like an opinion for which the underlying ar-
guments are not even given. However, what we are inter-
ested in is the quantified outcome of this study, the rate of 
15% to 37% of species being committed to extinction un-
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der mid-range climate warming scenarios. The authors 
arrived at this range by applying the so-called species-
area relationship from ecology, which says that the num-
ber of species depends on the area of the habitat of the 
species, and that by consequence, if the habitat shrinks, 
the likelihood of a species becoming extinct increases. The 
greater the shrinkage of the area, the more species will 
become extinct. There is a simple relationship between the 
number of species and the area of a given habitat; its pa-
rameters have been estimated based on empirical data: 

S = c A z 

where S = number of species, A = area, c = constant and z 
≈ 0.25. We see that this formula yields a number, and if we 
compare it to climate projections, and the area before and 
after climate change for each habitat, then we get a ratio 
which is simply the ratio of the area to the power z, which 
is itself an empirically derived parameter estimated to be 
0.25. There was, however, a sensitivity analysis for the 
value of z.  

The authors collected climate projections for habitat 
changes from the literature and grouped these into three 
classes of warming (low, mid-range, high) and explored 
the outcomes for two extreme assumptions on dispersal 
(no dispersal and full dispersal). To briefly explain disper-
sal: as a rule of thumb, for each degree of warming we get 
roughly a 100-kilometre shift of climate zones from the 
Equator to the poles, a 150-metre upward shift in the 
mountains. The species have to catch up with that and 
migrate (disperse) to the new area with favourable climat-
ic conditions for their survival. Some can migrate more 
easily than others. A forest needs more time to migrate, 
because trees cannot walk, so it depends on the speed of 
the seed cycle. From the paleo-record we know that an 
oak forest can keep up with 0.12°C per decade, and if the 
increase in temperature is faster, the oak forest will die 
back more rapidly on one side than it will expand on the 
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other to populate the new zone where the climate is now 
favourable. 

Therefore, the climate zones and associated habitats 
shift poleward with climate change, but if there is no dis-
persal, species can only survive in the overlapping area 
between the old and the new favourable climate zones, 
while if there is full dispersal, the species can migrate 
completely to the new, favourable area.  

We see that the outcome that made it to the conclusion 
is the mid-range scenario, with the lowest and the highest 
number in the reported range corresponding to the full 
and no dispersal assumptions; the resulting range being 
15% to 37%. Next, Thomas et al. (2004) present a huge ta-
ble in which they list in aggregated (per taxa and region) 
form the data from the 1,103 species which they studied, 
including mammals in Mexico, birds in different regions, 
frogs, reptiles, butterflies, plants, etc. There are three 
numbers for each scenario with and without dispersal, 
representing three ways of aggregating the data from in-
dividual species in each taxa and region to the whole set 
of species in that taxa and region. 

However, there are many missing numbers in the ta-
ble. The authors explain in the methods section how they 
interpolated the missing numbers, which they had to do 
in order to calculate the bottom line, the extinction risk for 
all the species in the sample. These aggregated numbers, 
which are used in the conclusion of the paper, thus in-
clude a large number of hidden interpolated numbers. 

Overall, we see that there are many assumptions hid-
den behind the numbers, for example in the interpolation 
algorithm. There is also a bias in the sample of species that 
are included in the analysis, because they are species on 
which publications exist in terms of what climate change 
does to their habitat. This means that the study may be 
focused on those species most sensitive to climate change: 
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such results cannot be extrapolated to all the species on 
the planet. Considering again the Urban (2015) study that 
concluded that 7.9% of all species will be made extinct—
what would that be in absolute terms? Nobody knows the 
number of species on the planet. Does it refer to eukaryot-
ic species only (estimated to be 8.7 million plus or minus 
1.3 million (Mora et al., 2011)) or to all species on Earth? 
Urban does not specify, so even the unit (the second quali-
fier in the NUSAP) is ambiguous. 

All these aspects of uncertainty become evident in the 
process of applying NUSAP and the pedigree matrix to 
systematize critical reflection on the strengths and weak-
nesses of scientific knowledge claims. The pedigree matrix 
can have criteria such as proxy, quality and quantity of 
the empirical basis of this model, theoretical understand-
ing, representation of the underlying mechanisms, plausi-
bility and colleague consensus. As an exercise, my M.Sc. 
and Ph.D. students apply such a pedigree matrix to the 
Thomas et al. (2004) study. The estimate of the extinction 
risk is often scored somewhere in the middle for proxy. 
There is a correlation between area of habitat size and ex-
tinction risk, but it is not the same thing; we are not mod-
elling extinction, but area loss, which is assumed to be 
correlated to extinction. The quality and quantity of the 
model, which are somewhere between an educated guess 
and modelled and derived data, attain quite a low pedi-
gree score of between 1 and 2. Regarding theoretical un-
derstanding, it is an accepted theory of a partial nature 
with a limited consensus on reliability, but some students 
think it is a preliminary theory. The other pedigree criteri-
on also gets quite low scores, based on preliminary meth-
ods and weak and indirect validation. 
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Conclusions 

Figures such as the 7.9% that we have discussed in de-
tail in this chapter are often a first attempt to quantify a 
complex phenomenon, in this case the risk of extinction of 
species due to anthropogenic climate change. We have 
treated this number as an example of what we perceive to 
be a dangerous practice—the production and use of crisp 
figures to give the impression that science produces truth.  

The fact that such hyper-precise quantifications may 
emerge from statistical averaging processes or from com-
putational algorithms is not a justification for their publi-
cation. Numbers ought to be used responsibly; in our 
view the approach of Urban (2015) leaves much room for 
improvement. Science—especially when deployed at the 
science-policy interface—should involve what we call 
‘craft skills’ with numbers. Quantification should be a 
much more nuanced and reflective process (Porter, 1995; 
for a discussion see Chapter 2, this volume). A peer re-
view process for quantitative evidence would need to sys-
tematically include approaches such as NUSAP, 
sensitivity auditing in the case of mathematical or statisti-
cal models, and in general the exercise of good judgment.  

The liberty to quantify should be used with discretion, 
and should go hand-in-hand with the duty to refrain from 
quantification when appropriate. The practice of throwing 
magic numbers into the arena for public consumption is in 
our view one of the symptoms and causes of the crisis in 
science that is under analysis in this book, representing, as 
it does, an abdication of the scientist’s responsibility to 
ensure that the craft of science has been applied with all 
due diligence.  
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6 

DOUBT HAS BEEN ELIMINATED1 

Roger Strand 

In a speech before the United Nations (UN) Commis-
sion on Sustainable Development in 2007, Gro Harlem 
Brundtland, the UN Secretary-General’s Special Envoy 
on Climate Change, memorably spoke the following 
words: 

So what is it that is new today? What is new is that doubt 
has been eliminated. The report of the International Panel 
on Climate Change is clear. And so is the Stern report. It 
is irresponsible, reckless and deeply immoral to question 
the seriousness of the situation. The time for diagnosis is 
over. Now it is time to act. (Brundtland, 2007) 

Eight years later, in 2015, barrister and professor of 
law Philippe Sands proposed that climate sceptics 
should be dealt with by settling the scientific dispute 

                                                           
1 A previous version of this book chapter was published in S. 
A. Øyen et al. (eds.), Sacred Science? On science and its interrela-
tions with religious worldviews, Wageningen Academic Publish-
ers: 55-64. We are grateful to Wageningen Academic 
Publishers for their kind permission to re-use the material and 
text. 
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over climate change in a world court2. In the same year 
New York Times columnist Timothy Snyder (2015) ex-
pressed the view that climate scepticism was a crime 
against humanity comparable to the Nazi invasion of 
Europe and campaign of extermination. 

These statements of 2015 were criticized as outra-
geous, and perhaps rightly so. If they were representa-
tive of attitudes in the scientific community, it might 
seem that climate science was experiencing a moral cri-
sis. However, every climate scientist I have talked to 
agrees that Nazism was simply and utterly wrong, 
whereas the climate change issue is complex. 

Brundtland’s statement is far more interesting be-
cause it did not provoke a public outcry. Rather, it 
seemed to emanate from a standpoint shared by many 
scientific and political actors in the early 21st century: 
namely a firm belief in ‘Science’ and great frustration 
over political inaction on the climate issue. In analysing 
her statement as well as the curious ethics debate that 
ensued in Norway—the story of which follows below—
we may identify some of the peculiar challenges that 
arise when science is supposed to speak ‘Truth’. I will 
borrow from Ragnar Fjelland (1985), who employed the 
Norwegian concept livssyn or “life philosophies”3, and 
analysed how such life philosophies may borrow au-

                                                           
2 See The Guardian, 2015. 
3 The literal translation of livssyn is “life view”. One can find 
three translations of this term into English: (secular) “philoso-
phy of life”, “life philosophy” and “worldview”. The Norwe-
gian government appears to prefer “philosophy of life” in their 
official documents. In order to avoid the connotation with the 
Germanic philosophical tradition, I will use the slightly more 
awkward “life philosophy” in this chapter. “Worldview” is in 
my opinion not an adequate translation because the concept of 
livssyn typically embraces and emphasizes the existential and 
moral dimensions of human life. 
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thority from science and religion. I shall argue that 
Brundtland’s statement betrays a belief in science that 
has less to do with philosophy of science and more to do 
with life philosophy. 

Accordingly, in this chapter I shall not be concerned 
with the supposed ‘crisis in science’ in the sense of mani-
festations of moral, epistemological or methodological 
decline. I will leave it to others to comment on the al-
leged indecency of thinkers like Sands and Snyder, the 
loss of numerical skill in scientific culture, and the dubi-
ous nature of the mathematical models underlying poli-
cy advice—all issues touched on in the present volume. 
At that level, one may argue either way as to whether 
science is in crisis or not. On a superficial level, science is 
clearly not in crisis: scientific research is expanding and 
scientific knowledge is accumulating—notwithstanding 
growing concerns about falling quality standards (see 
Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, this volume). Science is ad-
vancing at an accelerating pace and is becoming ever 
more important in the economy and in public decision-
making. There are admittedly examples of public dis-
trust in science, such as the disputes over genetically 
modified organisms (mainly in Europe and Latin Amer-
ica) or over vaccination programmes (mainly in North 
America). Still, Northern and Western governments at 
the beginning of the 21st century, when confronted with 
resistance to new technologies among their citizenry, do 
not appear to perceive (or admit to) a crisis in science or 
modernity. Instead, these governments continue to 
modernize and rationalize: they dismiss Sands as being 
ignorant of democracy and freedom of speech; they 
strengthen controls on research integrity; they fund 
more and hopefully better science for policy in hope that 
the resulting knowledge will eliminate political uncer-
tainty. The community of practitioners of post-normal 
science—already described elsewhere in this volume—
would probably argue that such efforts are in vain, and I 
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would agree. However, our arguments have often failed 
to convince our governments. In this chapter I will ana-
lyse one reason for their failure, namely the relation be-
tween belief in science and life philosophy. I shall 
address a type of crisis in science that is metaphysical 
rather than moral or epistemological. 

To posit a metaphysical crisis in science is in no way 
original. Nietzsche did so in his own manner in the 19th 
century, and the claim was emphatically and clearly ex-
pressed by Husserl in 1936 in his major work The Crisis 
of European Sciences: 

[…] the total world-view of modern man, in the second 
half of the nineteenth century, let itself be determined by 
the positive sciences and be blinded by the ‘prosperity’ they 
produced, meant an indifferent turning-away from the 
questions which are decisive for a genuine humanity. 
Merely fact-minded sciences make merely fact-minded 
people. […] What does science have to say about reason or 
unreason or about us men as subjects of this freedom? The 
mere science of bodies has nothing to say; it abstracts from 
everything subjective. (Husserl, 1936/1970: 6) 

For Husserl (and his successors, including 
Heidegger) the success of Galilean science led not only 
to a “geometrization” of the life-world in the sense of 
pervasive measurement and technology, but also to its 
disenchantment. With modern science, the world be-
came grey. Meaningful places and things became geo-
metric spaces containing bodies and energy fields. 

It was perhaps impossible for 19th- and 20th-century 
philosophers to foresee how new meanings and morals 
would be created by scientific culture and technological 
progress. Meaning in the early 21st century is above all 
connected with welfare and consumption. Policies in the 
Northern and Western world (as well as in many other 
parts of the world) are dominated by the idea of research 
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and innovation stimulating economic growth and help-
ing to secure long, safe and comfortable lives in welfare 
states (see Chapter 3). Science produces prosperity, in 
this view, and also sets the limits for our decisions and 
actions because it ‘speaks Truth to Power’. Husserl rhe-
torically asked, “What does science have to say about 
reason or unreason or about us men as subjects of this 
freedom?”, but in the spirit of Brundtland we might re-
ply, “everything”. Not only did science provide a meta-
physics for modern people, it also provided the basis for 
a life philosophy. 

Is this a crisis? For Husserl and Heidegger the crisis 
in science was the emptying and to some extent the de-
struction or degradation of the life-world. The likes of 
Brundtland would disagree with this view: they would 
argue that science has enriched and enhanced the life-
world. It is at this point that some philosophical work 
needs to be done. We need to analyse the way that sci-
ence is used in order to inform or create a life philoso-
phy. One of the aims of philosophical analysis is to 
identify contradictions and critically discuss justifica-
tions. This is what this chapter sets out to do. I shall dis-
cuss Brundtland’s claim that doubt has been eliminated, 
and I intend to show that it represents an ill-founded life 
philosophy, based on an unscientific faith in science. 
This philosophy may be added to the “to-be-unlearned” 
list mentioned in Chapter 1.  

The elimination of doubt and the ethos of science 

“Doubt has been eliminated,” according to Brund-
tland, and the reason for this was that the conclusions of 
the Fourth Assessment Report of the IPCC and “the 
Stern report” (the “Stern Review on the Economics of 
Climate Change”) were “clear”. In other words, these 
publications were seen (by Brundtland) as carrying suf-
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ficient authority to eliminate doubt in the competent and 
rational reader. It also seems obvious that their authority 
inhered in their scientific character and credibility. Re-
gardless of how much Brundtland (as a UN Special En-
voy, former Prime Minister of Norway and former 
Director-General of the World Health Organization) 
may have valued scientific and political authority, the 
statement that doubt had been eliminated would have 
been quite ridiculous had it been based merely on, for 
example, the conclusions of a citizens’ consensus confer-
ence, the policy of a political party, or a report from an 
environmentalist NGO. What is noteworthy about the 
IPCC is that it was set up in order to ensure scientific 
quality and legitimacy; and the “Stern report” is so 
called because of Sir Nicholas Stern’s status and academ-
ic reputation. Their authority does not lie in any notion 
of their moral superiority but rather in their presumed 
capacity to describe things as they are (or to ‘speak Truth to 
Power’). When Brundtland says that the reports are 
“clear”, it may mean they make clear what needs to be 
done in terms of decisions and actions, but the clarity 
she is asserting is first and foremost of a descriptive na-
ture: it is such that anthropogenic climate change is upon 
us. 

The problem, however, is that most contemporary 
philosophies of science—professional philosophies as 
well as the implicit and informal ones that Kjørup (1996) 
calls “spontaneous philosophies”—would tend to accord 
a central place to continuous discussion, open criticism 
and methodical doubt among their ideals of scientific 
practice. Indeed, at the very centre of 20th-century ex-
pressions of belief in ‘Enlightenment’ and ‘Progress’, 
thinkers such as Karl Popper and Robert K. Merton ar-
gued that a critical mind-set and organized scepticism 
were essential to science and necessary for the mainte-
nance of open and democratic societies. One might cer-
tainly disagree with the Popper-Merton theses about the 
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interdependence of self-critical science and the open so-
ciety, and dispute the empirical adequacy of describing 
scientific institutions and practices as the enactment of 
celebrated virtues of open-mindedness. Since the ap-
pearance of the celebrated work of Thomas Kuhn, The 
Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962), picking holes in 
the theses of Popper and Merton has become an academ-
ic industry in itself. Doing so, however, tends to be an 
act of distancing oneself from the official discourse on 
the ‘Ethos of Science’ and how it is supposed to be em-
bedded in scientific practice, taught in our universities, 
regulated by written and unwritten codes of conduct 
and employed in public decision-making. Describing 
science as a dogmatic enterprise in the manner of Kuhn 
(who talked about “research as a strenuous and devoted 
attempt to force nature into the conceptual boxes sup-
plied by professional education”, 1962: 5), does not lend 
support to the authority of science in public decision 
making.  

Unsurprisingly, Brundtland was indeed accused, in a 
quite literal sense, of an anti-scientific attitude in her 
embrace of the IPCC and the Stern reports. In a great 
moment of late-modern irony, the Norwegian Research 
Ethics Committee for Science and Technology (NENT) 
received in November 2009 a complaint about Brund-
tland’s speech which argued that it violated basic prin-
ciples of research ethics: academic freedom, anti-
dogmatism and organized skepticism4. NENT, a com-
mittee appointed by the Norwegian government and 
mandated by the Norwegian Act on Research Ethics, 
concluded in three parts. First, NENT clarified that it 

                                                           
4 The complaint made to NENT by cand. real. (≈ M. Sc.) Jan M. 
Döderlein and the Committee’s reply are publicly available at 
http://www.etikkom.no. I should make clear that I was one of 
the 12 members of the NENT Committee at the time and par-
ticipated in the drafting of the response to Döderlein. 
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would not arbitrate on Brundtland’s statement as such 
because she was not a researcher and the statement ap-
parently did not intend to influence research practice. 
Second, however, NENT affirmed a relationship be-
tween climate research and climate policy. A political 
speech, regardless of its intentions, may therefore indi-
rectly and unintentionally influence scientific practice. 
Accordingly, NENT decided that it could and should 
comment on the content of Brundtland’s speech: 

NENT finds it relevant to point out that accepted lan-
guage use in scientific contexts differs from what one finds 
in the mentioned quote [the introductory quote of this 
chapter]. Traditional academic norms allow and encourage 
doubt and critical questions. Doubt may in such contexts 
be well or ill founded, but not irresponsible and immoral 
by itself. In a situation of action, which then is not a pure-
ly scientific context, it may of course be irresponsible and 
immoral not to act, for example by maintaining doubt or 
criticism that one oneself finds poorly justified. It might be 
that Brundtland has this type of action in mind. (NENT, 
2009)5 

The statement from NENT goes on to mention pre-
cautionary principles as an example of principles of ac-
tion designed to alleviate the tension between academic 
and political moral norms: “Such principles seek to justi-
fy political action while acknowledging scientific uncer-
tainty and maintaining critical scientific debate” (ibid.). 

In sum, NENT probably went as far as it could with-
in its mandate, concluding that Brundtland’s speech dif-
fered from “accepted language use in scientific 
contexts”. In plain terms: her utterance violated the 
norms of the ethos of science. It would be a serious un-
derestimation of actors at Brundtland’s level, however, 
to think that her words were carelessly chosen or the 

                                                           
5 Author’s own translation. 
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result of ignorance. She certainly knew that it is more 
‘scientific’ to qualify statements; to appreciate the plural-
ity of perspectives and expert opinions; to show aware-
ness of the essential fallibility of scientific facts, theories 
and advice. Her task was not to be scientific: it was to 
argue for the supreme authority of science in order to 
quash doubts about the authority of the advice from the 
IPCC and the Stern report. Whether this was a wise or 
even effective strategy, is another question (Sarewitz, 
2004). 

The unscientific belief in science 

Questions about the justification of the authority of 
various perspectives and positions are very difficult to 
answer and have received extensive attention from 
(some would say have plagued) modern philosophy. I 
shall not enter here into what many would claim to be 
the more fundamental issue—namely how to justify 
one’s own special beliefs (what some would call compre-
hensive doctrines) in a politically liberal society where 
others cannot be expected to share one’s world-view or 
to endorse the same set of values or virtues. Rather, I 
will discuss some aspects of justification from within a 
particular perspective in the hope that it will shed some 
light on the topic of this chapter, that is, the relationship 
between science and life philosophies as exemplified by 
Brundtland’s speech. 

The task of justifying a comprehensive doctrine from 
within that doctrine can range from the trivial to the ex-
tremely difficult. For instance, doctrines that postulate 
their own origins in revelations made by an omniscient, 
loving and truthful deity can have strong self-
justificatory features: it is natural to believe God’s words 
if they tell us that he is always right. Proponents of doc-
trines about the proper role and authority of science can 
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choose from a number of justificatory strategies. Justifi-
catory resources can sometimes be found within the per-
spective itself, as in the intriguing debate on the 
evidence for the utility of evidence-based practice in 
medicine. At other times, it has been found convenient 
to emphasize that justification in the last resort resides 
outside the perspective, as when Popper pointed out the 
need to decide upon the role of rationality and the choice 
of critical rationalism. Critical rationalism is not con-
sistent with claiming the necessity of its acceptance, if we 
are to believe Popper. 

This is a relevant observation in relation to Brund-
tland’s speech. It is possible to have a scientific belief in 
science—but if science is defined epistemologically as 
fallible and praxeologically as an activity that embodies 
norms of doubt and self-criticism, then belief in science 
can be neither too dogmatic nor too hostile towards crit-
icism without becoming unscientific. This paradox is 
indeed evident in Brundtland’s statement. She claims 
not only that “Doubt has been eliminated” but also that 
to raise further critical questions would be immoral. It is 
very difficult not to see this as expressly unscientific and 
even at odds with the norms of the institutions from 
which she borrows authority for her statement. The con-
tradiction is perhaps not so important in itself. There is 
little reason to fear that climate scientists will become 
dogmatic simply because one UN Special Envoy made 
an unscientific claim about climate science. The interest-
ing question is rather: if science is not the source of au-
thority for this type of belief in science, what is? Mere 
trust in the IPCC or in Stern and his team, however bril-
liant they may be, appears an inadequate basis for mak-
ing such strong claims. Many observers would find it 
hard to trust such a complex and earthly endeavour as 
the IPCC to the point of not admitting the slightest 
doubt. Bearing in mind Brundtland’s experience as for-
mer Head of Government and former Director-General 
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of the WHO, it is unlikely that she held naïve beliefs 
about the functioning of large international institutions. 
On this ground, the statement “Doubt has been elimi-
nated” appears less an expression of reasonable trust in 
the mundane IPCC than of faith in science. What kind of 
phenomenon was that faith? 

Livssyn—life philosophies 

There is an abundance of potentially useful concepts 
for the problems I am discussing here. Comprehensive 
doctrine is one example. Ideology, metaphysical position and 
worldview are others. The point I wish to pursue, howev-
er, is not so much one of epistemology or political theory 
as of “life philosophy” in Fjelland’s definition. In the 
following, I shall discuss his analysis, as well as the 
Norwegian context in which it was introduced. 

At the time of Brundtland’s speech in 2012, Norway 
was a confessional state. The Norwegian Constitution 
read: 

All inhabitants of the Realm shall have the right to free ex-
ercise of their religion. The Evangelical-Lutheran religion 
shall remain the official religion of the State. The inhabit-
ants professing it are bound to bring up their children in 
the same. (Norwegian Constitution (as of 2012), Article 2) 

The wording of the constitution was changed in 2014; it 
now reads that “our value foundation remains our 
Christian and humanistic heritage”. The “State Church” 
changed its name to the “Church of Norway” and is 
mentioned in the Constitution as the “people’s church”. 
In practice, however, the State can still be regarded as 
confessional, considering that clergy are civil servants, 
Christianity is taught in public schools, etc. This is not 
without practical complications in a modern welfare 
state. For instance, the State needs to distinguish be-
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tween inhabitants who profess the official religion and 
those who do not, in order to keep track of public church 
taxes. A proportion of direct taxes collected from Church 
of Norway members is re-directed to the church, where-
as other, non-State religious communities receive a share 
of public taxes proportionate to the size of their congre-
gations. This principle is intended to uphold the consti-
tutional right to free exercise of religion. The economic 
and institutional dimension of the “exercise of religion” 
is accordingly governed by membership in religious 
communities, provided that the community is entered in 
the designated official registry of such communities. En-
try in the registry (and hence, the right to receive part of 
the church tax) has to be approved by the State, and is 
regulated by the Norwegian Act with the striking title 
Lov om trudomssamfunn og ymist anna (“Norwegian Act 
on Religious Communities, et cetera” [sic]). In 1981, secu-
lar communities were mentioned by name in Norwegian 
legislation (and not only as “et cetera”) in the “Act Relat-
ing to Allocations to Belief-based Communities”, and in 
public management the relevant category is now more 
often than not tros- og livssynssamfunn: that is, 
faith/religious and (secular) belief/life philosophy-
based communities. A lot could be said about this, not 
least about the curious controversies that occasionally 
arise when the State decides not to approve a particular 
community as fit to be listed in the official state registry. 
For instance, the County Governor of Telemark with-
drew the approval of “The Circle of Friends of Pi-ism” in 
2006, referring to media reports that the community 
could not be not a serious religious community6 as they 
were “laughing” about their own approved status.  

In the obviously difficult work of deciding what con-
stitutes a serious religious community, the Norwegian 

                                                           
6 See http://www.fylkesmannen.no/liste.aspx?m=5783&amid 
=1303323  
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State relies on a definition provided by its Ministry of 
Justice. The definition is quite comprehensive and re-
quires that the (true) followers of a (serious) religion be-
lieve in a power or powers that determine fate, and that 
they lead their lives accordingly. Moreover, a religion 
“should” include fundamental concepts such as “holi-
ness”, “revelation”, “miracle”, “sin” and “sacrifice” 
(Kirke-, utdannings og forskningsdepartementet, 2000; 
see p. 50 for a self-critical discussion of this position). As 
for secular communities, it appears that Norwegian au-
thorities never even tried to define them, opting instead 
for the more pragmatic solution of setting a lower limit 
of 500 members as a requirement for their approval. Still, 
the concept is not empty and appears to be endowed 
with an implicit expectation of seriousness and dignity, 
as indicated by Norway’s Prime Minister Jens Stolten-
berg in a speech to Parliament on 28 May 2010: 

President, 

Religion and life philosophy have always been an 
important part in the life of human beings. Our relation-
ship to religion and life philosophy takes part in defining 
us both as individuals and as a society. [He then proceeds 
to describe religious life.] […] Others do not believe in a 
deity, but find a sense of belonging and guidance in a dis-
tinct life philosophy. (Stoltenberg, 2010)7 

Hence, the sincere follower of a life philosophy—
humanism and social humanism being the most visible 
ones in Norwegian public life—should perhaps not nec-
essarily profess faith, but at least “belonging” and “guid-

                                                           
7 Author’s translation, which was anything but easy in this 
case. Stoltenberg uses the word tydelig—deutlich in German. I 
have translated it into “distinct”, which perhaps exaggerates 
the association with rationalist philosophy in his mention of 
secular life philosophies. 
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ance”, and should certainly not make a joke of his or her 
life philosophy or community. 

However, even a close reading of Norwegian public 
documents is not very enlightening about what a life 
philosophy actually is. The impression that emerges is 
that a life philosophy is defined by what it is not: life phi-
losophy is like a religion, but without religious beliefs; 
‘Religion Light’ or even ‘Zero’. At this point, Fjelland’s 
(1985) analysis comes to the rescue. 

Fjelland argues that Kant’s four questions of philoso-
phy are the suitable point of departure for defining a life 
philosophy:  

i. What can I know? 
ii. What ought I to do? 

iii. For what may I hope? 
iv. What is a human being? 

Rather than reproduce Fjelland’s argument, I shall apply 
his conclusions in the final part of the chapter, namely 
that one’s individual answers to the three latter ques-
tions form a life philosophy. The answer to the first 
question—what can I know?—does not form an intrinsic 
part of the life philosophy, but may be central to its justi-
fication. 

In this way, the concept of life philosophy is placed 
on a different level to religion and science. Religion and 
science may provide inputs to (or justifications for) the 
life philosophy, but they are not identical to the life phi-
losophy. Fjelland shows how not only a religion such as 
Christianity but also a cosmology such as is found in 
Ancient Greek philosophy can provide answers to 
Kant’s questions, and in this way justify particular life 
philosophies (from within the perspective itself, of 
course). He then argues that belief in science and pro-
gress can easily provide other answers to Kant’s ques-
tions and in this way produce a science-based life 
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philosophy. ‘Science-based’ is, however, a term to be 
used with caution in this respect. Within the proper do-
main of science, the quality of being ‘science-based’ may 
endow a claim with superior epistemic authority. But 
Kant’s questions are philosophical, not scientific; a cate-
gorical mistake is made if one believes that biological 
theories can produce the unique and ultimate truth 
about human beings, or if one uncritically embraces the 
technological imperative, to conclude that we ought to 
develop and implement all technologies that can be de-
livered by science. 

First or second modernity 

Is it appropriate to talk about life philosophies in re-
lation to climate change? I think so. The issue of climate 
change cannot be separated from a number of immense 
and difficult questions about our responsibility for fu-
ture generations, global equity, non-human species, our 
choice of lifestyles and therefore our values. I believe 
Brundtland would agree on this point. She was not pre-
tending to be a philosopher of science. She wanted to 
make a statement about what was important and how 
we ought to act as societies and individuals. 

Brundtland’s speech borrows the answers to Kant’s 
second and third questions—what we ought to do and 
for what we may hope—from the IPCC and the Stern 
reports: we should reduce emissions, for the beneficial 
effects. She touched on the question of what a human 
being is in the report Our Common Future (WCED, 1987), 
which not only lays out our responsibilities regarding 
future generations and present neighbours, but also sees 
our roles and identities as intrinsically bound together 
on Planet Earth. Many would agree with her. 

A problem arises when considering Kant’s first ques-
tion: what can we know? By expressing an unscientific 
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faith in science, Brundtland undermines the authority of 
her life philosophy. It remains science-based, but no 
longer justified and endorsed by science in its canonical 
expression. Nor is it supported by religion. Perhaps it 
could be supported by a ‘cosmology of simplicity’, in 
which the Universe is, if not a Greek Harmonic Cosmos, 
at least such a simple place that even if scientists remain 
mired in methodological self-doubt, the knowledge they 
produce is in fact the Truth. This position is an intellec-
tually vulnerable one, to the left of Religion and to the 
right of Science. Popper tried to find a way out if it; 
Feyerabend spent most of his intellectual energy un-
dressing and ridiculing it. The problem for Brundtland 
and other policy makers is not the keen eye of philoso-
phers of science; the problem is that many 21st-century 
citizens are endowed with critical skills and literacy and 
fear authority so little that they no longer believe leaders 
such as Brundtland when they say that doubt has been 
eliminated and that doubt is, moreover, immoral. Inter-
preted as an empirical statement, the pronouncement 
“doubt has been eliminated” is quite simply false. The 
maker of such a statement can only be held up for ridi-
cule, and his or her communicative power will suffer. 
The serious diminution of political agency in the climate 
issue has been analysed elsewhere (Rommetveit, Fun-
towicz and Strand, 2010) and I shall not enter into politi-
cal analysis here. I shall only recall Ulrich Beck’s more 
general diagnosis of the class of political-environmental-
human global problems that increasingly appear to 
characterize our century: 

Wir leben in einer anderen Welt als in der, in der wir 
denken. Wir leben in der Welt des und, denken in 
Kategorien des entweder-oder. [...] Die stinknormale 
Weiter–und–weiter-Modernisierung hat einen Kluft 
zwischen Begriff und Wirklichkeit aufgerissen, die deshalb 
so schwer aufzuzeigen, zu benennen ist, weil die Uhren in 
den zentralen Begriffen stillgestellt sind. Die ”Moderne” 
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[...] ist in ihrem fortgeschrittenen Stadium zur terra 
incognita geworden, zu einer zivilisatorischen Wildnis, die 
wir kennen und nicht kennen, nicht begreifen können, weil 
das monopolistischen Denkmodell der Moderne, ihr 
Industriegesellschaftliches, industriekapitalistisches 
Selbstverständnis, im Zuge der verselbstständigten 
Modernisierung hoffnungslos veraltet ist. (Beck, 1993: 61-
62)8 

The Norwegian Research Ethics Committee for Sci-
ence and Technology mentioned earlier has called for a 
‘second modernity’ type of approach (NENT, 2009): that 
is, admitting that there may be uncertainty in the climate 
models but affirming that this does not justify inaction; 
indeed, that uncertainty may be a reason for precaution-
ary action. Brundtland’s problem is that she does not 
find enough power in a discourse of ‘ands’: Science is 
telling us that the climate problem is extremely urgent 
and that science may be wrong or incomplete. Apparent-
ly unable to acknowledge the second modernity, and no 
longer able to ‘educate and persuade’ the people into 
submissiveness, leaders of 21st-century democracies are 
simply in deadlock. 

                                                           
8 This passage is not found in the official English translation of 
Beck’s book, probably because it does not translate at all well 
into English. What follows is an attempt of the author and Sa-
rah Moore, copy-editor of this volume:  

We live in a different world than in the one in which we think. 
We live in the world of ‘ands’, while thinking in terms of ‘either-
or’. [...] The perfectly banal process of modernization goes on and 
on and has torn open a chasm between ideas and reality which is 
so hard to point out, so hard to express, because the clocks have 
stopped in the central ideas. The ‘modern’ [...] in its advanced 
stages has become a terra incognita, it has become a civilizational 
wilderness that we know and do not know, that we cannot under-
stand because the monopolistic conceptual model of modernity, 
its industrialized-society, capitalistic self-understanding, has be-
come hopelessly outdated even as the process of modernization 
has established itself. 
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How can we get out of this deadlock? There have al-
ready been many constructive suggestions, of various 
natures: methodological (responsible quantification and 
appraisal of uncertainties/sensitivities), epistemological 
(management of uncertainty and complexity), political 
(deliberative democracy and a new social contract for 
science), legal (precautionary principles), ethical (eco-
philosophy, etc.). This short chapter shall end with a 
somewhat unusual suggestion: to think again about our 
concepts of life philosophies. We have seen that the 
Norwegian Prime Minister could not avoid quasi-
religious concepts such as ‘belonging’ and ‘guidance’ 
when trying to describe life philosophies. As long as this 
deferential attitude prevails, secular life philosophies 
will remain a version of Religion Light. We will be prone 
to fall into science-based but unscientific dogmatism and 
consequently into ridicule. I will therefore end by mak-
ing the claim for piecemeal, reflexive, self-critical and 
tentative life philosophies, accommodating the ‘ands’ of 
Beck and making room for doubts and smiles. A proper 
argumentation would require another chapter, or indeed 
a book series; still, let me put forward the claim that a 
life philosophy of Beck’s ‘ands’, fit for a second moderni-
ty, would need to be able to maintain hope in the ab-
sence of guarantees from gods or science, and to see the 
questions of how we should act and what it is to be a 
human as deeply entangled and interdependent (Fun-
towicz and Strand, 2011). Such a philosophy would need 
to be founded in the 21st-century life-world, accepting 
that science and technology generate meaning and pur-
pose but without accepting the hegemonic technoscien-
tific imperative. Let me put forward this claim for a new 
life philosophy, even if a community of such thinkers 
might not be found fit by the County Governor of Tele-
mark, Norway, to enter the appropriate State registry.   
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